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TO LEI.

published every day
(Sunday· excepted) by th

PORTLAND ΡΙ'ΒΙ,ΙβΗίΚβ β·.,

To Let.

A d«23tf

published every Shujwdat Morxixo at
«2 St
; if paid ill ad**nce. at $2 00 a year.
Kates of Advbewsino : One inch
length of column, constitute· a "square."oi space, ii
$1 50 per square daily flrtt
week; 75 cents pe
week after; three
insertions, or
ing every other day after flret less,50$1 00f continu
cents.
week,
Half square, three
insertion· or less, 75 cents ; ont
week. $1 00; 50 cents per week
Special Notices, oue third after.
additional.
Under head of
"Amusmements," $2 00 per square
per week ; three insertions or les»
$1 50.
Advertisements
in the "Maine Stati
Ρ β ess" (which has inserted
a large circulation
in
of the State) for
$1 00 per square for firstevery pari
and 50 cents per
insertion,
each subsequent inser·
Address all communications
to
··

}

ear

■

For Rent.

A

J

BUSINESS CARDS.

207

anc

(Opposite the Paik.)
Office Hours from β to M A.
M., and! to 1 and Τ to
9 P. M.
de!3tf

first floor, elegantlv finished and adapted to jobbing
dry goods or other similar trade.
Apply to
ALLEN HAINES.
septlldtf

To

BRICK

PtrtlMil.

will

attend to the prosecution of « laim· before
the
Court of Claim· and the
various departments at

WHOLESALE COAL· DEALERS'

One more of

IN

179 Commercial Si.) Portland.
Sole agents in Maine for the sale and
shipment of
the Celebrated Coal mined
by Messrs. Hamuiett Neill & Co., of
Philadelphia.
We have also tor sale at lowest
market price,

I

AT

Boarders Wanted.
Parlor tc
vate family ; also
A PLEASANT
Within five

let with board In a priwtt board for single
minutes
walkSoi the City
gentlemen.
Building. AddressE. O., Box 1993, Portland P.O.
nov6
tf

Vessels Wanted.

±A,

To load Liliktr at Portland, Bangor,
■^^^^*M»chia». Calais, Montreal, and Southern Port·, for the Birrr Platte.
Also, To load CmI, at Pietou, Llngan, and Port
Caledonia for New York, Boston, the Souond port·,
and St John, Ν. B.
BIRD, PERKINS Λ JOB.
103 State St., Boeton. Ϊ7 South St., New York
novM

HOLIDAYS !

93

Exchange

A
stable

on

the

decl2eod2w

RIETY OF USEFUL GOODS FOR HOLI-

34

DOZEN EACH AT ALL PRICES. A
VERY PRETTY THING IN INITIAL HANDKERCHIEFS PUT

Riverside, Globe

UPIN

Library Editions;

ALSO MOTTO HANDKERCHIEFS.

Plnm St.

Fronde's and

FOR SALE !

NEEDLE

Macanley's Histories;

Parkman's

!

CHOICE

Histories;

PENSIVE PRES-

tories of the Jews,

OF

Borne and

THE

FRESCO

PAINTER,

134 MIDDLE

ST., np Stairs

PORTLAND,

Having been recently refurnished and fitted ap with
all modern improvement·.
Apply to
C. B. SAUNDERS,
853
de!3

ME.

Residence No. β Bradford Street.

CONGRESS STREET.
(.UNDER HALL.)
tf

Christianity;

THE—

PORTLAND, COMPRISING

Plato, Josephus,

Α2Π>

De

—

EDUCATIONAL.

Store and Window Shades made to order.
novg*
lmig

SCRIBNER & JORDAN,
Attorneys and. Solicitors

MADE HANDKERCHIEF AND

Quincy, Buskin,

American

and

ABBOTT
FAMILY SCHOOL

Portland,

Ho.

Examination» made by our agent in
Washington
when dcBlred. Consultation free. Letters
of inquiry
cheerfully and promptly answered. All business in
to an application for Patent can be transactrespect
ed by mail.
jv2 Τ Τ Λ S tf

HOOPER,

UPHO LSTEREE,
MAXLTAOTCaKE

Patent

Loange·, En-

Bed

IÏ" All kinds of repairing neatly done. Furniture
boxed and matted.
oct5-'69T TiStf

THE

aec6d2m

BLANK

is invited to my stock which is one of the largest in
the State, comprising all the different sizes and styles
of binding. Having had many years of
experience,
and employing the best workmen in
every department 1 feel confident of giving satisfaction in every

Corporations Plain

J. II.

LAMSOIV,

PHOTOGRAPHER,
No. 132 Middle

Street.
HE.

PORTLAND,

Copying and enlarging done to order.
All the new styles, Berlins, Rembrants, Medallion,
he Porcelain, or Mezzotint card, and the retouched

eanl, by which

new

process we get rid of freckles
all imperfections of the skin. Call

worW· at
Aim to Pleaae.

tyMotto—Good

Price·.

hand and made to order at short notice at prices
can be furnished by any house in New England.
low as

Blank Books

Specialty

Please Call and Examine before Par-

chasing'.

HALL L.

DAYIS,

Exchange

Presents !

°

HOLIDAYS!

Presents.

—

No, 92 and 96 Exchange Street.

to

are now

Framed

line

Glove Boxes in Russia Leather, Cuti' and
with Belts.
Collar Boxes, Russia Leather
Bracketts, Wall Bracket ts, Ladies7 Work Stands,
Checker Boards, Wallets, Pen Knives, Scissors in

Bags

cases, Pearl Card Cases, Opera Glasses, Fine
Magic Lanterns, Rocking Horses, Tool
Chests, Games, Puzzles, Drums, Bird
Cages, Sleds, Music Boxes,
Printing Presses, Conjuror's Tricks, DomiTivoli
lioes.
Boards.
would
be
to
It
impossible enumerate our TOY DEPARTMENT. We have a great many new Toys just
Call
opened.
early to avoid the rusn. Our Hollow
Plated Ware, which we warrant to be the best qualiclose
shall
at COST.
ty, we

94

Exchange Street.
DAT, JR., & CO.

Maine

PORTLAND.
made in this Bank, on or before January 3, 1873 will draw interest from Jan. 1,
·
NATH'L F. DEKR1NG,
(rt&wtd)
Treasurer.
Dec. 21. 1872.

DEPOSITS

Notice.
sold my interest in Grand Trunk Dining
Hall, Portland, to W. W. Brown I shall have
do
with Ira management from this date.
to
nothing
C· O. 9· KIMBALL.

pw.TUi,ttW.

AND

DAY!

the great variety of articles, too numerous to mention, is a ilne line of

Jurgensen,

our

—

usual aeaortment of

AB.YEK LOWELL,
301 Congress Street
•t

Ladies' Furnishing Goods.

CONEY

our

goods

at

MUFFS

MUCH

—

"Watches,
Diamonds,

LOWEST CASH PRICES

Silver "Ware,

ONE PRICE ONLY.

Stationery, Fancy
Articles and Toys.
—TOGETHER WITH—

in all the Latest

declS

(12tr

SOMETHING
We Invito

called

thejattention of

PEARL

our

dMT

PORTLAND.

OF

HUIjIUAI

CRAYON,

Something entirely new in the art, which strpawee
beauty anything ever yet introduced.
This new Pictures is especially adapted to colors
and ie decidedly a Hit.
To be seen is to be appreciated. Please call and
examine specimens at
a. m. iffcKEiirm

ME

Notice.
PIERCE of Portland, retires from oui
firm, and his interest and responsibility oeaeof
trojn this date.
NORTON MILLS CO.,
Lumber Manufacture*.
Norton Mills and Island Pond, Vt.
dc7tf
Inland Pond, Sept. S, 1872.

CHAS.

W.

Vessel for Sale.
discharging
"LINDA STEWAKT"
Bark
thla port 234 tone regiiter and in good order.
now

<M*hr

I

at

« 00.

to inform my
return from

Ladies' and Gentlemen's Necessaries,

Jewelrv Caskets,
Work Boxes
Clore and Handkerchief Bue·,

Writing Desks,

PROPRIETORS.

CO.,
tdcc25

IlMlle Ornament·, Wall Pocket*, Slip
Bag·, with or without Embroider)
JET GOODS.

all very handsome in style and finish, awl a very gres
Tartety u' article» suitable for gift» of ntllliy an
beauty f >t uadles and Gentlemen. In addition to tl:
above
offer a large nu 1 choice stock of Ladi·
Famishing Goods adapted to the season.
*

Goods for the Holidays !
The subscriber offers for Bale

a

Laces end Linen Goods a Specialty.
RESPECTFULLY,

large assortment of

Books, Cutlery, Games, Dolls and
Toys of all kinds suitable
for Presents.
Also

a

4

large «tock of

Confectionery

for Christ-

mas 5
|y All of which will be offered at low priees.
No.

&03

T.

LOBEJVSTEEV,

Deering Block, Congress Street
PORTLAND.
WOOD!

CHAs. E. BUTTON,
Congre» et. (3d, Ooor trow Brown St.)

The above le in addition to

Us.

A. Merrill &

Co.,

139 middle Street.
J. ▲.

A. KEITH.

MERRILL,

declSdlw

_

Opera Glasses

French

CHE

Έ*

We have just received direct from the Importers and
Manufacturer?, our stock of

GOODS,

(which is larger tban ever.) and have taken room·
over onr store for WHOLESALE TRADE
exclusively, whlcb we oflta at New York prices.

Chas.

Day, Jr.,

&

Co.,

94 Exchange St.
n»v21deodwtrtec25

FARLEY'S,

4 EXCHANGE ST.
tw

de»

SLIPPER'S
For Hen, Women and Children.
THE LARGEST,
NICEST AND
BEST STOCK
erer

offered in this eity.

M. G. PALMlR,
STo. 332 middle
dril6

ANNA

AT WHOLESALE.

CHRISTMAS

C. H.

Street.

FANCY GOODS AND TOTS

Street.
tudSw

J.ULMEtt.""

Teacher of the Cabinet Organ and Piano
33· CONGRESS STBKKT.
Reference, G. Walter Goold. References and
dern left at Stookbridge's and Have· & Oragin'·.

or·

•ctl»

Holiday Presents.

yyiiAT

more

desirable present to make to

FAMILY OB FHIEir»

GOOD DWELLING HOUSE AND LOT
that can be had from $2000 to $10,000, at
JOHN C. PROCTER'S,
86 Exchange Street.
dec20>lw
Than

a

w4T

HA WES & CRAGIW !
HAVE

c. a. c
A Singing School under the auspices of the

—

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
kinds, Music Books, Folios, and Sheet Music
ol a large variety for Santa Claus to deal out in the
Holidays at
w middle stbee t,
of all

dell

«

naaal etoek of

WELCH,"79~Middle

—

TT1.RD and SOFT WOOD fot sale ct No. 43 LU

ïw*

oar

Millinery, Fancy Goods, Hoop
Skirts, Hosiery, Gloves, Corsets
Underwear, Dress
Trimmings'
Fringes, Gimps, L*ees,Velvets, Ac»

decS-tf

WOOD

American Watches

oiler at moderate price*.

Call and See

Presents !

Children, Scarfs, Sashes and Belts,
Nubias, and Mittens, Kid Mittens
and
Handkerchiefs,
Gauntlets,
Neck Ties, Sets of Collars and
Cuffs, ITndersIeevfes, &c. Jewelry,
Perfumery, Fancy Boxes, Handkerchief and Glore Boxes, Ladies'
Toys, Toy
Companions, Dolls,
Books and Games.

ALABASTER GOODS,
per

we

Worsted Jackets for Ladies and

tyOnr Doll» and Tore will be sold at leu tban
usual pricee.
deelteodtw

Cigar Stands,

284 Congress Street,
Opposite Preble House.

tf

C. C.

Portfolios,

before purchasing elsewhere.

H. LIIVFIELD &

fcrUUU»,

friends and the genera
happy
public of ray
Hew York with a τβτ
eleeant and large assortment
good» adapted to th
holidays, consisting ot
am

Usefnl and Ornamental Presents

dec9

PORTLAND,

—

which

PRICES !

BUT LEE.

Useful

Wednesday,* Dec. 4, 1872

Eureka Dollar Store

in

dec»— 2w

Persons looking for

Ρ ietui

a

of

Should call at tlie

NEW.
citliens to

large assortment

Hats, Caps, Umbrellas, Travelling Bags,
Baskets, Pictures, Fancy Boxes, Silver Ware, Jewelry, Table Cutlery, Toys, Ladies and Gents'
Underclothing, Children's
Furs, &c., &c„ Ac.

Styles.

Remember 92 & 96 Exchange St.

α

Ή.

and

Fnrftim

dec!3

—

Also

good·.

J.

Str

AND LARGEST STOCK
EVER OFFERED IN PORTLAND.

BOTTOM

our

154 MIDDLE STREET.

GREAT OPENING

GREATEST VARIETY,

Albums, Bibles,

Jewelry

have on hand a fall line of foods usually found
in a flrs'-class Watch and Jewelry Establishment,
embracing many of the newest and choicest patterns
of Jewelry ; very fine
We

Ladies' Furnishing Store,

the

BEST MAKE,

Jewelry.

LADIES

please call and examine

AntX·

ot these

native of

An Indianapolis editor, who had made up
his mind to treat a new-comer in the journalistic field with kindness, and "had even endeavored to establish friendly personal relations" with him, thinks it was rather rough
in the new-comer aforesaid to requite this
kindness by informing the world that he is a
chronic drunkard, and that his life is a "record of besotted and continuous debauchery."
A Chicago grand jury threw up the sponge
the other day and told the court that it was
no
use finding more indictment· against
criminals, as they j£ere almost always cleared by the petit jury, while those who were
convicted were pardoned by the Governor.
The court thereupon rebuked the grand jury,
and said they were presumptuous.
What
they said may have been presumptuous, but
it wai also true.
The chill blasts of December

ing down

the

where else, a man comes leisurely along
carrying what locks like a sap-yoke aud buck-

street, freezing

were

sweep-

went.
yei ir. ιοοκ mm an nour and twenty-one
minutes by the clock to say "adieu, dearest,"
as

they

et* acros* hi* ilioulder*. Each of these innocent looking buckets contains about 100
pound» of nitro-glycerine, which he is carrying to the refining room in the magazine, a
few hundred fent to the south down a little
hill.
It i* curio·* to think that there is
enough of that colorie** fluid which he carrie* alonz in his bucket*, like so much water,
to annihilate a brigaed. Following him to
the magazine, we find a small building containing m the centre a shallow vat *et full ot

itouejar* ("crock*"they are called),each containing 60 pounds of nitro-glycerine. This
vat i* nearly full of warm water, which is
kept heated to TOdegre·· by a st«am pipe from
the boiler at the lactoiy. After the nitroglycerine has remained in this 72 hour*, all
the impuritie* br ve t risen to the t >p and been
■klmmed off, and it i* it ad y for packing. It
i* now pure, trauparent and looks exactly
like refined lard oil. It is packed in tin tans
lined with paraffin and c «nUining 50 poonds
each. This filling operation require* the
After it i* completed the can
greatest car
are pu in ice water
ο congeal the oil, and
then * ored in little wooden magazine* hold40
cans
cash.
The ouly accident*
about
ing
that have ever happened anywhere about the
The
work have been at the magazine.
bu (ting of a steam pipe once caused an explosion in which no one wa« injured, and
another time the foreman in charge went
down to tne magazine to take a bath in a vat
there, and, from iome cause, no one ever
knew what, 1000 pounds went off, sha> ing

the countrv far mile.*, obliterating all trac »
or the building at id blowing '.be poor man to
atom·. Strangely enough, tbe only pM"t of
hi» body ever found was hi* chin, which was
blown ο to tbe threshold of bis own d'oor.
The gutta pere a covered wire» used for
firing nitro glyeerine are also prepaied here,
and Targe quantities of raw gutta percha are
now on the way from Singapor,, India, Prof,

Mowbray having decided to import bis own
material. Tue priming an I the exploder» are
made at the office on Bank street, North

Adams.
Nitro glycerine freezes at forty-fire

Farenheif,

and cannot

possibly

degrees,

exploded

be

til it is thawed. Tbi» fact was discovered by.
a mere accident in the winter of 1867-8.
Mr.

Granger, the engineer in ebarge of the east
end, came over to North Adams and procured the cartridge· ofoitro-glycerine of Prof.
Mowbray, which the profes»or warmed up to
90 degr< e· and packed in sawdust and blanket». Mr. Granger then started for the east

side across the mountains. Tbe box containing the cartridges irai strapp d on behind a
•leigh and covered with buffalo robe». In
making the journey the team became entangled in one of those tremendous snow d.'ife
.or which Hooeac mountain is famous, and
horse, man, cartridges and sleigh were soon
lying in oue promiscuous heap. Mr. Granger gave himself up for lost, but no explosion
took place, and ga'hering his scattered treasures he resumed his journey.
When h-ί reached the east side and, patting inuii cartridge;. atcen>Dte 1 c« fire them,
tbe f^«e anl fuluiii at ; ex: loded, biit nothing
more. Here »« a mystery. The cartridges had
been loaded nd primed by Prof. Mowbrryhimsdf. and ye .they woul. not go ofi. After repeated un»u cessful trials, Mr. Granger heated them till the ο·Ί wou'd run, am! ther. applying the exploder, produced the most satisfactory re»ι Its. This gave Prot. Mowbray
the idea, which became an established tact

by subsequent investigation, hat nitro-glycerine would not explode when frozeu, and
■

this little incident ha* doubtlus saved th,-.
live· of thou»«nd*. In a frozen state the < il
ii now «arried all over the continent, 150,000
pounds having been transported by teauis to
different sections of the ÛniUd States and
Canada during the past four years, and during this time not a s.ngle accident has occurred while tue cans were in the hands of Prof.
Mowbray's carrier·. TUrei fine two-horse
tea us are constantly employed in delivering,
and as the railroads refuse to touch the stul),
these team· make
trips, sometimes being gone for week·. Iu addition to these,
many North Adams teams are hired by the
trip, but a messenger always accomp nies
the hired teams as the driver would not know
how to handle their loads in case of accident.
During the whole of my visit to the work;,
the profesior wa* talking in the most eheeiy
manner, and often made me forget the possibility of danger, yet, after all, it was with
no little satisfaction that I found myself outside the gate, and on the way baek to the
west shaft. After all, this feeling of timidity is far greater than there is any rea»on lor,
when it is remembered that more accidents
ta»e place at a powder mill in one montli
than have occurred at Prof Mowbray's workd
in four yean, and that there is len told more
danger from handling common blasting powder than nitro-glycerine, when packed tor
transportation.

long

ϋ.ηα

UNDER REGULAR PRICES.

Congress

1872

CHRISTMAS.

1872

the

a

to a New York

d»w

d«14

—

We ofi'er

Perregaux, Borcl & Conrvoissier,
and other Foreign manufacturers, which with my
usual stock of Home made, will furnish excellent opportunity for .selection. Terms satisfactory. Call
and see

ASTRACHAN
À2CD

together with

345

—

—

The largest and choicest stock In the city, landing
from 50 cts. to $30. 00. What is mere beautiful than
nice Framed Picture bangiug gracefully on the
walls ot a quiet and cosy home ! What more appropriate present can one give another?
vull Une of PRANG'S CHROJIOS, very
beautiful. Also a large stock of

Wo. lOO MIDDLE NTBEET.

HATOG

Chromos

Ν·· Ιβΐ middle Street,

Savings Bank,

FANS,

a

CHARLES
decl<Sdt24th.

Watches Suited to the Season

Patek, Phillipe & Co.,
In

New, Choice and Rich Designs,

EnfCrRAYIlTOS.

Cheapest.
show the

IS

Variety

Hardin,

A. M. PEABODY'S

Yases, Toilet Setts, 8lifer Glass Ware,
Glass Setts, Goblets, &c.,

Or eat

Ter y

JEWELRY )

WARE

beet manufactories in Europe,
without doubt the

Gold
Watches,
Chains,
Neck Chains, Lockets, Charms, Gents' Gold Vest
Chains, Amethyst Kings. Seal Rings, Childrens' Gold Rings, Gold Ear Rings and
Pins, Plated Setts, Gold and Plated
Sleeve Buttons and Studs, Gold
and Plated Bracelets, Jet
Bracelets, Gold Thimbles»
Silver Thimbles, Gentlemen's
Gold
Pins, Silver
Fruit
Knives, Silver and Plated
Napkin Rings, Jet Jewelry, Children's Plated Knife,
Fork and Spoons in sets, Writing
Desks, Work Boxes, Handkerchief and

tf

OF

RECEIVED THIS

day,

roses bloom the whol· year round,
In every time and plaee they're found ;
And when yon find a heart that scorns
Those flowers, be sure It's felt their thorn·.

WATCHES !
A

GOODS!

the other

"Now Cupid, now, your rose must die t
'Twill perish In the snow!"
"No fears have I," Is Love's reply;
"My flowers all winter grow. "

Company,

—FBOM—

▲ splendid line of

GLASS

VELVETEENS

self-made man," said

My

dtf

HOLIDAY

to the ef-

gentleman, with whom he had been driving
a sharp bargain.
"Glad to hear you say so,"
responded the New Yorker, who had been
worsted in the bargain, "for it relieves th·
Lord of a great responsibility."

Cor.' Congress and Brown Sts.

dtfanl

Presents

WEAK.

dec M

Eureka Dollar Store.

COLESWORTHY'S

PRESENTS

prepared
following
of goods:
WEand
Ladies' Gold Opera
Silver

Harmon,

&

Covell

Under Falmouth Hotel.

(COLLAR AND CUFFS)

HALL L.

DAVIS,
53 Exchange Str eet.

&

!

&Ca, &C., &C<

St.

Get them at

—

the

Filling

Embroidered Linen Setts,

Snper Tinted and the
Parisian Grand Quadrille.

Just received from

Cheap as

for

RIBBONS,

Everything marked down and sale to continue until after the Holidays.
Bon't foil to call and examine before purchasing.

ASSORTMENT

CHILDREN'S

>THER ARTICLES TOO NUMEROUS TO MEN-

JUVENILES AND TOT BOOKS,

dec!9

Fancy Stationery

Holiday
4w

HURRAH FOB THE

SAIVTA CLAUS.

FOR

CLOAKS AND TRIMMING, WITH MANY

FOR

fine line of

a

Piries Ex

(EOEMEBLY 0. STAPLES & SON,)

HOLIDAY

CLOAKINGS

-V

decl3

Marine, Stationary and IP or table
STEAM ENGINES.
Steam Boilers, Bleach Boilers & Rag Dusters, Shafting, Mill Gearing and General Machinery. Castings
of every description made to order.
Repaiiing
promptly attended to.
ty New and Second-hand Engines for sale.
Highest cash prices paid for old Iron.
215 Commercial Street,
se M3 6m
W. H. FESSENDEN.
Portland, Me.

&

decl8

No. 53

ft Λ Λ rtUIMC iAIADI/C
ινιη vi iiiik. ντ viuxw

a

My Bindery is used entirely for the manufacture of
BLANK BOOKS, all of which are made under my
own supervision and satisfaction guaranteed in
every
particular.

moderate
may 20

PORTLAND

Worsteds

—INCLUDING—

moles,wrinkles and
and judge for yourselves.

Also

Patterns

of Every Kind
on
as

OF

am a

Stonington,

TION.

Portmonies,

Mills and

lyr

HOSIERY!

With

Russia Leather

Railroads,

Order Slate at 0. M. k E. P. Brooks, 8S8
Congress Street.

other works illustrated by Dore.

Loring, Short

Boards,
Chess, &c.,

Companies,

"I

ALSoT NICE

SELL AT COST.

Backgammon

PORTLAND, MAINE.

WE HAVE

Quixote,

from the

quite emphatic

fect that

|A NICE ASSORTMENT WHICH WE SHALL

King,

are

In tha realm· of bliss, the upper height
Where first-clan saioti flud rest (and theee alone);
In Heaven's Mansard srory of delight.
The great American clerk Is never known.

NUBIAS IN LARGE VARIETY.

Writing Desks,

PAINTER,

ïyAll orders promptly attended to.
my28

Idyll's of the

be found In Portland,

Counting Booms,

Κ Ε IL Ε R,

Communications just received

"Spirit World"

SHAWLS

Sculpture,

Don

Slipper

Insurance

Lubke History

Gallery, Tennyson's

MITTENS.)

A man who has a red-headed sweet heart
addressed her as "Sweet Auburn, loveliest ο
the plain." Sweet Auburn got mad about it.
She objected to being classed among the
"plain" even though called the loveliest of
thtm.

Ned Buntline has organized a corps dramatique, with Buffalo Bill as star, to do the
protean business, ably supported by wild western hunters and gory Indian chief). "Blood,
Brains, and Hair, or the Cut-throat *f Brimstone Gulch," is now In preparation, also the
roaring farce, "Buckets of Gurgling Gore."

Schiller and Goethe

GLOVES

Library Inkstands

PRESENT.

SHAWLS

—OF—

Banks,

No. 80 MIDDLE STREET.
B^TTarticular attention paid to collecting.
jan24-ly

FRESCO

(KID

&c.

NICE DRESS IS AL-

ACCEPTABLE

—

Cities,

J. B. IlAMHL, J*.

CXOUttUIAJV,

L.

FOB

Counties,

EDUAR Λ. BROWN,
Counsellor and Attorney ai Law !

Books, &c.,

BEST ASSORTMENT

to

148 EXCHANOK ST.
jan22tf

W.

THE

MITTENS.

Albums

and

—

Philadelphia.

Gallery,

SCARFS,

respect.

PORTRAIT PAINTER.

G.

Juvenile Toy

MERCHANTS !

108 Walnut St.,
il. L. Urkgo,
Jan23-ly

NUBIAS,

of

Photograph

BL-A-IsTK BOOKS

Successors to Warren & Gregg.

COMMISSION

AN

WAYS

χ ϋΐηαιο

—OF—

BOOKS !

A

TS

Gallery, Raffaelle

\

Very Fine Line

A

Principal.

BLANK BOOKS

AND

LARGE STOCK.

Endymian, Landseer,

In all Sizes and Styles.

LADIES AND

IN DRESS GOODS WE HAVE

CHILDREN.

suitable for the season, consisting of

H. L. GREGG & Co
SKIP BROKERS,

Books,

FELT SKIRTS FOR

Characters, Seat's

Choice Selection of Goods

Bibles and Prayer Books

The special attention of purchasers of

ameled Chairs, Ac

J.

BOTS,

WINTER division of the 32d year of ite successful prosperity will open on WEDNESDAY,
Jannary let, 1873. AH the comforts of Houie combined with the school in which are found the ablest
teachers.
-A-LDE/N" j. B LETHKN, A.M.,

OJT

Suite, Lounges. Spring
Beds, Mattresses,

neDeamgh

by purchasing

1.
wwiuc ο

a

EMBROIDERED

HM BOSSED AND PRINTED TABLE COVEBS.

A

beautifully illustrated by

BEAUTIFUL

KINS TO MATCH IN PINK, BUFF,
GREEN AND DRAB.

*

DALZIEL AND DORE.

At "liittle Blue,'» Farmiugton, Rle.

Nos. 31 and 33 Free St,
Parlor

FOB

YARD AND PIECE.

FRENCH TABLE CLOTHS AND NAP-

Shakespeare,

Illustrated

Fortune plays strange freaks. A Toledo
editor went through the war without a
scratch, but stuck the shears in hia eye the
other day. Wickedness brings it own retribution. He probably never stole anything
while in the army.

ELS, DOYLIES, TABLE CLOTHS^Y

In Or eat Variety.

HOLIDAYS

Foreign Patents,

ϋΟβ Congre» (St.,

J. H.

many

BOOKS

A LARGE AS-

SORTMENT OF NAPKINS, TOW-

Carlyle, Schiller,

1873.

Goethe and

h

OF

—

YEAR'S

People who believe the current stories
about intelligent dogs will read with pleasure
that a lost dog in Norfolk having seen his
master's advertisement in one of the local
prints, promptly went home.

BEAUTIFULLY

STYLES.

We have prepared oureelvee for the

GIFT

ASSORT-

SOME NEW AND ELEGANT

Dialogues of

An Elegant Assortment

HOLIDAY

BEST

New York has published no less than
twelve histories of the devil during the last
three years. Every New Yorker feels competent to write him up on the ground of per.
aonal acquaintance.

ALSO

MENT OF NECKTIES IN

GLOVE BOXES.

Standard Poets & Novelists. ÏEW

Parties, Concerts, Lectures Ac.

EMBROIDERED

LINEN SETTS.

CHRISTMAS 1872
—

A

ALSO

ENT.

Λΐ/f

tome

A novelty in card cases is a star-shaped
affair, which combines the utter impossibility
of holding it gracefully with a peculiar faculty
for matching in one's laces. Made in shell, it
is, however, very pretty.

LARGE ASSORTMENT

As the owner wants to go West.
SAMUEL D. TEBBETS.
jan31

EDITIONS

HANDSOME
FOR AN INEX-

Hillman's His-

TEBBETS" HOUSE,

BOOKS !

—OF

dTjOST,

ARE

VERY

Cooper's Novels;

a vvi'i· >
aimviU lil

So great it the heat produced
by the union
substances, that the ice cold water !i
sufficient to prevent the mixture from tak
TUESDAY MORNING. DEC. 24,
1872. ing fire, and a current of air which has beei.
forced through an ice chest by steaw
power,is
pasaed into each jar through a rubber tube.
Uos.ip and Gleaning»·
If the mixture take· fire
here, it will not
explode, but will produce oxalic acid aud noxA fashionable woman has as many differioui vapors at a fearful rate, in about
two
when the glycerine ha* all run
ent heads of hair as an
dowu
Apache chief of un- j>ours,
t
o
tlie lyphou into the
ugh
the
doubted bravery, but is more modest and onjars below,
compound, which contain» only three and
ly displays one at a time.
three-fourth» pound· of
to
nitro-glycerine
each jar (th« remainder of
the 18 pound* be"When I put my foot down, I'll have you ing acitl and
water,) i. poured iuio a vat,
to understand," says Mrs.
which look* exactly like a
Nojoker, "that such
huge soap kettle,
a* may be seen at any ot our
there something there." On
Investigation it manufactories. Indeed, the «tuff large soap
itself now
was found to be a No. 11 shoe.
looks very like soft *oap. This vat contains
water at a temperature of 70 degree», and 450
An English clergyman haj been arrested
pounds of nitro-glycerine are poured in a',
for resurrecting dead bodies, not by the
once to be worked.
After remaining in this
power of the spirit, but with
pick and spade, ac- vat for 15 minutes, the water i« drawn of!
and
the
nitro-glycerine runs out at the botcording to the ordinary method.
tom. It is then washed six times more to remove
trace* of the acid.
all
Thi* washing
A new "papa" in Ishpening objects to hi·
must be performed very cautiously, as il a
wife calling the "Young America" a
"pre- particle of the oil shou.d gel on the flour and
cious little lamb" because—in what kind of a
itepped on,the unfortunate workmen who are
near would kuow what never hurt them. Yet
light does that place him before the world.
the professor hat exercised such great care in
the manufacture and in selecting his men
It is proposed in Kentucky that the
Legis- that no accident ha* ever happened at the
lature charter a faro bank, to be run by the
factory proper.
As we *tand by the door of the washroom
best citizens, in opposition to the Louisville
with just the least ( ?) wish that we were

The death of Horace Greeley reminds the
San Antonio Herald of the "Dying Gladiator." The felicity of illustration which so
pre-eminently characterizes Southern journalism is probably due to climatic influences.

HOLLYWOOD
AND

PRESS.

library lottery.

CASES

IN SCOTCH AND

Thackeray and

house ia one of the best locations oi
the street; fine neighborhood. Consists ο
framed House and ell, containing tei
highly finished rooms; painted walls throughout
rats ; good cellar and heated by furnace ; large brick ci»
One of the most dctslurn, filtered ; well drained.
rable and convenient houses in the city; close tc
street
line
of
cars
can
be seen from 3 to Β P.
;
Spring
M. Terms easy. Enquire on the premises.
June 19.
dtt
Said

on

WE

HAVE SPOOL AND

MOUTH

GEO.

BOXES.

CHIEFS AT ALL PRICES.

WILL BE SOLD CHEAP!

St.

TO LET.

DKLiWAU AVENUE,
PHILADELPHIA.
jan3i

ELEGANT

GENTLEMAN'S HANDKER-

and Illustrated

Home No. 34 Emery St., head ο
Cushman Street.

m

LA DIES' HAND-

IN

KERCHIEFS WKHAVE BOXES OF I

Dickens' in Household,

on

sep!3-tf

DAYJPRESENTS.

Centenary Edition;

premises, for S300 per an«uiu.
GEORGE E. DAVIS Λ CO.,
Real Estate Mortgage Brokers.

For Sale or To Let,
Booms, Gas and Sebago water.
Apply to Ε. H. GILLESPIE,

BARGAINS TO PURCHASERS IN EVERY DE-

OUR EXTENSIVE STOCK A LARGE VA-

St. Lawrence House,
40

ALL OUK PRICES, AND* WE OFFEB GREAT

Waverly Novels,

State Street, occupied by the un
dersigned. This house Is thoroughly built <
brick and stone and has all modern conveniences.
ALLEN HAINES.
Portland, Sep. 18th, 1872.
sepl9-tf

THE

1873

DECIDED REDUCTION HAS BEEN MADE IN

A

ce nn ûm

not

PARTMENT. WE HAVE ALSO ADDED TO

For Sale.
house

and Cloth

THE

Holiday Presents,
1872

bindings.

SPEINGVALE.

Greatly Reduced Prices.

To Let.
Middle street, recently occupied by

CONGRESS HALL

commission merchant,

STOCK

—AT—

MATTOCKS & FOX. 88 Middle st.

__

Fin nishe«l Home for
Rent.
GENTEEL 2) story brick residence on Congre)
12
street,
rooms, modern Improvements, wit

Morocco, Calf, library

FOR SALE!

RETAIL

STORE
Hoyt, Fogg it Breed.

BROKER,

Out Sale

Closing

I-owell, Mass.,

Je5dtf

Partially

Wanted.

THE

BOOKS.

to Loan ί ! !

We are prepared t· 1··· money in n·
ft··m IIOO fa any amoaat desired, aa Λ*
claw aortnge· ia Partlaad Cape Eliu
betfc, W«ukro*k, ar Seerinf. Partie· di
■irtHa of ba tiding en η all· b*acc*aatdi
ted with loam.
GEO. R. DAVIS Λ CO,,
Beal Estate aad Hoitfaie Broker*.
tf
sep24

d3m

Pant makers and Machine Girl, at
COAT and
CHESLEY'S. 167 Middle sU
apletf

SHEPARD & COMPANY, same block,
J. 0. PROCTER,

Je3-)f

_

a SILVER WATCH,
The owner can have the same by calling on tbe
Ticket Muter »f the P. S. Jt P., proving property
and paying char «t.
dec3tf

miscellaneous.

S Τ Α Ν D A R D

—OF—

THOMPSON BLOCK,

Ko. 82

(Formerly Warren & Gregg.)
A*B

THE

Or,

procured for the tranportation of coals from
port of shipments any point desired.
tfapr27

SHIP

Found.
the P. S, * P. R. R.

those large and commodious store*

TO LET.
ΗΓ If applied for immediately will be let low
Inquire of BUM. H. K. THOMPSON,

Wilkesbarre, Scranton, Lackawanna, and Pittston
Coals, shipped from the vicinity of New York. Vessels

CHAS. A. wAnnvis

COOK. Enqjiire at
d«c20tf
NO. 2 GRAY STREET.

A

TFPWfi

two story

No. 47-49 Middle St.

STURDIYANT,

PARK STREET

Store and Basement

octll-tl

ROSS &

28

FOB

TOJ.ET.

Formerly of the U. S.
Department end
Attorney in all the courtsTreasury
in the District of
olumbia,

Washington.

Let.

hense Ko. 80 Clark sreet, containing 1!
rooms, with modern improvements.
Enquire of
MARK WIQOIK,
on the premises.
Portland, Sept. 4th, 1872.

HENRY F. T. MERRILL·,
Counselor
at law,
If·. 30
Exebanfc

MATTOCKS & FOX.
8$ Middle street.

M. D.,
brick store in the Rackleft Block, coraei
of Middle and Ceurch streets—basement
A large

Conarress Street,

BULLETIN.
830,000

===

1872.

miscellaneous.

ESTATE.

Geo. R. Davie & Co/

rooms

STORE TO LET.

hat removed to

No.

A Few Good Rents
applied far at once.

F

noTSdtf

PHYSICIAN AN» SURGEON,

de21d3t

r

FIRST CLASS residence, centrally located, con
talning 13 rooms, bath room, Ac., stable oi
premises. PartlcularlT suited for a physician.
novl3tf
Apply to GEO. R. DAVIS & CO.

PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

STOCKMAN,

Between**!»/
KING.
rewarded at

Wanted

A

REAL

Lost.

and Park Street», a GOLD EARTie finder of the same will be suitably

To Let.
PLEASANT rent of Τ rooms, en Wilmot nea
Congress Street. For particulars call on
nol6tf
L. TAT LOR.

squai^jor

C. W.

LARGE SABLE TIPPET. Th*ft*Ur will be
rewarded qy leaving it at
M. & A. P. DARLING'S,
B3
*
Να. Mt Middle Street.
T"

NO. 48 SPRING STREET.

For Rent.
\ GOOD Dwelling House, Ko. 24 High Street, cue
V takilng 13 finUhed rooms, well arranged, har
and soft wa'er, good drainage.
Also, a good private «table, containing two stalli
carriage house, harness room, water. Ac. Inquire c
JOHN C. PROCTER,
deo20-3w
06 Exchange Street.

MAiNE~STJflTB PRESS

FOUND.

Lost.

furnished chamber.

10» Exchange St, Pobtlaxd.
Tkhms: Eight Dollar· a Year In advance.
At

THE

WANT$, LOST,

DECEMBER 24,

imo

CADET GLEE CLUB
Will commence Tuesday ni 'ht at ARCANA HALL.
The course (20 lessons) will be for the purpose oi
thoroughly learning the rudiments of music,under the
instruction of Mr. Fitch.
Ticket*, admmitting gentleman and lady. $5 ; Sin<
<U»l»tf
fie tému, gvaMaoaa ft, Mr «·

after he got on the door-step. It was all very
nice for Alphonse, muffled up in a great coat
and with the pulse-warmers she made him on
his wrists. But it was decidedly rough on
Clarissa, who hadn't even a shawl on and
nothing on.her head but her top hair. Proceedings of this kind are open to sundry objections. Among other things they breed
coolness and bad colds. Lore that might
outlive a fever oft succumbs to a bad cold in
the head.

Nitro Glycerine.
A correspondent of the Springfield Union
writes as follows concerning the nature of
this formidable explosive, the processes of its
manufacture and how it is disposed of:
So much has been said and written about
nltro glycerine that the average Yankee is
much more afraid of it than be is of the evil
on· or any of his most powerful agents; but
alike all other subjects, this is divested of
most of its terrors by a careful examination.
The tri-nitro glycerine, manufactured by
Prof. Mowbray, and which as its same indicates, is composed of three atoms of nitric
acid to one of glycerine should not be confounded with Nobel's nitro glycerine, made
in Germany, and which caused the terrible
explosions at the Wyoming hotel in New
York, on board the steamer European at
Aspinwall, and in the office of Wells, Fargo
& Co., at San Francisco in 1865 and 60. The

combining proportions are entirely different,
the Nobel glycerine expands one-twelfth in
freezing, while frost contracts Mowbray's to
the same amount, and last and most important of all, the tri-nitro glycerine is free from
those impurities which are believed to have

crusad nine-tenths of the disasters in which
this terrible fluid has hurled hundreds of human beings into eternity.
The works are situated about 20 rods north
of the west shaft, in a plot of ten acres, surrounded by a high board fence.
Over the
gateway ate to be seen the ominous words,
"Nitro glycerine works.
All persons are
warned to keep away from the grounds—
dangerous." There is little need of the last
statement, for visitors are so thoroughly
afraid of the very name that they keep as far
away as possible, and the workman say they
are never troubled with company.
Entering
the grounds with Prof. Mowbray for our
guide, we pass between a row of irregular
wooden buildings where ten men are employed in making this most powerful explosive
On the left is The acid home,
ever known.
where eleven stills are located, ea< h of which
could, if desired, manufacture 600 pounds of
the mixed uitric and sulyhuric acid used in
the manufacture, every 24 hours. After the
mixture is prepared—and this is don· by a
process of the professor's own invention—ft is
carried into the converting room.
The acid
is weighed, 17 pounds are put into each of
110 stou· pitchers, and these are
placed in
troughs filled with ice-cold water, which
rises within lour inches of the top of the jars.
On shelves above are arranges a row of glass
jars, one to each pitcher, and in every on· of
these is put two pounds of pure glycerine
which is allowed to run, drop by drop,
through a typhon into the mixed acids l»elow. Thi· mixture is nitro glycerine.

How He took It.
The Toledo Blade tells a story of a Northern soldier who tiu made a
cripple at Stone
Biver. Alter the war, in conversation with a

comrade, he said ;
"Yes, I am doing pretty well;
much, hut doiDg pretty well.

not

making

Have just
been to see my wife. She married another
man, you know. No! Did you not know it?
Yes, she married another fellow before t go)
home. "Divorce?'' No.
She just married
him, and threw me overboard, you know. It
cut me a little to have the woms»n throw me
off, but I loOked at the question Irom her
standpoint, and it's all light— Then I got
worked up a little, and I thought I had bet
ter steal the children
from
the
stepfather.
So I went up to see thera
Would
believe
It?
again.
you
They
«aid they didn't want to live with me,
if they had to leave their mother. So I said
'all rifht,' and came away again. You see.
my girl Is smart. She knew that, with ray
lame leg and arm, I couldn't support her
light, and the little duck told m· so, with her
arms around my neck.
That finished mo,
you know."
"But," «aid the friend, "the woman Is legally your wife."
"I know it," said Jim; "but If I was stubborn and claimed her, you sec she would
have to take in washing to support the famllv. Legality is the thing. I can't do any-

thing much,

to have her
working so for me.
I couldn't stand that half as well as I can the
it
is
now.
way
No, sir, legality don't help tue
matter. I will never be comfortable, any
way. She'd marry after I was dead, so
what's t e use of whimpering now ?"

Bl'RIXESR 10TICB».
There are no diseases of the nrino-genltal
organs, be what tbey may, but what can be expelled frem tho system by Smolandeh's Bnchc.
Acgravaced eases of kidney, bladder and
glandular diseases, mental and physical debility, diabetes, gravel and female irregularities
readily succumb by an occasional dose of this

extraordinary medicine. In
health to tho human frame.

a

word,

it restore*

dec34-eodl<v

Thi Cmtaur Lijumknt—has cured—doe
•ure, and will cure more cases of Rheumatism
—stiff joints,
swellings anil lameness upon man
and beast iu one
day, than all other articles
have in a hundred
ODe says:—"I bave
years.
not held a pen in seven mouths—now I am all
right" Another that, "The Centaur Liniment
cured a
burn without a scar;"—an-

frightful
other, "It restored to use a hopelessly lame
horse, worth foar hundred dollars," etc. Try it
wonderful thing.
once. I» I* a

It
C'hii-D*EN CBY—for Pitcher's Uaetoria.
the stomach, cures wind colio and
It is a substitute for
causes natural sleep.

regulates

castor oil.

declO-eodlw&wlt

Chapped H ands, face, rough skin, pimples
ringworm, salt-rb eum and oth-r cutaneous affections cured, and the skin made soft aud
smooth, by using the Juniper Tar Soap,made
Bo
by Caswell, Hazard & Co., New York.
sure to get the Juniper Tar 8oap, as there are
worthless
oommon
Imitations
with
made
many
tar.
uorHrJJw

•

PRESS.

CI Ε

J
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MORNING, DEC. 24, 1872.

regular attache of the Press Is furnished
wlU
c<ird certificate countersigned by Stanley T.
If «lien, Editor. All railway, steamboat and botel
bv

.u Y

favor upon us by demanding
01 ? icntlals of every person claiming to represent our
jot tial, as we have information that several "buuimei»" are seeking courtesies in the name of the
Prt s IS, an 1 we have no disposition to be, even pasmanagers will confer

.ivuly,

a

a

party to such fraud.

line will reach
»

guarauty ofgood foilh.
cannot undertake to return

Li a

ujicaiious that

a

are not

or

com·

preserve

used.

Cool Proposition.
A proposition will be made by the lively
λ

il'.'.e

Dexter to the next

burg ot

lioh lor cool

w

audacity

Legislature

has seldom been

This ambitious

p*:«ad.

sui-

village propose»

to

iUelt aud several other town», some
whom don't waut to go, to the county of

«•■ilex

o!

ucataqui.?

1

which

to rectiv-

positively objects

liu thau: and then to make its modest self
t υ shire to.fu of the enlarged Piscataquis.
i;_n.e of [tie towns whose annexation is pro|i.·»' d ars in Penobscot county and some in
••■.'.ueiast, both of which also object to the
encroachment upon their territory. Thus
th«· Legislature is asked to make a change in
tiiw relations of one hundred thousand or so
οι
oennU -;ue-tenths of whom oppose the
rder that Dexter may have a

of

f
—

Piscataquis

has

many

The

urge against this scheme.

—

c.>.tuty ilready extends over a very large area
aid the shire towi. is now at an inconvenient
■•islance

from

of

many

the

finch tills change proposes to
Its inhabitants are

lai'ther.

towns

from

remove

it still

quiet,

a

law-

abiding people, who administer their county
a..airs very frugally, so that the burdens ol
There has never
'"Viition are very light.
1 in the county and the number ol
sent to the Bangor jail is ridiculousIf Dextei

for these sinful times.
annexed there would evidently be

imperative demand lor at least one addi
ti >nal county bulding, and while Dextei
an

to build

n.unoses

a

new court

house

we

uo provision for
its corollary—the jai!
f'he eastern poition of Piscataquis wbiel

■ses

mid b

seriously injured by
J of slate, iron and lumber
cJangc !.
:» rapidly c.·
rearing in wealth and popula
ι <a anu has a r»ilroad connecting it witt
i>.>ver, t. present bhire town. The suggest
tU change would give the people of this pari
V)

§ucl

.ι

.,elve miles of udditional travel—and witt

t

h

too—over some of the most

use»

eminent!]

napectable hills

on the American Continent
that a map of Maine suspend
e.l in Iront of the Legislature will be a suffi
ciont ans s er to the Dexterian scheme, al
though these buccaneering tellows, whose en
e:gy and pluck deserve credit, are said ti
have raised a large itim of money with whicl

it seems to

us

L·· maintain a

vigorous lobby

at

Augusta

t

away the obstacle) of nature and neu
alize the prote t of the other parties in in

explain
t

West.

So

lively fight may be lookei
for. The Dexter side of things has a dought;
champion in the Gazette, one of the livelier
<■■■ the M^ine
weeklies, which is making tbi
most of its rather untenable ground ; but wi
believe that all the other journals which hav
c mimented on the matter have exposed it
Inherent absurdity.
To complicate this matter still farther ;
movement now starts from Newport—one c
•-he towns whose annexation is proposed—t
a

bran new country from Penobscot
iValdo and Somerset towns with Newport to
a shire
Ther? is much more sho π t

lorm a

town^

pablic need about this scheme than the Dej

plan exhibits;
Legislature
orobably conclude that no hardship exists i
that region sufficiently great to require s
general a remodeling of county lines, as eitl
e: proposition
contemplates.
Dexter is a smart, thriving, aggressive tow
with lots of vigorous and energetic pejpl
who can do a great many thing3, but we su;
'jer

but the

wi

<;est in all friendliness that this business pa:
Lakes too largely of the reprehensible practic
the

*=iowu to

vulgar

as

"crowding the moun

ors."'
It is a hard
it i3 also

thing to change county

lines-

hard thing to change a count
»?at ; a proposition to accomplish both at on
1 dl swoop savors more of zeal than discretioi
a

Oakes Amesism.
None will rejoice more heartily than we
the parties implicated by the testimony of Ht
( 'omb, Ames and other witnesses beforo th
(■redit Mobilier investigating committee sut
.•eed in fully clearing themselves. We alread
nave great occasion for thankfulness in th
.indéniable fact that no representative c
Maine in either bouse is a y longer an ot
iect of even suspicion. But if Mr. Ames i

correctly report.d we object to his method c
exculpating him.elf and his associates an
victims witii all the earnestness of which w
are cap\ble.
He is said to take the groum
that "No harm ha9 been done—Congressme,
have a rijht to invett in stocks as freely a
others," even when the value of »uch stock
will be affected by legislation to be made b
these same Congressmen. Herein lies th
great danger of this terrible Credit Mobilie
business. It would be bad enoujh to hav
'.he popular confidence in some of our mos
tespecteJ and tnuted public men so newha
impaired for months. It is sadder still to ap
prehend that on a few of them—heaven gran
'.hey may be very few—a cloud of richly merit
el obloquy is settling down, never to be re

moved.
in

But if

ide bv Mr.

deliberate att mpt is to b<
Ames, hi· victims find Hiui
a

'riends to debauch

public morals and to brin;
ι,Lie tone of pub'ic opinion down to «uch a Ιο»
point as toj-wtify their offense*—in short, t(
brin·» the national conscience down to tli(
Oakes Am«s level, the well-being of the coun-

try is seriously endangered. We trust thai
the sternness with wfeich the ad ption of the
Oradit Mobilier dogma ii resisted by the
press,

pulpit and people will discourage these wickapostle· of the new gospel of thieves. Oth-

ed

erwise the apostasy of the JLmerirftTi per,pin
will be only comparable with that of the Israelites

when

they

golden

calf

and

lipfnm

it.

Let

deliberately made a
prostrated themselves
us
a
rejoice in

1

spirit over every man who
d innoceut, but let us call every
ο is found guilty by his true name,
•obber. He bas deliberately betrayed
.bis trust as a representative of the people,
lie ha* taken a bribe, none the less culpab'e
because indirect, as an inducement to plun"ter them and as his part of the proceeds of
he enterprise. He is infinitely more icfajr
mous than Tweed,
Connolly, or Hall, or
Sweeney or any of the New York scum
tvho*e thieving has beeh ot that gross, vulgar

kind which i· consonant with their wellKQown character.
Theft became attractive
t > no one but their brother
roughs because
i
ν practice 1 it.
Rascality acquired no
s because
%
they followed it· piomptings.
[Jut λ hat will be the effect on a public
opint-ir iliea-iy too ind-ilgeut to financial
irregulai if, if the first .neη in the nation are
t;i anted the privilege not only of
but
■

stealing

ol

.-eta'nius public respect and confidence as
weli as t'tti'r unlawful gains?

Who, after
that, wou.i <vonder if the confidential clerk
y.iundered his employer? if the cashier em'oezzled the money with which he is entrusted? if the officers of life insurance
compatljes
raai'e awav with their funds? if pension
agecti, revenue collectors and other subordinate government officer· imitated the examHe of iheir superiors? If the country would
avoid such a general tide of
corruption and
Iraudas will make the American name infamous wherever it i·
mentioned, If our people
'-O

not wish to be

thought

to occupy the
same p'.ace on the moral
scale a· Italian banditti, Oakes Ameiism must be
put down
with a strong,

prompt hand. Otherwise we
few years to count the rebellion among minor evils.
f

hall comc in

a

Thi organization of the
Republican State
Committee for the year 1873, has
been postponed until April or May, when the time of
the State Convention can be better
fixed than
at present.

$2,000,000 and during the

OUR DEPOT.

An attempt has been lately made to oust our
resent able and gentlemanly depot master,
Hr. George L. Fobs, from bis position by some
)arty who offered to perform at a much lower
Our people
'ate, the duties of station agent
ire
jjreatly pleased to learn that Mr. Foss will
•etain his position; and in this connection it
nay be proper to state several of our business
men have raised a sufficient sum of money to
purchase an elegant gold watch, which will be
presented to Mr. P. as a token of their appreciation of his services.

five

years just expired the expenditure on this account reaches
$5,000,000; nevertheless the

do not read anonymous* letters and communicaûcus. The name and address of the writer are iu
ail u.'^eiin iispeusnble, not necessarily for publication
V/

The success of
I oration of cheew factories.
lie factory in Strong has started the towns of
] 'armington, Phillips, Madrid and Industry to
There is
t ry iheir hand in the same enterprise.
ome
curiosity manifested as to what will be
j he ultimate result of so many towns etaiting
i η this branch, and whether or no they will
hare the fate of the several starch factories
vbicli were in operation in this county some
rears
since, which, after doing an extensive
msiness for a few years, finally collapsed, with
of the one at Strong, which still
exception
,he
ives and does a thriving business every fall.

Tub Toronto Globe publishes the report of
the proceedings of the recent meeting of the
shareholders of the Grand Trunk Railway
Company in London the 28th of November,
The President, Mr. Potter has visited this
ceuntry, and with experienced railroad men
has made a critical examination of the line
and the result of the investigation as stated
by the President, does not afford a very
cheerful present or hopeful
future unless
there is a radical change of policy. This year
the expenditure for the "renewals" on the

President informs the shareholders that only
300 miles of the main line is in a safe and
trustworthy condition leaving 600 miles in a
worse state than it was three years ago—in
fact, in so bad a condition that it cannot be
kept open with safety to the public or the
business of the road carried on without the
expenditure of $7,500,000 iri the next three
The shareholders resolutely gave
years.
ttye President authority to raise this large
sum which he proposed to do
by a radical
change of policy whereby he promises to save
$2,350,000 from the receipts of the road
where nothing is now saved, by
selling the
company's Atlantic and Great Western bonds
a nounting to
something over $2,000,000 and
t-i<' balance by the sale of second
equipment
binds. The President says that 60,000 tons

ITEMS.

Mr. A. E. Dolbier of this village, has for several winters past taken a tour through the
This
country north of us, purclias ng furs.
winter he extended bis tour into the Canadas.
He returned last week,bringing with him about
83000 worth.
A case of love at first sight has recently come
to light in our midst, the parties being a youth
of 13 and a girl 10 years.
They met at a social
gathering, and so strong was the passion kindled in the brea-t of the younç man that he
was content only to sit at tue side of his eiiarnAfter
orata, with eyes and ears for her alone.
a few meetings he declared his love for her,was
conof
the
and
with
the
exception
accepted,
sent of both parents, all was lovely. In a short
time the youth wrote home for permission to
marry her, when a damper wae put on his affections by a peremptory order to cease such

steel rails must be laid during the next
three years besides extensive repairs on the
road bed, that the rolling stock must be

o.

largely incieased
mast be

immediate.

The

"

tors

on

what

their offices in Canada1' is suggestive that the administration of the local offices will not bear scrutiny.
Mr. Potter,
however, made one disclosure when he said

that by cancelling an e listing contract, he
w.is able to save the company at one stroke
ο

rwl

οηη,,ΓΛ

fl,.,

.t

11..

try department a saving of near y
0 JO can be made in the annual

Report of uie Commissi

$1,500,-

running

ex-

The President does not propose any
increase of freight tariffs but bues hia calculation on the rates of November.
It would,
therefore, seem from this that the increase of
tariff imposed upon our lumber trade was the
work of tbe Canada officials rather than the
English management.

penses.

It may now be assumed that the queftion
of the editorship of the New York Tribun* is

by the selling of half of the stock to
Wbitelaw Reid by Mr. Orton at an advanced
price, in consequence of which Mr. Reid will
settled

become the editor. The Tribune announces
tbe change of management, and indicates tke
future policy of the paper by affirming that it
will uphold the same Republican banner that
Mr. Greeley bore aloft.
Mr. Reid further
says:
"

Naturally we shall prefer to support as far
possible an Administration which professes

as

the paity name. Such an Administration will
receive from us a frank and cordial approval
of every action performed in accordance with
its principles; but the Tribune is
nobody's
official advocate. Our party sympathies are
not strong enough to overcome our
independence or muzzle our honest utterances."

Washington
Attorney

General

who claims the

Matters.

Williams has given

an

case of Francis A.
ρ rot ction of the United

Heinrieh,

States
government agaiust an attempt to compel him
to perform military duty in the Austrian
army,
on the ground that he was l>orn in the United
States and is now and ever has been a citizeu
of the same. Heinrieh was bom in New York,
in 1K50, while his parents were temporarily residing in this country, and two or three years
after his birth his parents returned to Austria
without having taken out naturalization papers
here.
By the treaty of 1S70, citizens of the
United States residing in Austria
continuously
for five years are to be regarded as citizens of
that country
Mr. Williams says that, as a
general rule, a person born in the United States
although of alien parents, must be regarded as
a citizen of this
country; but in tho present
case, it appears that Heinrieh has resided in
Austria uninterruptedly for five years, and lias
availed himself of passports from
frequently
the Austrian government to travel, and has
never, except on one occasion when he obtained
a
passport from the United Statee Consul in
Austria, made any claim to being a citizen of
the CTnited States. Under these circumstances
Mr. Williams decides that Heinrieh is an Austrian citizen and not an American citizen.
CLAIM AOEKT8.

The Treasury Department has just decided
that claimants agaiust the government may at
any time revoke a power of attorney previously given to a claimant, and such revocation will
be recognized. The claim agents are very much
f xcited over the decision.
The department has
herefore protected the a ire u ta and attorneys by
compelling elients to pay the legal fees before
they could collect their claims.
THE SPEAKERSHIP.

The members from the South who are elected
to the Forty-third Congress are
industriously at
work to make Horace Maynard, of Tennessee,
Speaksr of the House. They are very anxious
to form a combination with the
Pennsylvania
delegation, and the inducement held out is that
in case Maynard is elected, Judge Kelley will
be made Chairman of the
Ways and Means
Committee, and the old members from Pennwho
are
re-elected
sylvania
will have other important chairmanships. An effort is also being
made to capture the ludiana delegation, the
consideration being that tien. Coburn, of tbe
Iwdianapolis distr ct, is to be made Chairman
of the Appropriations Committee. Speaker
Blaine, who will of ceur»e hp a candidat»
re-election, has thus far made no effort, nor
have his friends, because the; are confidant of
his re-election without much opposition.
EDUCATION IN JAPAN.

Mr. Mori, who has been re-instated here

the

as

Japanese Minister,

has received the most
encouraging reports from his government concerning tae establishment of a national system
of education, comprising colleges, academies
and schools. The only thing wanting is a
supply of teachers, male and female, and it is
hoped that they can be procured from the United States.

tors, because,

if they are, what are we to refuse payment for so long a time?
J. N.

Farinington Letter.
Farming-ton,

Dec. 23, 1872.

GENUINB WINTER.

For the past three weeks we
have been visited by many severe snow storms and
high winds
which, combined, liave put our roadsfinto terrible conditiou. Saturday,
a foot of

heaped
fearful gale Snnday. We

nearly

snow

into high drifts
by a
have
nearly three feet
of snow on a level, and have been informed
that there is over foul feet in the woods north
0f us. Lumbering operations, however, have
β ot been impc ded as yet

fell, which

was

DAISÏINO INTERESTS.
understand that it is the intention of
parties in several towns of this county to apply
to the Legislature the
present winter for incor-

Λλ'β

is

ners

of Fisheries.

Wanted.

allowing

are the main points:
To enable any holders of $10,000 or multiple
thereof of any United States gold bearing bonds,
λ deposit the same
temporarily at the Subrreasury or designated depositories in New
Stork, San Francisco, New Orleans or Chicago,
under regulations to be made by the Secretary
af the Treasury, and release any amount of le
gal tender equal to the face of said bond, temporarily deposited, and on presentation of a like
sum in United States notes at the place where
said bonds or their equivalent in kind, less the
interest, which would have accrued during the
time said bonds were deposited, the converter
or retirer of the
bonds aforesaid to adjust by
the payment in gold the value at the time of
conversion and withdrawal, whether the same
be presented by coupon or otherwise, a· maybe
provided by regulations established by the Secretary of the Treasury ; and provided further
that the Secretary of the Treasury De required
to hold in reserve United States legal tenders
to the amount of $1υ,000,000, to be used for the
purpose of temporarily retiring the bonds as
aforesaid. But said notes shall not be used for
any other purpose, a ">r shall the whole amonnt
of legal tender*, including those which may be
held in reserve and those which may at the
time be held in the United States Treasury,
Sub-Treasuries and depositories, exoeed four
huudred millions, until expressly .authorized

by law.

1

recommending

the uniform for encampment* in

iew England:
1. Black frock coat and blaclç pants.
2. Black chapeau with three
plumes, two
ilack and one royal purple running between
he black, aud over the centre of the chapeau,
fellow metal crossed crooks on a black rosette,
^ rith a purple centre, on the left side of the
<

hapeau.

3. Gauntlet gloves, the hand part black kid—
auutlets to be of royal purple with yellow
c roused crooks embroidered on the back of each
c □ ft, which is to be five and a half inches wide
n nd a braid similar to
that on the baldric,
8 round each cuff.
4. A baldric, to be four inches wide, trimmed
ν ith yellow lace not over one-half inch
wide,
ν ith one
row of gilt braid
one-eighth inch
v ide, with yellow lace
across
each
fringe
end,
with crossed crooks embroidered upon the
2 □d
ont of the baldric.
5. A pur le velvet belt, with two stripee of
ilt lace braid through the centre at
equal dist lUC'lS.

6. Bword thirty-six inches
long, yellow metal
s
:abbard, cross handle, black hilt, head with
t »t

iilillr notice is hereby given thftt tlie Annuel
rtiugof tli*· Corporation known as Bob worth Post
2, Department of Maine, G. A. R., Mil be held
irand Army Hall (Mechanics' Building), Portland
FRIDAY, Dec.27th, 1872, at 7J P. M.
usinées—The election of offlccrs for the ensning
r and the transaction of such other business as
y legally come before the meeting.
Per order.
HENRY G. HOUSTON,
Poet Adjt. and Clerk of Corporation.

Juit received the finest assortment of

( HOICE IMPORTED

AND DOMESTIC

CIGARS

jF==iy=

ι

lenry Clay,
Partagas,

DENTAL NOTICE.

Regalia Britanlca.

fEW

ADVERTISEMENT?.

Espaniolas,
Operas,

a very lar^e variety of Domestic Cigars, all of
rhich are to l»e sold at very ereatly reduced prices,
below the usual rate·, making it au object for any
imoker to supply himself at our storo. To those purchasing cigars by he box we are prepared to offer
sspecial inducements.

md

ve removed their Dffice to
W.
Ropms over
littier's Dru^ Store, Congress Square. George
)r. Macalaster is now
at his new office to
ready
it on those requiring his proiessional services.
Cntranoe to Dental Rooms,

CoagTCM Street
iov7

Club and Common

;me

loi Congre» Street, Portlaud, Maine.
decl7
untf

Skates,
Knives, Razors,

SclaMif in set· and
3uns and Sporting Goods

GRAND OPENING

sntf

SKATES.

1. G. SCHLOTTERBECK Λ CO.,
APOTHBCABIK8,

95 Free Street,

and

PORTLAND. ME.

Pocket

Iteirt and Other Items.

—

OF

3ec9sn3w

—

—

FOB

HOLIDAY

—

PRESENTS

A X D Ε Ε 8 Ο IS

AT—

Gents' Kid Mittens,
Children's Cloth Gloves,

mittens for Boys' Λ Girls',
Ladies' Berlin Gauntlets,

■ale at Low Price· by

BUÇKNAM

BAILEY,
oetlO m&t

VERMONT

BUTTER !

SfliW

&

HASKELL·,

3 DEERING BLOCK.

Perfumery,
Fancy Boxes,
—

ANDERSON'S,
3 DEERING BLOCK.

Children's Wool Hose, all kinds,
Cents' Wool and merino Hose,

mak« to hit fiunUy. or * Young Mmto bis friend, le a LIFE POLICY with the Great
man can

MUTUAL

LIFE

NEW
It ha·

INSURANCE

a

OF

—

YORK.

and substantial ralne·

real

SS^-See Advertisement Something worth
auother column.
de20snlw

knowing," in
THE

BEST

R.

DURAN

J.

which together with

our

regular

of

assortment

Ladies' Furnishing Goods,
—WILL BE

OFFERED—

the

Holidays,

—AT—

*

*

»

·;·

LOWEST PAICES

CO.,

&

HUDDLE (STREET,

Holiday Goods,
A

splendid line of

Elegant Trunks, in New Designs,
Travelling Bigi,
Satchel·,
Shopping Bag·,
Baskets·

3
decie

PocLfl Booh·

A Book for Every Man.
The "SCIENCE OP LIFE, or SELF-PRESERVATION," a Medical Treatise on the Cause and Cure of
Exhausted Vitality, Premature Decliue in Man, Ner-

vous and Physical
Debility,Hypochondria, Impotency,
Spermatorrhoea or Seminal Weakness, and all other
diseases arising from the errors of youth or the indiscretions or excesses of mature years. This is in-

deed

a

book for every

Thousands have been

man.

taught by thia*\vork the true wav to health and happiness. It is the cheapest and beat medical work
ever published, and the
only one en this class of ills
worth reading. 190th edition,
revised, much enlarged, illustrated, bound in beautiful Fronch cloth.
Price only $1. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt cf
price.

Address PEA BODY

MEDICAL INSTI-

TUTE, No. 4 Bulfinch Street, Boston, Mass., or Dr.
W. H. PARKER, Assistant Physician. Ν. B. The

author may be consulted

on

the above

as

well

as

all

mar25-dly

PRESENTS

SCHENCfi S Prtno^ic 8YBlTP,
SCHENCK'8 8GAWBED

TONIC,

Arc the only medicines that will cure Pulmonary
consumption.
Sometime» medicines that will stop a cough will often occasion the death of the patient. It locks up the
liver, stops the circulation of the blood, hemorrhage
follows, and, in fact, clogging the action of the very
organs that caused the cough.
Liver complaint and dyspepsia are the causes of
two-thirds of the cases of consumption, Many are
now
complaining with dull pain in the side, the bowels sometimes costive and sometimes to loose,
tongue
coated, paiu in the shoulder blade, feeling sometimes
very restless, and at other times drowsy ; the food
that is takeu lies heavily on the stomach, accompanied with acidity and belching of wind. These
symptoms usually originate îrom a disordered condition of
the etomach or a torpid liver. Persons so
affected, if
they take one or two heavy colds, and if the cough in
these cases be suddenly Stopped, the lungs, liyer and
etomach clog, and remain torpid and inactive, and
before the patient itt aware of bis situation, the lungs
are a mass of sores, and
ulcerated, and death is the
inevitable result.

Schenek's Pulmonic Syrup is an expectorant which
does not contain any opium, nor anything calculated
to check a cough suddenly.
*
Schenek's Seaweed tonic dissolves the iood, mixes
with the gastric juice of the etomach, digests easily,
nonrishes the system, and creates a hoaltny circulation of the blood. When the bowels are costivc, skin
shallow, and the patient Is of a billlous habit,
Schenck's Mandrake PilWare required.
These medicines are prepaired by Dr. J. H.
SCHENCK & SON, Northeast corner of Sixth and
A
D♦
J
—1

WILL PROVE ITSELF.
^
1st—Far more beautiful then any other.
2d—More durable then any other.
3d—Lower in price then pure Lead and Oil.
1th— To be all ready for use.
5th—To require no thinning or drier.
5th—The best wood preservative ever discovered.
Tth—Bain (before dry) dees not wash it.
$th—It will not mn or chalk.
9th—It is positively water and fire proof.
10th—Cove» old work a· well as new.
llth—Superior for covering brick.
L2th—The best paint for iron buildings.
Tliis paint has been, and Is being used upon the finis t villas and bulldingB both public and
private, in
this country, north, south, east, and west, giving universal satisfaction, and in all ciees has proved ite
» ear to bo folly twice as long, without chalking or
acking, as any other paint.

D. ISt TEOJUKS,
General Eastern Agent,
83 Commercial St., Portland.
Sept21eodsnti

choice lot of

FOR

THE

HOLIDAYS !

nCNCIPAL & REAL·

SECURITIES
JEWEL»Γ 1

JEWCLBT
FANCY

GOODS 1

tOARGRETE JEVELRTj
k
·<#
WniTBT JEWELBT,
RIBBEB JEWELBT,

ESTATE

BONDS of Towns and Cities, and MORTGAGES

sep28sntf

TO
TVe Front Office

BE
on

LET.

the second floor In the Canal

iational Bank Building, recently occupied by Matocks & Fox.

GLASSES,

I.adien and Crenm' Ptnninict,

Fancy Cutlery, &c., &c.

Also

In

rooms

the Third story.

Enquire

tank.

dec'

at

the

doc7sntf

Β. B. SWIFT,

BANK OF PORTLAND.

UNDER MECHANICS' HALL.
sn3w

GUNS,
POWDER,

SHOT,
CAPS.
BUT THEM AT 61 EXCHANGE ST.,

Ony and after this date, the un ïersigned will carry
α a strictly Banking business, at the
Banking
.oniLR now occupied by the Second National Bank.
Portland, Maine, under the style of the "BANK
F PORTLAND" and as such, will receive Deposits
ad make Discounts, in the regular course of the
anking Business.
Portland, June 24th, 1872.
jun23newlt then sn tf

W. N. GOOLD.

To Let

J. B. LUCAS·

HE commodious four storied

Sept 18-sntf
WATCHES

AND

JEWELBÏ!

Brick Store, No. 57
Ρ Commercial St.—immediate
postssinn given.
ELIAS

Inquire of
Or of

THOMAS & CO
No. 90 Commercial St.
W. W. THOMAS, Canal National Bank·
sentl2sntf

Λ Valuable Medical Treathc.
The edition fur 1N73 of the sterling
medical annual known as Hostottcr's Aimante Is now
ready,
αηΐ may be obt Inod. free of
cost, of druggists and
general'country dealers in all parts of the United
Slates and British America, and indeed in
every civilized portion of the Western
Hemisphere. This Almanac has 'men issued
regularly at the
naent of every year for about one-fifth ef cnmueacea
century,
it combines with the eonndost
practical advice for
ibe preservation and restoration of
health, a

large
light reading,
calculations, chrono-

■mount of interesting and
amusing
tnd the calendar, astronomical

ogicai Items, &c., are
till be found entirely

prepared with great
care, and
acourate. The issue of Hoaettcr's Almanac fnr 187.5 will
probably be the iatgest
ditlon ol a medical work ever published in
any
nun try.
Tlie proprietors, Messrs.
Hostetter &
ι imith, Pittsburgh, Pa., on
receipt of a two tent
tamp, will forward a copy by mall to any person
rho cannot procure one In his neighborhood.

SPECIAL

NOTICES.

I. O. O. F.
All members of Maine Lodge No. 1, deslroue of at, auding the funeral of onr late Brother, D. R. Stevn«, are requested to meet at Odd Fellows' Hall this
' rUESDAY) afternoon, at 12J o'clock. Members of
t ther Lodges are invited to attend.
dec21enlt
J· & MERRILL, Secretory·

NEW

STOCK

BATCHE LOB'S HAIR DYE.

HJSt RECEIVES FROM NEW YORK.

jADIES' gold watch fs,
GENTS' GOLD WATCHES,
'•Id Teat Chain·,

BOYS' WATCHES,

Cold, Open» and Leontini Chain*,
Void Jewelry in Sell·.

This splendid Hair Dye is the best in the world.
je only True and Perfect Dye. Harmless Reliable
id Instantaneous; nodisappointment; no ridiculous
its or π q pleasant odor. Remedies the ill effects of
d dyes washes. Produces Immediately a superb
jAOK or Natural Brown, and leaves the hair
tan, soft and beautiful. The genuine, signed W. A.
itchelor. Sold bv all Druufcist*.
CHAS. BATCHELOR. Prop., Λ. Γ.
s»
>otl
d&w
lvr

Studs, Sleere Buttons,

fcSTThe funeral services of the late Mrs. Daniel
ummings will take place this Tuesday afternoon at
o'clock, at No. °0 Park street. Relatives and friends
re iuvited to attend.
IBPABTKJBE OF OCEAN STEIHEBM

of my

Seal Rings,

GEO. A. HAHMON,
3X7 CONGEBS8 STREET,
Under Ulecliaaic·' Hall.
en3w

IA NOS. "WEBER" and other emi·
IA NOS.
uent makers,
1ANOS. Sold by ED. B.
ROBINSON,
3 Caho«n Block, opposite City
Hall»
»ya
AT &JWUUU) PMIQKS eomlf

32

Exchange St.,
PORTLAND.

de24

F. T.

own

selection in

Large and flnnll Package·.
AIKY & FACTORY cheese
choice lot of Pine Apple Cheese. Also WorceeCounty make, small eize for family use.
eilium and Pea Bean·, Bine and While
Cannda Pea·, and a fall unortment

1

of-Flonr,
Just received and for sale at wholesale by

L D R I C Η
163

KjfU—falw*

&

CO.,

CmuwnM «ΤΗ»

-^Ttf

I»

LITTLEïÏELdT

Merchant

Tailor!

151 MIDDLE
Has

STREET,

large

α

stock of

WINTER GOODS, FOR
MEN AND BOTS WEAR,
which lie will sell at greatly reduced
prices for 30
Now is tout time to buy, as I wish to snake
for other business aud my goods must be sold.
Garments made in the most approved styles aud
warranted to Ht. Cutting attended to at short nstke.

lays.
room

F. T. UTTLEFIELD,
Portland, Bee. 24til.
de21illw

Ν Ο Τ I CE

ΚΑΜΕ

FROM
FOR
DATE
New York. .Demarara
Dec 23
New York. .Rio Janeiro ....Dec 23
fanbatton
New York. .Liverpool
Dec 25
New York. .Liverpool
Dec 25
Lbyssinia
îanada
New York.. Liverpool
Dec 25
lolsatla
New York. .Hamburg
Dec 26
Columbia
New York. .Havana
Dec 26
New York.. Port Prince
Veybosset
Dec 26
Dec 26
Jity of Limerick.. New York. .Liverpool
>eruvian
Portland... Liverpool
Dec 28
>ceanic
New York. Liverpool
Dec 28
ïity of Mexico......îîew York.. Hav À VCrua.Dec 28
Lustra lia.
New York. .Glasgow
Dec 2»
New York. .Liverpool
Dec 28
Jity of Paris
\t Lan rient
New York..Havre
Dec 28
)eutechland
New York. .Bremen
Dec ί
•armatian
Jan 4
Portland....Liverpool
New York.. Havana
Jan 4
'ity of Havana
New
York.
.Havana
Cleopatra
Jan 11

BROKER,

landingo

hitario

'■4
ΓΤ1ΗΤ5 tax payers of the town of Deering are hereby
JL notified that all taxes on property ol 1871 regain
ing unpaid on the 1st day ef January 18T3, the property will be advertised for saie to pay the sane.
A.

..

de24d<Srwlw52

LEACH.

Collector for 1871.

(OFPICIAL.)
Department of

Statu,

»

Washington, D. C., December 10th, 1872. )
Information has been received at this Department

H. Hall, the eouimercial agent of ihe
United States at Sidney, New South Wales, of the
on
the
9th of May, 1872, at Newcastle. N.S. W.
death,
of Mark T. Hud
ley, a seaman on board the Amerlfrom Mr. H.

ûliaiutnre Alnaaac
December 94.
7.28 | Moon rises....... 1.00 AM
4.32 | High water
6.15 PM

To Let.
SMALL TENEMENT with

Sebago

water.

fuSomcB.
MARINE

NEWS.

6000 POUNDS

ARRIVED.
Barque Favorita, (German) Kraft, Pernambuco 35
lays—4500 bags «ugar to Jas L Farmer.
Brig Ε A Carrington. (Br) Sachet, Pernambuco 36
lays—5600 bag? sugar to Jaa L Farmer,
Sch Ρ L Smith, Upton, Boston.
Sch Eliza Kllen, Johnson, Boston.
Sch Avon. Parks. Boston for Searsport.
Sch Coquinibo. Lewis, Rockland for Boston.
Sch Danl Webster, Reed. Boothbay for New York.
Sch D Jones, Dunham. Bath far Boston.
CLEARED.
Steamer Franconia. Bragg. New York—Henry Fox
C
A
Barque
Bean, (new, 580 tons) Wooster, Buenos
Ayres—A & S Β Spring.
John
Brig
Wesley, Ford, Martinique—Phinnoy «
Jackson.
Sch Mary J Ward,Ward, St John, NB—John Port-

OP

—

CANDIES !

PURE

NOW FOR SALE AT

PRICES LOWER
than in any other store in Portland.
This stock of Candies has been

Made

Expressly

for the

Holidays,

eous.

MESiORAITDA.
Sch Clara Jane, McAllep, frem Calais for Ν York,
with lumber, was towed into Vineyard-Haven 21st
full of water, having been ashore on Hedge Fence
Shoal. She has been taken up on the railway.
Sch Franconia, of Ellsworth, trom Calait» for Providence. remains ashore at Oak Blufls, with rudder oat
and leaky.
Sch Sol Francis, Bickford, from Calais for Boston,
went ashore at Rye Beach, 20th inst,' and will be a
tutal wreck. The cook was drowned.
Sch Vintage, of Ellsworth, was passed 15th inst, 40
miles East of Cape Cod, dismasted and abandoned.
Sch Henry Hobart, wrecked near Great
Egg Harbor. registered 252 tons, was buiit Ellsworth in 1862.
and hailed trom Xaunton.
Ship Cuba, Tbeobold.from Baltimore for San Francisco, broke her windlass in Hampton Roads and her
master returned to Baltimore for a new one.

Barque Palestine, 318 tons, five years old, has been
by Loud, Claridge Λ Co of Baltimore, and
to be commanded by Capt A Β Ford of
brig Jere-

DOMESTIC PORTA.
SAN FRANCISCO-At 22d inat, ;ship Jno Bryant,
Baker, New York.
NEW ORLEANS—Cld 17th, ship George M Adams.
Manson, Liverpool.
PASCAGOULA—Ar I5tb, brig Robin, Woodman,
Barbadoes.
Cld 15th. sch Jos Oakes, Oakes. Havana.
JACKSONVILLE—Ar 14th, schs Jos Fish, Hupper, Fall River; Ε A Hooper. Charleston.
Cld 14th, schs Josephine. Fickett, and Sea
Dog, Allen. New York.
SAVANNAH—Ar 16th, ship L Β Gilchrist, Emerson, Liverpool.
Sid 16th, sch D Eddy, Conant, New York.
Sid 20th. schs Jas Wall. Grover, Jacksonville: J Β
Marshall, Seavey, St John, NB.
Sid 21st, barque A Ν Franklin, for Porto Rico.
BALTIMORE—Ar 10th, sell Lemuel Hall, Grinnell, Portland.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 10th, sch Fannie A Bailey,
Coombs, Boston.
Below 20th, sch L & D Fisk, from Portland.
NEWCASTLE, DEL—Ar 19th inst. schs Hattie Ε
Sampson, Davis, Philadelnhia, to load corn for Portland ; J C Nash, Crowley, do do.
NEW YORK—Ar 20th. schs Carrie Ε
Woodbury,
Woodbury, and Olive. Warren, Bangar; Chas Ε Hellier, Hopkins, do; R Leach, Pendleton,
Rockland;
Τ S McLellan, Farr, Portland.
Ar 2tst, brig Ramirez,
Bernard, Jamaica; sch S Β
Smith, Marshall, Calais.
Ar 21st, barque H D Stover,
Pierce, Havana 11 ds;
Sandy Hook,Barstow, Gloucester; brigs Long Reach.
Blair, Pensacola* Nellie, Owens, St Croix
15 days;
schs Light Boat, Brown, and
Bedabedec, Pease, from
Rockland; Empress, Kennedy, do; Farragut. Hart.
Boston; Julia. Torrey, Addison: Clara Ε
Rogers.
Rogers, Calais for Philadelphia; John Boynton,
do;
Marion Gage, Fountain, Portland.
Ar 23d, baroue Jane Adaline,
Hutchinson,
Ittagua.
Cld 20th. ship Fawn. Luce, Callao;
brig F J Merriman, Lecraw. Seville; schs Ε A DeHart.
Pinkham,
Bartooa ; J G Drew. Carter, for Jacksonville
; Willie
Perrv. Oxton, Providence. *
Sid 21st. ship Carrolton, for San
Francisco; brig
Atalaya. Cienfuegos; sch M F Staples, Guantanamo.
Passed through Hell Gate 21st, schs
Sophie. Robinson, Elizabethport for Portland; Biamhall, Hamilton. do for do; L Standish,
Wilder, Amboy for Pembroke; Union, Oliver, Port Johnson for Bostou ; Willie Perry, Oxton, New York for
Providence; Tangent, Dix, do for Boston ; Ε G Knigbt. Pratt, Elizafor Marblehead; Alleghanian, Ellems. do
bethport
for Boston ; Adriana,
Bailey, New York for do; FA
Colcord, Pierce, do for Searsport; Mary Langdon,
w

i.uoiuu

do lor

'UipUlU,

WARRANTED

Jacksonville; Stephen Bennett, Bennett, Wilmington. NC.
Cld 21st, sch J Ρ Eaton, Poole, Mobile.
Ar 23d, schs Nathl Stevens,
Saunders, Elizabethport; Eliza Fran

ces, Hunt. Calais.
Cld 23d, brig Tally Ho,
Closson, Surinam ; Br schs
Jessie. Foster, and Snow
Bird, Cripp·, Portland and
3t John, NB.
SALBM—Ar 21st, schs
Warnock, Calais;
J W Woodruff, Haskell, doConvoy,
for Newpert; Leontine,
Droekett, Rockland.
Cld 2lst, brig Clara Louise, for Boston.
Sid 22d, schs J W Woodruff, Amirald,
Henry, Senitor Grimes. Hyena,
Challenge, and Moses Eddy.
BEVERLY—Ar 18th, sch Banner, Rich, Calais.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 21st. echs Robert Byron,Clem'nt, Frankfort for Providence;
Eureka,Stanley, from
Calais for Baltimore; Gen Meade,
Patterson, and
?ost Boy. Fountain, Boston for Belfast.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 21st, brig Josie A Devereux,

FOltElCrTV PORTA.
22d inst. barque Celeste Clark, Fosship Annie Camp,
New
)rleans; barque Wallace. McCormick,Gardiner,
Charleston.
Sid fm Palermo 27th ult,
barque
NichMcGilvery,
)ls, Boston.
At Buenos Ayres Oct 30, barque Helen
Angier, Stanes, for Valparaiso ; Meguntieook,
Hemingway, for
tolombo, t· load for Boston.
Cld at Pernambuco 15th ult, barque
Favorita, DelTage, Portland ; brig Ε A Carrington, Sachet, (from
'arabia) for do.
In port 27th ult, bri* Jennie A
Cheney, Aiey, from
tio Grande, ar 13th, for
Hampton Roads 28th.
At Surinam 2d inst, brig Rachel
Coney, Coney, tor
Ar at Liverpool
er, Stettin; 23d.

few York 8 days.
Ar at Havana 10th inst,
on, Matan as.
Ar at London 7th inst,

barque Τ Κ Weldon, Col-

barque Golden Horn, CutIng, Hamburg.
A r at Sunderland 5th inst,
ship Chandos, Emery,
iewcastle.
Ar at

Penarth 6th inst, ship Samuel Watts,
Hyler,

kntwerp.

[Latest by European steamers.]
Cld at Cardiff 4th, Josie C Haseltine, Hassell, for
Sid 5ih, Amy A Lane, Carver, tor
Havana; 6th, El
torado, English, Callao.
Ent for ldg 4th, Otago, Thorndike, for
Yokohama.
Ent out at Newcastle 2d, Argentine,
Gilkey, for
avana; Eureka, Holloway, for New York.
Sid fm Shields 7ib, Pacific, for New York.
Ar at Naples 1st inst,
Rochester, Clough, for New
rleans.
Ar at Marseilles 3d inet,
Nevertink, Gibson, New
ork; 4th, Chief. Harding, do.
Ar at Valencia 2d inst, Nellie
Mitchell, Morton,
ungor.
Cld at Havre 5th inst,
New Orleans.
Niphon,
Day,
Cld at Rotterdam 5th
inst, Helen Sands, Woodside,
aw York.

SPOKEN.

Oct 10, lat 53 30 S, Ion 80 W, shin John
Bryant, fill
;w York for San
Francisco, 93 davs out.
Oct 25. lat 22 44 S.
Ion 40 13 W, ship Gold
Hunter,
>ui Philadelphia for San
Francisco.

ÎEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

agle and Donble Trimmed and Untrimmed Sleighs

at the lowest cash prices at
i>. M Preble St., up
stairs,

Shop.

Lec24dlw

Paint

used, aud I posi-

Shall be Satisfied with (heir Parchases.

LOOK AT THE PRICES !
2000 Pounds of extra broken
2#

Cand;,

varieties,

war-

ranted from Pore Sngar, at 26c pr. lb.
"
"
Best Cream Almond*,
Best Chocolate Creams,
Best Jordan Perfections,

"
"

"

Best Mixed

"

««

M

Best Peppermints,
Beet Gam Drops, ..."

"

Best Lozenges,

"

Candy,

"

These Candies

"

Fresh and Niee.

are

COME ONE, (Ό.ΉΕ ALL,
and give home manufacture a liberal share of patronage at

No.

82

Exchange Street,
FOX BLOCK,

John S. Litchfield.

dec23

IF YOU WANT

A

MERRY

CHRISTMAS
A.5D

Happy New
make somebody

preseut of

a

Boots, Shoes
Nothing
Having

more

Year
a

good pair of

Slippers.

or

useful, appropriate or acceptable.

splendid assortment of good·, I
well
preparod for the Holiday trade, and am
orteriug such inducements to the public
cannot
fail to meet, their approval in the
way of pur hasing.
No better
full au<l

a

am

assortment of

TOILET SLIPPERS
to

be found anywhere.

CALF
la

BOOTS

great variety of stylée, qoalltiet and price·.

KIP

BOOTS

for all hand·, from Father down to the littlest sbav«r

Ladies, Misses & Children's Winter Boot*
1® Oalf, Goat, French, Kid and
Serge, In &ct anything you waut in the shape of
»

Boots, Shoes, Slippers
can

you

Robbers

or

find at reasonable

prioct

at

GOLDTHWAITE'S.
d<xaO

11 Market Square.
TT<tS3wl»

ΚΛ A Li CD
■

vif t

o.

Bh·· λ

WW

r*r\
Wa

SEXL CAPS

FUR

AND

Ο L Ο V Ε S

Turbans, Jockey, Alpine,
Scotch» Havalock Caps,
[Indigo Blue Color.]

Bilk

Umbrellas.

Lined Kid Gloves and Mitts
For

Ladies' and Gents' Wear.
♦

Also a Fine Amortmeut of all the LatMt
Styles of llafN and Caps for Men and Boys
Wear at

MAHER &

Free

CO.'S.,

Poet

^Oj^joeite

Ofllo·.

Yaeeination!

NOTICE in hereby given that arrangement· bave
made with the Portland
Dtspennary, by which
lie physician» connected with that
inatlturluD will
« in attendance from three to four
o,clock p. iu.,
very day, Sundays excepted, at the

>een

Waid Room in the City
Bnilding,
On Myrtle Street,
•repared to Vaccinate with pure and reliable virus,
11 persons, residents of
Portland, who are uuable to
»av for such service.
The physicians will also vaccinate such person· at
beir residences, who from sickness 01 other enntm.
re unable to go
to the api»ointed place, nrovidta
heir name* and places of residence are left at the
layor's Office.

Bcnj. Kingsbury, Jr.,
Dec, 23,1872.

SLEIGHS !

PURE.

The best of materials have been
tively assert thafc*liu pubiic

omuii,

do; Am Chief, Snow, New York for do.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 21st, sch Wm
Boardman, Hil
Bard, Elizabethport; Lunet, Hindu, Calai*.
NEWPORT—Ar 19th, ech W Τ
Emerson, Dorr,
Bangor lor New Haven.
Sid 21st, brig Blla Maria,
Boyd,
(from
Charleston)
5?r Bdston.
BOSTON—Ar 2let, sch James A Crooker,
Currier,

New York and Vermont Batter

yles.

d«c7

in Pitts ton, Dec. 2, Jennie A. Curtis Yeaton, aged
Î years.
In Salmon Falls, Ν. H., Dec. 17, Mre. Fannie Warm, wife of Horatio H. Warren, aged 31 years and 10
tonths.
In San Francisco, Cal., Dec. 19. at the residence of
F. Webster, Esq.. Mrs. Annio K. Hawkes, wue of
W. Hawkes, ot Mechanic Falls, Me.

lUTTER AND CHEESE.

Largo stock of
OLID Rinds, NECK CHAINS, 4c.
""air Jewelry made to order In large variety of

PAYSON,

1 ANKER AND

laskell, Philadelphia.

:

if improved Real Estate ill the
west, bearing 10 per
ent. interest, payable in the east, for sale by
CHARLES M. HAWKKS,
28 Exchange st., Portland.

Real Jet and Imitation Bracelets,
CI1OCK8 IN GREAT ΤΑβΙΕΤΙ
OPEEA

aged 29 years
Beuuer, aged

miah.

CONSUMPTION CAN BE CURED

CHRISTMAS OOODS !
A

vears.

{>uichased

In great variety, et very moderate rate»,
dec 20—lwsn

The Averill Chemical Paint
gntf

10 month·.
lu Casco. Nov. 20, Alpheus A. Uould,
In Wiscasset, Not. 7, Mrs. Isabella

are

β

GEO. C. GOÔDWIN & CO., 38 Hanover itreet, Boston, and John F. Henry, 8 College place, New York,
eale by Druggists generally. sept3eneodtf

DEEBINO BLOCK.

Dec. 23, Margaret, wife of Chas. H.
olUurt, aged 37 years 10 months.
In hrtdiiton. Dec. 13, Mrs. Betsey Butler,
aged 66

Wallet·,

*-—

ANDERSON'S,

Dec. 23, suddenly, Capt. Abel Sawyer,

Sch Winona, Jackson, Boston—Bunkar Bros.
Sch Helen Mar, Nutter, Boston—Banker Bros.

&CHEXCK'* 91ANDBAKG PILLS,

NEW HOLIDAY GOODS,

Naples, Dec. 1, Albert L. Thurston of Portland
1 Mise Emily J. Jackson ot Naples.
ii Wiscasaet, Dec. ti, Bradford W. Lûigbton of
ua and Emeline R. Coffin of Wiscasset.
u New Gloucester, Not 25, S. Γ. Sweetslr and
trcia O. Cobb.
n Lincolnville. Dec. 15, Jamea C.
Wltherepoon of
nalhaven and Etta Q. Young of L.
Jet. 15, by Ilev. Mr. Johnson of Brooklyn, Horace
man Small and Miss Joeie E. Loekwood,
youngest
ughter of Jas. H. and Caroline A. Loekwood, all of
!W York.
η

GIFT.

Ofler purchasers of

Buttons,

AND A GREAT VARIETY OF OTHER

H. M.

ilore.

PORT OF PORTLAND·

THE BEST HOLIDAY GIFT !
injr

Belts,

Aprons,
Ottamau Patterns,
Slipper Patterns,
Gaiters, Buskins,
Needle Books,
Spool Boxes,
Card Cases,
Lace Collars,

—

—

Shawl Strap·,

Hoop Skirts and Corsets,
French Paniers and Bustles,
Ladles' all Wool Λ Merino Hose,

BT

—

TOonday, Dee. 93.

171

Ladies' Silk Ties Λ half Handk'fs,
Setts Collars and Cuffs,
Handk'f aud Glove Boxes,
Fans and Jewelry,

SOS Congre·· Street.

oc!4-eod3mosn*

—

ANDERSON'S,

&

η Cape Elizabeth, Dec. 12,
by Rev. Mr. Soutbrth, Alexander Wyraan an<l Mrs. Catharine Sil-

147 Commercial St., Portland.

COMPANY,

Children's Merino Underwear,
Seamless and Felt Skirts,
Children's Cashmere Hoods,
Nubias and Cashmere Scarfs,
Children's Worsted Jackets,

BOUGHT,

ΟΚΙΛ HAWKES A CO.,

~

WHOLESALE GEOCBRS,

—

SON'S,

WORK.

km rises
Sun sets

For Suie by

ter.

Ladies' Merino Underwear,

YERY

&

io. 199 Fore St., between Exchange and
Pluiu Streets.

3 DEERING BLOCK.

During

STOVES'.

100 Tubs Choice Vermont But-

Handkl's,
Gents' Handkl's in boxes,
Children's Fancr Handkt's,

Sleeve

JIcCLIKCHT, Prop.

Very Beet in the market, and for

& Lace

AT

for

CATTLE

PARLOR

Linen Hem Stitched Ifandker'fs,
Ladies' Linen Handk'is in boxes,
Motto and Initial llandkfs,

—

cure

sntf

rhe

HAD·

Brewery,

PATRICK.

3 DËERIIG BLOCK.

AT

a

ίο. 7 Fore Street, Opposite PortOas Works.

ANDEBSON'S,

—

Snuff

AT

Casco

—

1ST 13ΕR

the

FOR

dels

Gents' Kid Gloves, lined Far Tops,
Gent's Cloth Gloves,

Embroidered

Use

decl8sn»lw

DEERING BLOCK.

AT

the world.

iQwn to

ANDERSON'S.

—

ΒΕΛΟΥ

In this city,
;eo 68 years.
In this city,

itarrh, also the Moss Oil for Consumption. W.
IORSE, No. 4 Casco St., Portland, Me., General
gent for Cumberland County. Beware of Counter•EED

Rid Mittens,
Kid Gloves,
Otter Fur Top Kid Gloves,
Caster Gauntlets,
Ladies Doeskin Gauntlets,
Rack Gauntlets

3

!»

DIKB.

48 EXCHAWOE STREET.

its.

S

S DEERING BLOCK.

—

►

single pair·.

Mother Noble's Remedies.
lfew.'ii the tine to keep year blood parted to prevent you from taking disease. Mother
oble's Healing Syrnp is the best blood purifier

USEFUL AND FANCY ARTICLES

COUPONS

usual.

as

G. L. BAILEY,

Aw Old Postmaster.—David Bailey, Esq.,
of Cambridge, in Somerset county, is probably
the oldest postmaster in the State if not in New
England. He was first commissioned June
8th, 1828, as postmaster of North Ripley.
When Cambridge was formed by the division
of Ripley, he waa commissioned as postmaster
in that town. There are two mails ·ι day, one
of which arrives at midnight.
Mrs. Ripley,
who died last November, has had much to do

VEST

MARRIED.

DKNTISTS,

ar

ANUARY
1

MAKERS WANTED

MACALAStYr BEOS.,

Figaros,
Concbas,
Panetelas,

ο

O AT, PANTS

0Tllsn5Jan 490

REMOVAL.

Cabana's,

Rrevas,

1 Ο

ecllsndtd

offered for sale la tble city, comprising the (61iwlnf brand»:

e r*r

reformatory

as

ol

ATTENTION SMOKERS!

·

,,

ollowing

■

SPECIAL NOTICES.

NOTICES.

Post No. It, Department
Maine, G. A. R.

>s wo rlli

An experienced SALESMAN to travel for a
rholesale Grocery House in this city. Address "L."
I ress offiee.
dec24sntr

Ε. M. Stilwell and Henry O. S anley, ComThe Western hay crop is estimated iu round
missioners of Fisheries in this State, have prepared their annual report, to be submitted to numbers at 5,870,000.
the Governor and Council. They have
a
The trouble in the Alabama Legislature does
tour of inspection of all the fishways in the
not appear to be entirely healed.
State, and find them of tht^Foeter' pattern,
German authorities state that the revocation
answering for salmon, but not adapted to shad
or ale wives.
Mr. Bracket, one of tho Massa- of reduced railroad rates in that
country was
chusetts Commissioner., has a fishway every
not for the purpose of hindering immigration
way adapted to use here, and hai offered the
Commissioners the gratuitous use of,the patent but was a matter of necessity to raise revenue.
for Maine. A fishway has been constructed over
General Sherman and his staff will wear the.
the Ledge of Rocks at Dennyeville. The Com- new
regulation uniform when they call at the
missioner at New Brunswick requests that the
lawo the American side bè enforced against White House on New Year's Day,to pay their
throwing saw dust and waste lumber into tho respects to the President.
river. The fishway at the Bason Mills, Orono,
An influential meeting was held in
Washingshould be enlarged, as this is the only passage
ton, Sunday aîternoon, at which Sepator Wilfor salmon on the Peuobscot to their spawuing
son
and
the Rev. Dr. Chickeringof Boston took
grounds. The inhabitants of all the up river
towns are moving for fishways.
Sebec, Dover, part, to aid the movement now in progress to
Foxcroft Milo, Brownville, Howlani, Mattabanish liquor from all official and private rewamkeag, &c., *11 demand the restoration of
salmon, shad and alewives, to their rivers. A ceptions during the holidays and throughout
good, clear, practical highway, must be insured the season.
the fish from the most remote tributary where
The Potomac is blockade d with ice at Washthey spawn, to the o"uan. Ihe provisions of
the statute allow the Commissioners to order lngton.
The President has pardoned
such fishways to be built, the cost to be paid by
Daniels, a Bosmill owners; but they need an appropriation of tonian, convicted of embezzlement.
91000 to pay the expense of engineering, etc.
Hon. A. G. Curtin, who will be remembered
Not much has been done in the direction of
putting new varieties of fresh water fish in the as a former member of the Republican party,
streams, lakes and pouds. Black bass turned and thought he took a stand which was to deinto Fitts, Phillips an:l Newport ponds three
cide its fate, is now delivering a lyceum lecture
years ago, by Mr. Atkins, have multiplied
on Russia.
and
will
furnish
material
for
largely,
stocking
other ponds.
The Commissioners, however,
The jailor at Peoria, 111., while going his
regard the raisiug of trout and land locked rounds recently, was locked into one of the
saTmon of more importance.
-cells by his son, and only released after
Twentw-one thousand \oung salmon, the
promof ova placed in hatching troughs at ising to give his "young hopeful" three dollars
Torway, were turned into asmatlbrook empty- as a Christmas gift.
ing into the Andrusoogçin river, last May.
The New London Star suggested some months
The little fish were visible last summer, and
ago that a monument be erected to Mr. Greewere very lively, but they left for the ocean
early last fall, to reappear as grilse and in due ley, to be cast of worn-out type all over the
course as salmon.
country. The recent death of Mr. Greeley renConsiderable space is given in the report to
ders the suggestion all the more pertinent.
the extensive salmon breeding operations at
This item is from a late San Francisco paper:
Bucksport the paît season, under the direction
of Mr. C. G. Atkins of Augusta.
"String beans and pears are a trifle dearer, asIn view of the increased and constantly inparagus has advanced, new potatoes are quoted
creasing price of Living, the Commissioners
at 6 cts. per pound, green corn and
argue that the products of the water should be
egg plant
increased, and food tliat is now confined to the are out of market, no strawberries have been
tables of the rich, should be afforded the poor
received for more than a week. Lettuce, 25 to
at a cheap price.
A great wrong was done the
30 cts. per dozen ; cucumbers 15 cts.
per dozen,"
people when the salmon, shad and alewives
were excluded frjm our rivers.
Fishways etc.
must be constructed over every dam and made
Rev. Dr. Haightof New York, has somewhat
accessible to every species of moratory fish:
unexpectedly declined his election to the bialiop;
and the construction of these fishways will not
rick of Massachusetts, in obedieuce to medical
detract an iota from the value of the water
power, but wi.l ensure to the prosperity of the advice, warning him that his delicate health at
manufacturer, whose interest it is tu ■"hi? age—67years—would fail under the labor
have
So
vital
is
this
cheap food.
and responsibility.
point that the Commissioners procured
a
letter
from
Piof.
Baird -of
the
Smithsonian Institute, and Chief of the U. S.
STATE NEWS.
Bureau of Fish and Fisheries, in which he expresses the opinion that something of the oldANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.
time experience can be regained when the
The Lewieton Journal «ays that the prompt
streams and rivers of New England
emptying measures employed seeui to have confined the
into the ocean were almost blockaded, at cerusai I pox and varioloid thus far to four isolattain seasons, by the numbers of «had, salmon
ed cases iu Lewistoa and four in Auburn. We
and alewives seeking to ascend for the purpose
shall probably have to wail for somebody to
of depositing their spawn. At that time the
briug more cases from Boston before the disdeep sea fisheries of the coast were also of ease is circulated further.
great extent and value. Now however, thing!
The directors of the Lewieton & Auburn
are entirely different. The erection of
imposRailroad Co. advertise for proposals for its
sible da-ns has prevented the upward course of
construction.
the fish and they have dwindled away. With
their decrease there has been a corresponding
Charles Gay and Hon. Jere. Dinglev, Jr.,
have formed a partnership iu the manufacture
diminution in the numbers of the cod and
of boots aud will do a large business in Auburn.
other deep-sea species near our coasts; but it
was not until quite recently that the relationLewiston insurance agents have beea ordered
ships between the two series of phenomena to increase their rates 25 per cent.
were appreciated as those of cause and
effect.
KENNBBKC COUNTY.
Halibut ran be reduced in abundance
by over
A new chair manufactory has
fishing with the hook and line, but experiences
just been comin Europe and America coincide in the conpleted at Gardiner by Messrs. Haywood
Brothers
firmation of the opinion that none of the
& Co. It is 200 by 50 feet, and three
stories high.
methods now in vogue for the capture of fish
of the cod family (including the cod,
Hon.
Ε.
B. Washburne, U. S. Minister to
haddook,
pollock, hake, ling, ete. ) can seriously affect Paris, arrived in Hallowell Saturday afternoon
their numbers. Fish, the females of which
and spent the Sabbath with his
brother, A. S.
deposit from one to two millions of eggs every Wasnburue, Esq.
year, are not easily interfered with duriug the
FXNOBSCOT COUNTT.
■pawning season, and At this takes place in the
The Whig says that on
winter and in the open sea, (the spawn
Friday afternoon,Mr.
floating
Abuer E. Clement of Keuduskeag, attempted
near the surface of the water,) there is no
possibility of any human interference with the torpull a root from the beater of a threshing
machine on which he was at work, when bis
process. Still, however, these fish have beright arm wasdrawn in and so shockingly mancome comparatively scarce on oar
coast, so that
our people are forced to resort to far distant
gled that it was found necessary to amputate
regions to obtain the supply which formerly could it Saturday morning. Mr. Clement is about 23
years of age aud not strong, and it is feared he
be secured almost within sight of tlseir homes.
will not survive the injury.
It is now a well established fact that the
movements of the fishes of the cod
Peter C. Baker of Orrington, raised
family are acre
upon an
of land last season the
determined; first by the search after suitable
extraordinarily
1
nliirna
ll>«
nf
large crop ot fifty-eight bushels of nice "Lost
quest of food. Thus, the cod, as a summer fish, Nation" wheat.
is comparatively little known on the coasts of
Mr. Ε. H. Walker has been
re-appointed to
northern Europe; but aswiuter
approaches, the the position of chief telegraph operator of the
schools begin to make their appearance on the
first division of the Maiue Central
railroad,and
northwestern coast of Norway,
especially will control the operators ou the railroad wires.
around the LufToden Islands,
there
arriving
WASHINGTON
COUNTY.
in
so
finally
great numbers that the fishermen
In Lubec $30,000 worth of vessels were built
are said to determine their piesence
by
the past season.
the founding lead strike on the backs feeling
of the
fish. Here they spend several mouths in the
B. F. Currier's house and store at Head Harprocess of reproduction, the eggs being depositbpr, Jonesport, were Burned on Friday night,
ed in January, and the fishery
week.
being pruseeuted
at the same ti.ne. Twenty fi e or
ΥΟΚΚ COUNTT.
th.rty thousand men are employed in th.s business for
The Times says that the
several months; at the end of which the fish
physicians of Bidde
ford and Saeo recently held a
meeting to redisappear, and the lit hermen return to their al- vive the old medical
society of the two cities.
ternate occupations a* farmers and raechaulcs.
The meeting adjourned until the first
The fish are supposed to move off in a
week in
to
the Grand Banks, which they reach inbody
early
TUo ladies of Christ's church,
summer, and where they fatten up and feed
a supper at
until it is time for them to return
Hardy's Hall Christmass evening.
again to the
northeast. It is believed that the
T.
L. Merrill, Esq., the proprietor of the
great atcol!
traction to the cod on the
lar
Banks, "onsists in
factory, is making a »ew collar similar to
preat part of the immense schools of
the ''Elmwood" called the
or
Buckingham.
other wandering fish, that coma in herring
from the
(Press Correspondence.)
region of the Labrador and New Fouudland
The
County Commissioners will hold an adseas, and which they frequently follow close to
journed session at Alfred en Friday of th·
the shore, so that they are easily
captured.— present week, for the
The anadromous fishes of the coast
purpose, among other
bring the matters, of concluding the
cod and other fishei of that
examination of the
in upon sur
family
Treasurers
accounts.
shores, and it il therefore safe to assume that
the improvement of the line
The matter of preparing and
fishing along the and
adopting rules
coast of Maine is closely connected w th
regulations for the government of the new
the inJail and House of Correction at
crease in number of alewives, shad and
salmon
which
aud that whatever measures are taken to facili-; came before the Board at its lastAlfred,
meeting, will
tate the restoration of the last mentioned
come up for final action.
It is thought the
fish,
to their pristine abundance, will
system in operation in the
instituact; in an tions
of several of the other
equal ratio, upon the first mentioned
States, of allowing
interest;
this, of course, if necessary provision is made the Commissioners to furnish the
necessary
for the passage of tne fish in the
for the use of th·
shape of fish- supplies
prison, and a keeper
wave.
to take charge of the
same, with such comThe report contains two or thiee
pensation for his services as may be determined
suggestions
as to legislation and the
by the Board, wdl be adopted, whioh
commissioner, in snm- npon
wuuld he a decided
A
ming up, say:
liberal expenditure in reimprovement on the old
storing the salmon, sha4 and alewives to even one.
the upper and remote tributaries of all
rivers
Judge Walton will preside at the
where they were once
pleuty ; a firm, manly co- term of the Supreme Court at Saco. January
operation of all our population in enforcing our
It is said that there is an increased
laws for the preservation of all our
lemand
fishes; a for ship timber at Kennebunk the present
continuance of the liberal, kindly
seafeeling of our son.
mill owuers, and their aid, advice and
energy in
Kea'
our
estate
has
constructing
considerably advanced at
fishwaye; these will bring
back prosperity and plenty to
Wells village since the construction of
many a far back
the
:ountry home, will restore many a sea coast Boston & Maine It. R. extension.
tillage now lamenting its lost fare for net or
One case of small pox is reported near
Welle
inc.
depot—said to be an employe on the railroad.
Odd Fellows' Umifohm.—At the late
Odd
Fellows' Convention in Boston, of Patriarchs
>f the Grand Encampment of New
Enpland,
resolution was adopted
the
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Biddeford,£ive

at any rate
at least from

Slaves cannot be men, said Voltaire, because, if they are, what are we, to treat
them a? we do ?
These cannot be honest claims, eay Sena-

A

plan

'1

French Spoliation—1 New Defence.
It ig now urged, not only as a defence
against the distribution of the Alabama fund,
but against the sufferer» by French Spoliation:
1st. That being insured and therefore indemnified by the insurance offices, the sufferer* have no claim upon the five millions we
have had so much talk about.
And 2ndJy—That the insurance offic*s having been fully indemnified by high premiums,
against capture and condemnation, they are
entitled to no part of the said fire million· !
If this be true, what shall become of the
money after the bill passes? It will remain
where it has been for the last ieventy-two
year*—in the national treasury !
But have the statesmen, editors and Congressmen who urge tbia construction bethought themselves of the following qualifications ? Have they not assumed for facts what
may be denied by the sufferers ?
In the first place, many of the claimants
were never insured at all ; an i others
only in
pirt. How are these to be dealt with ?
In the next place, under an abandonment
for a total loss, the insurance offices take the
place of the insured and whatever may have
been the rate of insurance, are entitled to
the salv; ge, with all damages or indemnities
recovered. And this, because, when the premium is fixed, such a result is in the contemplation of both parties and goes to establish
;he rate.
If such an argument should be seriously
urged, and we are told it has been heretofore
and will continue to be pressed hereafter, all
we have to »ay is God help our lawgivers :
Such an objection is quite of a piece with
that of Senators who say that these claims
not having been paid for three quarters of a

century must be ill-founded, or
worthless, if not by limitation,
being stale.

a

Sroduct
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of 500 additional cars.
This relates to the
contract of th· Canada Boiling Stock Company, the stockholder» of which embrace several ol the leading officers of the Grand
Trunk, which has been a terrible drain upon
the company. The President also concludes
by frugal and competent management in
ev

Relief of the

created in one of
an excitement wbs
schools one day last week, by the bursting
of one of the steam pipes connected with the
heating apparatus of the room.
A meeting was called to meet at the Court
tfnnap Iftst Tluirsdav for the formation of a
with the office the past 44 years and has probCounty Farmers' Club, but owing to the heavy
storm which pievailed the attendance was very
ably changed more mails than any woman in
small Dr. R. L>yer of Karmington, was chosen
the United States.
President, and J. M. Foster of Wilton SecreThe Association then adjourned to twe
tary
Not Encouraging.—To those who contemweeks lrorn that date, at which time an address
will be
on the "Benefits of Farmers Clubs
plate applying for Washington clerkships, it
eriven by the President.
will be encouraging to know that there arc
Potatoes are selling from 60 to 80 cent» per
about seven hundred applications on file now,
bushel ; butter 30 to 35 cents ; round hog, eight |
and no vacancies. Before a man can get in all
cents.
.ι,
The Unitarian Society of this village, have
these applicants must be examined m the order
j
engaged Rev. T. H. Eddowesof Boston,as tbeir of their applications, and given places (if
they
pastor the coming year.
stand the examination,) provided, always, there
A slight shock of an earthquake was felt
aro vacancies.
here this morning about three o'clock.
Sensible young men will stay
Jack.
away from Wtshington harder than ever.

concerns

tUA ΠΠΠ

fox τη·

foot in that ;nd other Western
1
lities, with a view to relieve the present, strinj ;ency in tlie money market, by urging upon
Congress the passage of an act of which the

Quite

says the
the proprie-

to observe absolute silence

bat

our

Globe

implored

Weîtjmî Plan

îoney Market.—A Chicago despatch says

ncmiense.

and further that this relief

taJt that the President

A

Γ.~&

lmd

E.
have

a

R.
large

Μ·τ·ι·.__

BARBOUR,

assortment of

ÎENS', WOMENS', BOYS'
—

AND

—-

Λ. V. CLARK,

CHILDEEN9'

Dissolution.
IHE firm of Geo. Wyer » Co., is this day dissolved
by mutua'consent. The business will be con
ued at the old stand, under the old Arm name, by
o. Wyer who alone la authorized to settle the actut β of the firm.
GEORGB WYER,
h. X. JOaUtUéïV.
'OrtluRl, BWe. 380,187»
ikOttlw

lubber Boots & Shoes,
8
ear»

EXCHANGE ST.
tFuW

was it that a bloody catastrophe has not been
exhibited as a scandal to the land? It soineti inert happens that the executive department is
tolerated, excused or justified in acts of adminPo»ible Trouble Between England an
TUESDAY MORIÎIXG, DEC. 24, 187
istration whicα exceed their legal power.
Wednesday, Holy communion at 7 a. m
Baaaia.
The arguments derived from terms btate that
full sen-ice and sermon at 10-30 a. m.; eveniu
St. Petersburg, Dec. 23.—The
Russia
convenience
or
welfare
necessity,
public
1,1
of
ner
Oak
at
street.
5 p·
World to day says the British Ambassador a
prayer
have here a soothing influence by judicial
CITY AND
"St.
St.
Thursday.
action is aot eutitled to any benefit of any such
Stephen's Day." services
Petersburg has notified Prince Gor.tscbako
Messrs. C. B. C'hismoi.m & Bros, at thei r
thil* if the Russiau troops penetrate the couutr
2 and 5 p. »■
arguments. Damage which insues from the
e»tabli»hmeuU at the Grand Truuk depot au 1
TIIG PRESS
between
Khiva and Afghanistan, Eufjland wi
other
than
to
judiaccomplish
judiciary power
Fridry. Feast of St. John the Evangelist ί
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of Fe
be compelled to intervene in support of Afga
cial acts of administration cannot be calculated,
opposite tli· Maine Ceutral station, have r<
•enden Bros., Marquis,
a. m. ; children's festival at 4
9
&
C<
Brinell
indei>endauct!.
Robinson,
and it is impossible to justify a court in deterp. m.
ceired all th· periodical· for Jauuary 187!
Andrews, Went worth, Glendenniug Moses, Hende
Bismarck Believed.
gtJlSa
li miting that to be legal which is merely deSei
Saturday. "Holy Innocents' Day."
ion. an I Chisholm Bros., on all trains tliafcrun out
ad all th· Taluabl· literature of the day.
or that to be right which is
the city.
HlRLrw, Dec. 23.—The Prussian Cross Oa
only
provices at 9 a. m., and 5
sirable,
m.
p.
At Biddeford, of
zette publishes the following
fitable. The oilier in the Kellogg case was eximperial rescrip
Pillsbury.
All articles in Crookery, Glass or Cbiua t
On Christmas Day the whole of Mozart'
At Saco of L,
parte. It was placed iu the hands of a marshal ad lressed to Prince Bismarck: "We reliev
Hodgdon.
At Waterviilo, of J. S.
be found at Band & Thornus', No. 2 Dceriuj ;
12th Mass will be sung, and the '·Adesl
of
the
without notice to the parties.
Carttr.
of
the
Council of Minis
you
Presideucy
At tiorham, of News
You will retain the Ministry of
Ageut.
It proceeds from an alleged contempt by no
ters.
Bloek.
dec23-2t
Fidèles" given
At Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
Affairs anil are empowered in the StateForeigi
usual in matters of the sort,
minis
legal
proceedure
At Lewiston, of W. F. S tan
At St. Dominick's High Mass will be eelf
wood,
Gentlemen's Furnishing Goods for Christ
and we are not aware of any imminence of
try through the President of the council, Her
brated at'li and 10-30 a. m.
Delbrick. The Premiership devoir»» upon thi
to the public peace which justifies the
mas presents, cheap at Burleigh's, 89 Middli
danger
New AdTCA'tinemfinl· T»-Day,
seizure of the State Capitol in a chancery
senior Minister.
At St. Lukes Cathedral there will be th
Street.
cause in a suit between
Kellogg and a canCapn of Co od Hope New·.
Holy Communion at 7 a. m., and full churcl
SPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN.
board—a
suit
The cheaj, .-si and beet Paint in tho wo Id ii
vassing
preferred by—brought
London, Dec 23.—The mail steamship fron
service at 10-30 a. m.
I. O. O. F.—Maine Lodge.
The "Adeite Fidelet,'
to perpetuate testimony. The case of Antoine
the Cape of Good Hope has arrived and
the Averill Chemical.
briuga
A Valuable Medical
''Sanctus," "Gloria in Excels is," Nunc Dimit
displays with more distinctness than that of intelligence that the
Treatiee-Sggp.
first
under a re
For sale at 83, Commercial St, Portland, t
Ρ*1 Wan ted—Salesman.
Kellogg the use that has been made of judicial sponsible government has ministry
ri>
r
tit," Te Deum," Jubilate," Kyrie Elieton," an<
been formed.
which
the
orders
to
results
of
judiaccomplish
NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.
Λ diamond weighing 288 carats had beei
"Gloria Tibi" will he given.
All kinds Clothing for Men and Boys a
ciary had no cognizance. Antoiue waû a can- found.
Official -War Department.
didate for Lieutenant Governor and was enti8!)
Middle
Street
Burleigh's,
There
is mush complaint yet of the mannei
F. T. Littlefleld- Merchant
Meeting of Lumber Merchants.—Then
Tailor.
tled to bis office in Jauuary next, had he been
in which justice is administered at the diamonc
Jauuary oupona—Η. M. Payton.
was a conference of lumber dealers at the Fal
a month in adWith
a
title
elected.
disputed
Save your buildings by painting them be
fields.
Notice—A. Leach.
vance, he filed this bill and obtaiued the order
mouth House last evening, to take into consid
Brported Wreck of the Steamship Gerfore winter come» on, with the Averill Chemiunder iuterdiet the Governor, the SecTo Let—Small Tenement.
placing
eration the matter of .he additional tariff on
many.
cal Paint
of
elect
both
of
the
members
State,
retary
Dissolution-^George Wytr & Co.
lumber recently imposed by the Grand TrunÎ
Lonbon, Deo. 24.—It was reported at midbranches of the GenoYal Assembly, all the
For sale at 83 Commercial St., Portland,
tf
Sleighs—A. F. Clark.
that
the
night
board and officers and men of the police and
steamship Germany, of the A1
Railroad Company. It seems that that corpolan Line, was totally wrecked
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
members of the two canvassing boards, and
yesterday. Nc
ration have revived an obsolete tariff that was
The Purest and Sweetest Cod-Lives Ο»
Old Santa Claus—H. G.
details were given and the
of
the
Genthis
ex
order
the
organization
report has not been
parte
Quincy.
confirmed.
eral Assembly, at a time when he had no share
applicable only to transient freight, and are is Hazard's and Caswell's, made on the sea
It is possible the rumor
Religion· Notice.
originated in th{
imposing it upon some of the heaviest lumber shore from fresh selected livers, by Caswell, in any of its sittings, was regulated and directNew Jerusalem
similarity of names borne by the steamship
ed.
CuuRCH.-^Services
on Christdealers
of
Hazard
&
Portlaud.
The
New
increase
is
York.
from
is
It
Co.,
aod
mes Day at 11 o'clock, Sermon
eight
absolutely
Liverpool packet Germania, previously
tiince the meeting in New Orleans, under
by Rev. Mr. Hayden
to ten dollars a car, and amounts to an absopure and sweet. Patients who have once taken
reported lost off the mouth of the Gironade.—
which the Committee was appointed, we have
The Germany was to bate sailed from Liverit prefer it to all others. Physicians have deSuperior Court.
lute prohibition. At the conference a general
been met with the suggestion that these orders
DECEMBER TERM, BEFORE JUDGE S
and acts are facts accomplished, and that their
pjol, Dec. 17th for Havana and New orleags.
YMOÏCDS.
expression of sentiment on the part of those cided it superior to any of the other oils in
re-vocation oj rescission would not restore the
Monday.—Sarah B. Snow vs. Phanela S. Williams.
dealers and manufacturers present took place,
market.
novl4-13w
TOI IVOR TELEGBAilH.
itatu quo, and that our complaints therefore
Trover to recover the value of certain
articles of furand it was decidedly hostile to the increase iu
are unreasonable.
The
niture which the plaintiff left in a
Elmwood
and
all
other beet style cellar·, at
house at Falmouth
passengers and crew of the steamship
If the opinion we have be correct, such a conSt Louis, whioh foundered off New
belonging to defendant and which she hired, and on rates, the opinion being advanced that the in- Burleigh' 89 Middle Street.
Orleans,
dition ought not to effect an action orcouduot.
have
arrived
at New York.
crease was a death-blow to the lumber inher return, nearly six months
When the King of Great Britain established
subsequent, she found
The different churches in
terest in this city. A committee, consisting
colomissing.
a
iu
one
of
the
Brooklyn
Sunday
Alleged value ninety-one dollars. Dearbitrarily
government
tendered the use of their edifices to the Talof Messrs. Pitcher and Hamlin, of this city,
fense—at tides never were in defendant's
nies, the remaining colonies took the alarm,
possession.
madge,
burned-out, Society.
lest it might serve as a precedent as well as an
Deeision for the defendant.
and Mr. Hobson, of Island Pond, was raised
Freeman Clarke of New York, will be a caninstrument to establish such government elseMotley for plaintiff.
to proceed to Montreal and state the case to
Frank for defendant,
didate for the next Speakership of the
where.
House,
Samuel Hounds & Son ys. John R. Babb.
Assump- Mr. C. J. Brydges, general manager ef the
Besides, men are less palient under wrongful as the Southern members are unfavorably dissit on account annexed to recover
orders and acts of a judiciary tribunal than
for coal and wood
posed toward Blaine. The Democrats will run
road, who will undoubtedly see that an equitMASSACHUSETTS.
furnished defendant and defondnt'e son. Plaintiff
Fernando Wood is their candidate.
eveu of violence from other sources of authoriable reduction is made.
alleges that the defendant ordered the wood and
ty. A Government which rests for its organThere is no doubt that the Syndicate will
co»j
ization upon an illegal judicial,oraer executed
furnished his son, and said he would pay for it if his
again be in operation in the spring, as Congress
Christmas Concert.—Our readers will see
Store·
a
Cleaned
Bight
Oat.
marshal
of
with companies
soldiers does
by
has no disposition to interfere witii Boutwcll's
eon did not, and that
they gave the defendant credit in anotner column, the announcement of the
Boston, Dec. 23.—The community was great- not command as muoh respect or authority as plans.
for it and no one else.
if the judicial appendages had been dispensed
Association of a concert to be given by ly excited during last night by three fire alarms
Haydn
It is stated that Secretary Boutwell has deDefendant admits he is liable for the coal furnished
with and the army bad set up the Government
them in connection with the Germania Orches- oue of them a general alarm,caused|by a tire on
cided to leave the Cabinet in Maroh, and will
him, but denies that he ever ordered any coal or
with a strong and usurping hand.
street and Temple Place.
Th»
Washington
run
for the Senate in place of Henry Wilson.
tra, when the "Messiah" will be brought out thermometer was near
wood for his son, or that he ever
The committee take the liberty t· say that
agreed to become rezero, and tbe fizemen
is unTue that A. T. Stewart broke his
in as fine a manner as it can be performed in
had a )ough experience.
sponsible fer any. Decision reserved.
tbey nave no connection with these suits as nrIt
leg
«innnr cu«/)!^en^
The fire on Washington street, in addition to
parties or attornies: neither do they elaim any
the country. It is the custom in some oities to
Locke for plaintiff.
of
ihc
offices
in
Two of tlieetriking silk weavers at Patterout Mrs. Charlotte Adams' corset eshave not hereburning
dispute.
They
Cobb & Ray for defendant.
this
Oratorio erery year, at Christmas
give
tofore concerned in the controversies among poson Ν. J., are under affest for
tablishment, badly damaged stocks of the
Tha following decisions were
threatening a
given in Justice cases time, and the character of the words and mulitical classes which have endangered the peace
Messrs. Williams, merchant tailors, in same
workman who continued work until his life
tried at tho November term in which
decision was reof and brought scandal npon the State. They
was jeopardised.
•io render it a fitting snbjeot for this season of
The fire then spread into Temple
The
building.
are still on a
majority
served :
affirm that during the last four years there has
Place, partirlly burning Nos. 57, 58 aud 61, ocstrike, and ai a consequent», a large Dumber of
tho year. We hope the religious portion of our
Dallas J. Folsom vs. Horase Wood. Action on
not
a
been
dv
Government
in
F.
Louisiana.—
women
and
P.
good
an
cupied
poor
Furber,gents' furnishing goods;
young girls have been discharg,*1 Η Ρ *-ri has tmpn ATtraniffflnM nrnri;»·! 1 tw .1 :
account annexed for board. Decision for
community will show, that however much nay H J. Meaghers, picture frame
ed whose branch of work depended upon the
the defenddealer; Miss
nt.
hare been said regarding the tendency of our
Grace, Milliner, ana others. The occupants of honesty and waste in the public expenditures. men.
311 Washington street, also suffered from
Th<r public debt has been en irmously increased
Larrabee for plaintiff.
The Pacific Hotel and three other
people to patronize performances of a light and No.
buildings
with but little corresponding benefits. The
fire and water, including John H. Pray, boots
ia Mansfield, Ohio, were burned
«
frivolous nature, that when an eutertainment
E. Eastman for the defendant.
Sunday night.
and
the
State
hai
credit
of
been
Λν.
to
H.
and
given
shoes;
A
speculatBrett,
stationer,
Veil
It 19 rumored that one or two inmates of the
of
a
atn«tui, apiii i>.
truly elevating character is offered, there | Mosman, tailor. The total loss ii about $75,000; ing corporations for personal aims. The taxes house are
missing.
tlom on account annexed for
on
groceries. Decision for
me euuuKu in our miuai who
mostly insured.
property have assumed »uoh proportion
appreciate an etThe river navigation above
Uie plaintiff for 818.65.
that tLie.r might be called rents paid by the proMemphis is t>racfort in this direction, and who will eucourage
closed
by the ice. The weather is exQlveen for plaintiff.
prietors of the Stat· for its occupation and use. tically
Carleton for defendant.
NEW YORK.
cold.
thii Asiociation in their endeavors to please
cessively
The taxe? on business oppresses tb· co rmier^
The New England Society in
and benefit us by greeting them with a full
uial and laboring classes. Tb· laws to control
municipal Ι'··π.
Kewbnrgh, N.
celebrated
and
forefathers'
χ.,
institutions
JtTDOB MORRIS PBE8IDIKO.
corporations
elections,
public
house.
day with a bauquet.
Th· Itak·. T.3.1
stimulate these excesses of office holders, and
The
re
count
of
the
vote for Aldermen in
Moidav.-George Warren et al. vs. Charles P.
New Vobk, Dec. 23.—The Stokes trial comthe consequence is depression and discontent.
Fibs at tbb North School.—Yesterday afBoston elects Gaffield (Rep. ) over Worthington
Baton. Action for balance due on rent of lionse—
menced to-day. There wa« a large attendance
The State needs an honest, faithful and reof the Traveller.
ternoon an alar n of fire was given at the North
$14.58. Judgment for plaintiff Cor aiaount claimed.
of spectators, including bis
father and mo her. sponsible government, conducted to attain pubJohn Macan, a convict in the Massechusetts
School building.
Mattocks & Fox.
The fire department were
Cobb & Bay.
Ex-Judge Fullerton opened thé case for the lic objects, and not to enrich its members or State
Priso'i for grand larcenv, made a
Charles P. Graffam vs. Charles Snow. Account
in
a
on
the spot and the fire was quickly
prcseoution
desperpromptly
lengthy address, in which he to perpetuate their power. There was an earn- ate attempt to stab
Deputy Warden Hall Sunrecounted the fact» connected with the murder
est effort to obtain su«h a govern meut at th·
$15. Defence—Payment. Judgment for
plaintiff— extinguished, but little damage resulting. The
but
was knocked down and secured.
day,
of Fisk, which have heretofore been
last election. We affirm, without fear of con•10.
published.
flames originated in a defect about the furnace,
He attributed the murder to revenge from beMcDonald's machine shop at La Pierre,Mich
tradiction, that the foregoing statement exhibSlrout & Gage.
Larrabee.
Ths Principal of the school, Mr. Eben Wenting thwartnd at every point by Fisk. Mr Full- its on the part of the United States Court the was barned Saturday. Loss $35,000.
Entries, 10; defaults, 8; continued, Î.
concluded by calling the Judge's attenmost unparalled and baseless usurpation of
Mr. Mark A. Cate of Portsmouth. If.
worth, on being informed of the fire, with rare ertou
H.,fell
tion to the la a lessneu of the tiaes, and laid
lead in the machine shep at the
jurisdiction and authority of which the annals
Brief Jettlna·.
Navy Yard
presence of mind quietly dismissed the pupils
the question now prominent in the community
of jurisprudence afford any example. The acof
Monday
morning,
hiart
probably
disease,
The Grand Christmas ball at Fluent Hall witlioift informing them of the reason. The was whether the criminals ahould be
tion of the returning board, recognized and
arrested,
iged about 65.
and when arrested whether they shall be
vested with all the powers by the court, bas
Wednesday eveaing promisee to be a fine affair, bnilding was cleared in two minutes and a hàlf ished
punJohn
smashed
Lyndon
the
skull
of
Patrick
and stop put to this bloodshed. Bad men
been equally unprecedented. Without any offiand a pleasant time is
Welsh at the gas works in
confidently looked for- without the children having any know ledge of regard law
Washington Suncial récuras before them upon which tbefr aclaurder with death as
punishing
ward to.
the fire, and without the least excitement or
"playe'' out;' if this state of things is permit- tion could have been rightfully based, they lay morning.
Col. Blood, Mrs. Woodhull and Miss Claflin
The annaal Christmas festival and free
hare presumed to proclaim the results of th·
panic occurring. A thorough examination of ted to go on we shall soon be in a state of ansup»re under indictment
archy.
election.
by the Over and Termiall the chimneys in the house will be made toper to the ebildren given by the ladies of the
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the country occupied by the Touto aud Pinal
euter into civil suits between citizen of the
"Martha" will be given in costume, and the
consisting of
Portland, Me.
same State, unless the case arises directly under
Appaches. The soouts are assisted by «he Pah,
entertainment will conclude with the fourth
and
The
hostile
Yuma
ludiaus.
State·
tVie constitution aud laws of the United
H. G. Qcincy, under Old City Hall, has got
Yuto, Apaohe
act of "II Trovatore" in
and the jurisdiction is vested by act of ConApaches of the Upper Verde River are retreatcostume, in wliioh
Santa Claus in his window ready to welcome
ing to the mountaius.
Mrs. Caroline Richings Bernard assumes the
gress. Congress has no power to confer jurisPlain and Gold Baud China
all who may come, young and old. Mr. QuinIt is generally believed that the hostile tribes
diction in any other case between such citizens.
role of Leonora. Such a bill », this is rarely
It
has
no authority to give jurisdiction of
will he brought to terms during the winter's
a full and well selected stock of holiday
suits
as
cy,
Cut & Plain
presented to a Portland audience, and it will
of a citizen of the State asainst the State under
campaign.
goods, toys, and fancy articles.
the act of Congress of 1870, upon a «ingle condibe well for us to avail ourselves of the
Plated
opporNot Frozen.
tion of facts. A citizen of a State may maintunity to hear this troupe.
Old Santa Claus again in the window a<
tain a suit for an office of the State within the
Dec. 23 —The. engineers and
Ohio,
Toledo,
look
at
Store.
Good
Just
H. Quincy's Fancy
courts of the United States, but the State Legfiremen reported frozen to death on Saturday
Suddei Death.—Capt. Abel Sawyer, one of
islature is spe- ially excepted from the operathe great variety of Christmas Toye and beautiParian
and
night on the Cincinnati, Wabah & Michigan
oar oldest and most respected citizens, fell dead
of this act in the same clauses that extions
ful present*.
Kailroad, are now reported safe, having been
from heart disease at noon yesterday, at hu
members
of
elecand
Presidential
Congress
cept
heard from at Warsaw, Ind.
&c.
The organization of the Legislature is by
tors.
Gkkat Bargains can be expectied in Solid
residence, on Cumberland street. He was about
Had thero been resistance
a chancery order.
Silver and Plated Ware at Store 83 Middle St.,
Ituiuor of the Burning of α Town.
Urt years of age. Yesterday morning he was it
to the execution of the orders and riot and
CALL AND EXAMINE.
Memphis, Tenn., Dec. 23.—It is reported that
Capt Marwick's office, and seemed entirely to-day, as the rtook will be dosed at aey price bloodshed had followed, upon whom would
i·
Ml
lw
will bring.
fftU«atbe responsibility f Yfkot* forbearance Helena, Ark., wa» destroyed by fir· last night.
U utMHl κοοβ spirits.

'CHE PRESS

Cathedral

MISCELLANEOUS.

FO HE IGN.

Harper's Bazar.—This beautiful weekl γ
publication is a welcome viiitor to the parle
elrole. Tbe number for the ensuing week hu ■
beenrecoired by Fessenden Brother·, Lançai
ter Hall and D. Wentworth, 337 CongrtM, 001

Christmas Services.—The following is tl

programme of the week aT
the Conception :

ENTERTAINMENTS.

jvewandelegS

VICINITY.

AUCTION SALES.
Holiday Goods

ON

P. Μ. Β.

GOODS

The Portland Mechanic

—«Ό8 THB—

Bines,

—WILL orvs A—

HOLIDAYS Î

GRAND PROMENADE CONCERT

>EW

AT

CHARLES CUSTIS & CO

On Christmas

Closing Sale

of Solid Silver anil
Plated Ware by Auction.

CITY HALL
Eve, Dec. 24th.

Mnsio by CHAXDLEB'S PULL BAND.
Flour tickets it.uO; Gallery -5 cts. Bund Concert
«rond March 8}.
declSillw

bave j oat received the largest «took of

8i,

FIRST CLASS

MUSIC HALL. Dec. 25th,

ever

Furnishing Goods

oifexed lu this eity. and

we

tiou to the

SILK

SILK

SUSPENDERS,

and ether kinds with the latest improvements
most durable fabrics.

Part I. Miscellaneous
second act of the Opera of

Concert. Part II. The
Martha, (In costume.)
PAut III. The Evening's Entertainment to conclude with the Fourth Act of Grand Opera by Verdi,
entitled IL TROVATORK, in costume, and the fol-

lowing splendid caet ;
Mrs. Caroline Ricbings Bernard.
LEONORA,.
Miss Ague* Palmer.
AZ11CENA,
MANRICO,
Mr. Pierre Bernard.
COUNT DI LUNI,
Mr. II. H. Stewardson.
Admission: Afternoon at 2.30—50 and 75 cents.
75 cent and $1.00.
Seats secured
Office on and after Dec. 19th, from 10 a. m. to
declD-20-21-23-24-25

an(

Evening at 8—50,

at Box
2 p. m,

SILK WRISTERS,

Grand Christmas Ball

Silk Wristers with Far trimmings.
AT

—

—

Telret Wrist«re with Far trimmings.

FLUENT

WORSTED WRISTERS,

HALL

Gloves and

Mittens,

Music

•11 kinds and qualities.

splendid qualities and oolors.

In

Scarf Rings,Stade and Cuff Battons
In

PRESENTS,

which

Come and

LEARN

THE

PRICES,

S. F. Merrill,
Henry B. Cleaves,

de20

FRIDAY, Dec. 27, at 11 o'clock, at Freight
Depot of G. T. Railway, we shall sell for account of Α. II. Harris f>r non-payment of bill, 122
Pieces Sash, 110 Pieces Blinds, 87 Doors, 254 pound·
Chain, 2275 pounds Iron Window Weights·.
By order of GUANI) TRU>K RAILWAY.
By ¥. O. BAILEY & CO., Auctioner».
dec 20
td

ON

be sold

can

Remember that

so

cheap.

Feed the Hungry, Clothe the

J. 8. BAILEY & CO.,

Commission Merchants,

Naked.

MISSION

Christmas Evening, Dec. 35,
at their Ch|\pel, Locust St. The friends of the Mission and a jeneroua public are cordially invited to
send in donations of pastry, cake and refreshments
on the afternoon of Christmas day.
Admission 10
cents.
dec23dtd

Α2Π)

—

ENTEETAINMET
CASCO

—

to be

by

of Goods

Qualities

The

We have also received another large invoice of

LOW

MARKED

PRICES.

our ent

stock of

Elegant Christmas Goods,
And shall

STREET

at

CHURCH,

commence

to

sell them this morning

greatly reduced prices. Beautiful

WORK

Life

QUEEN ESTHER.

of

BOXES,

HANDKERCHIEF AND OLOVE BOXES

the

PERSIAN QUEEN.
Cantata will be rendered by a Select Choir
of
consisting Shaw, Joues and others. Distribution
of presents from the Christmas Tree will close the entertainment, and doubtless SANTA CLAUS will reThe

offer at

DOWN.

—

The Varied and Rieh Costumes of the olden times
will be faithfully reproduced in the fifteen Tableaux
required to represent the tragic scenes in the life of

Undershirts and Drawers,
we

AT

Tableaux and Cantata,

found in any other store.

which

Next below Merchants' Exchange.
JOSEPH S. BAILEY,
GEO. W. PARKER.
Référé s ces—Messrs. H. J. Libby & ^o., and Hon
Charles P. Kimbil furl m 1, Me.; Messrs. Leonard
& Co., and Lee & Shepard, Boston.
apllt

Wkdsespay, Christmas Evening, presenting

On

are

AUCTIONEERS

We have marked down

Tho young Ladies and Gentlemen connected with
CASCO STREET CHURCH and SOCIETY will
give an interesting and unique

—

than

the estate of George J. Ordway, deH. M. BRARCE, Administrator.

to

5t

STOCK

LARGER

Better

Co. I shaJl sell

Crockery, Glass Ware, Stoves,
&c.,

Cantata and Tableaux.

keep a

wo

20ih, »t 10 o'clock A, M., »»

Bailey &

ardny, Dec. 'i^tb, at «nine time and plac·
F. O. BAILEY * CO., A actionnera.
decl3
et

CHB1STMAS FESTIVAL !

ELEGANT GOODS

member all who attend.
Tickets—Adults 25 cts. ;

WRITING DESKS.

Dressing Cases,

Children 15 cts.
dec23td

CHARLES CUSTIS & CO.,
293

Congress Street, Morton

JUVENILE CLASS.

Block.

deelj

eodw2

Holiday Presents !
We have

a

Raymond's

DESIRABLE

o'clock,

(gg'-'All

P. M.

lib

of twelve lee-

course

Family

ALSO

fashionable Dances will be taught,

Entertainment, Army

tl

And

evening Dec. 26th. Lecture by "Josh
Billings;" Subject, "What I Know about Hotels!*' Introductory Concert by full Portland Band.
Evening tickets 50 cents. Reserved seats 25 cents exA few choiee seats can be secured at Rand &
Thomes'. Doors open 6.30, Concert 7.15, Lecture 7.45.
dec21td
tra.

Pocket

MUSIC

HALL.

THREE NIGHTS ONLY,
Dec, 37th and 38th, and Jan. 1st.

Morris Bros. Minstrels.

Juvenile and

Ijqu, Billy ami Charley Marri·, and their

Toy Boots.
PLEASE CALL KAELY.

HOYT, FOGG & BREED,
91 MIDDLE STREET.

eodSt

deli

BONDS.

organisation,
TWENTY STAR ARTISTES,

T.

and other*. Look at
lights of Minstrelsy :

of

our

«'·

CLEVELAND, OHIO,

»'·

Resevved Seats
Music Km

ZANESVILLE, OHIO

ft'·

HT, LOUIS,

«'·

»'«

ECBOPEAN & Ν. AM. R. K., ««Id
DAIfTILLE &

VIN·

CENTRAL· IOWA R. R. «old

7Ί

ATCHISON, TOFEKA &

*>«

β.

F. G*ld

HAYDN ASSOCIATION

Holidays.

iw.Ifrost,

p.
122

the

Street, Portland,

Middle

prepared to make popular price· for tho. Holidays,
naving a splendid assortment of French
and English Dress Goods,

le

ON

The

SHAWLS:

and

of

A

the following talent

Doors open at 64 ; Performance

as

de!2

soloists^

commence

at 71.

Portland

Encourage

our own

Special Bargiius

THOMES,

No. 2 Dcering Block,

I

BLANKETS, QUILTS, TABLE
DAMASK, TOWELS, aud
DOMESTIC GOODS,
At Reduced Prices.
lw

REMOVAL^
€

Toilet Setts,

Setts,
Glass, j

.

I-

STREET

ilec23

3W

FRENCH CLOCKS !
Just o]«'Ded at

LOWELL'S,
SOI Congress Street (
a

larze

LOWEST,

aswrtmot of FBÏHOB irai YANKE' ι

Portland City
6'i
Rockland City
6's
.....
Bath City
β'*
.....
St. Louis City
β'·
Leeds & Farmiu^ton, (Guaranteed,) 6'h
Maine Central, Consolidated.
7'»
*
Cook County, Illinois,
-7'»
7'»
Clay County, Illinois, ...
Iowa Central, Gold,
7»»
Northern Paciilc Gold, ... 7.30's
West Wisconsin R. R., Gold,
7'»
■

Exchange

on

England, Scotland and Ire·
land.

WOOD, Ag't,

Sept T-dtflf

flr Bxchange β I.

New Orleans Molasses,
NEW YORK

Standard, Crushed,
Powdered
And

Patent

Cut

Loaf

Sugar,

FOB SALE BY

to be found in this city.
In <i rder to keep our men at work through the Winter, w\o shall sell our stuffed Furniture at wholesale
prices, until the ûrst of Marchf 1875.

Twitchell, Chaniplin A Co.,

GEO. A. WHITNEY & CO.

1*5 and 177 Commercial Street.

40

EXCHANGE

STREET,

MIDDLE AND KOBE STS.)

dec33

Opposite Mart- Brothers.

_______

OlsTO PRICES THE

(BETtVEEN

D Y£ R

MIDDLE

THE LARGEST AND BEST

NO-

has removed to

2 7 2

Our stock is too large to enumerate, therefore if cusgive us a call thoy will be satisfied, that

tomers will
stock is

—Δ>*1>-

of

de20

we are

our

in Kid Gloves

A fine assortment

BONDS.

WÏI. E.

MANUFACTORIES.

and Initial.

d2w

(Oppo. bend Flam St.)

deciedtd

ISTCY
GOODS,
Having the largest stock of Furniture In Maine.
Scarfs, Ties,
manufacture,
prepared
I nearly afl of
to give
Fichas, Gloves,
I SPLENDID BARGAINS !
broidered,

Υ,

ron SALE BT

assortment of

Handkerchiefs, Hemstitched, Em·

Bocking Horses,
Sleds,
Dolls ol all Kind·,
of every description, in large

Voices,

Ulro. Π. ΓΥ. WETDGRBEB, Soprano,
191re. ITVABEL B1JBIVHA1I1 Soprano,
Hire. I7LOBA B. HARRV, Contralto»
nr. 8. THURS ΓΟΝ, Tenorr,
Mr. Cm 11. KleLBLLAIV, Baritone,
.Tir J L. «HAW. Ban·,
Piani«t, TIniJlLIA N.GOSSB,
C indactor, Mr, Hermann Kolwchmar.
Ticket» of admission 75 cts., for sale at Hawes So
Cragin's, Ira C. Stockbridge's, and Abner Lowell's.
The sale ot reserved seats at $1.00 each, will commence at 1. C. Stockbridge's on Thursday, Dec. 19.

LONG AMD SQUARE
great BARGAINS.

good

large «lock of

103 HSIDDJLE ST.

a

300

CASHMERE AKD PAISLEY,
to CLOSE at

»

J. A. D Α

—

Performers comprise

Chorus

CLAUS !

Variety.

MONDAY EVENING, DEC. 30,

Bankers and. Broker··

Bargains for

Toys

HA.LL,
—

—

sisting of
Ladies' Work Butkett,
Writing Desks,
Handk'f and Clove boxes,
Nice Porte-Iflonies,
Work Stands,
Children's Chaire
(both Rocks and Iligh)

—AT—

CITY

OF

FOR THE COMING HOLIDAYS!

Grand Oratorio of Handel's will be presented

The Germants Orchestra,

STREET.

QUARTERS
—

the public by th»

8WAN & BARRETT,
ΙΘΟ MIDDLE
Sept T-«odtf-n

eve-

Hawea & Cragtn's

at

"THE MESSIAH!"

Grand

BY

ready

and

dac23d6t

T'i

R. Oold

rOB SALE

now

7-30'.
6'·

HEAD

One of the largest stocks to be found In the city, con-

C1IAS. A. JONES, Gen. Agent.

to

»»«

dated,

ning.

This

MAINE CKJlTB.il, Β. K. Consoli-

St

FANCY GOODS and TOYS
and bright

new

PORTLAND

COOK COUNTY

—

some

CO.,

Just above Preble House.

Jaet received fr«m iiapertcr»,

L'KSTBANOE,

«'·

CENNEB R.

us,

dec21

SANTA

Alll the old Favorites still retained :
The ΙΠΟΒΚΙΑ BROS.,
TBKO. JACKSON.

STATE OF HAINE

η κ

NELSON &

Monster

MATT WnEKI.ES,
BOB. ΒΓΒΠΙΈ.
LOl'IN «KTLiB,
DAVE HOL BROOK
more to Join us in Portland.
Change of Bill each

KOBTHEBN PACIFIC Β Κ

25 per cent, by buying your

MORTON BLOCK,

Books.

CHICAGO,

can save

THURSDAY

—

and

iiiiiik)

Ton

Holiday Presents of

Bibles, Prayer

Îood

HOLIDAYS.

Navy Course,

Belles Lettres,
—

the

do 12

Theology,

uvvauf

—

sons.

History,

«-

FOR TOE

—

GOODS

on

WEDXE«DAY AFTEBNOON,
DEC. 18th,
Terms, Three dollars for the

immecse stock of all kinds of

!

HALL!

accomplishment of Daucing

at 3

Τ ravels,

-..

an

MR. J. W. RAYMOND, will commence a
class for the instruction of Juvenilesin the

large stock ot Finely Illustrated books
department» of Literature in plain and
including

Poetry,

Together with

Dancing Academy

LANCASTER

In the various
nice bindings,

1

wïii

at

Auction.

ceased.

Gen. Sam'l. J. Andorson,
Col. A. W. Bradbury,
Lieut. C. J. Pennell,
Dr. S. C. Gordon,
H. W. Gage,
John E. Dow,
L. H. Varney,

will hold tlieir Annual Christina· Festival
and Free Sapper to the Children, on

the goods and

see

■

Smoking Setts,
Bnsts,
Figures
Toys, Games, &c.,

Doors, Blinds, Sash Weight, Ac.,

FTO. 99 EXCHANGE STBEfcf.

and you will be surprised that such

j

Ware,

Auctioneer·.

ON

belonging

ARANOEMESTS :

OF

PRICES. ALLEN

LOJVE8T

j

Bohemian,

COMMITTEE

THK LADIES OF THE

fc™^.

Vases,

CO.,

FRIDAY, Dec. 27th, at 11 o'clock. A. M., will
be sold at public wile, Hou-e *nd Lot. No. 8
West Walnut Street. House in good order and contains six rooms. Lot 75 feet front, 50 feet to rear
line. A desirable location for a mechanic, laboring
man, or for investment. Terms liberal rnd made
known at sale. The Furniture will be sold immediately after the sale of House and Land, consisting
in part of Feather Beds, Sheets, Pillow Cases, Table
Covers, BcdKtcuds, Parlor anil Comm η C hairs,
Sofa, Secretary, Time Pieces, Centre and Common
Tables, Carpets, Toilet Table, Light Stand. Child'·
Carriage, Mirrors, l'icturos, Crockery, Glassware,
Kitchen Drapery, &c.t &c.
fl. ». BCBGEft, Auctioner.
declD
td

offer at the

we

■

Presents !

Sc

—AXD—

HOLIDAY

■

Holiday

By BIJUGEl

Cottar House, Land and Furni·
lure at Auction

Fnrnitnre, Carpets, Beds, Bedding

Chandler's Band.

bv

Sowall C. St rout,
Capt. Geo. W. Parker,
Nathan Cleaves,
Col. John C. Cobb,
Chas. F, Libby,

and beautiful designs, and many other good
and useful articles suitable for

now

»v»

RAND &

Plush. The above
fore the sale.
■Τ F. O. BAILEY & CO., Anctioaer·.
dac20
td

FRIDAY, De.·,
ONsalesroom
of F. Ο

Refreshments sorved at Webster's and Saunders.

SILK HANDKERCHIEFS,

—

■»

St. Julian
lu Bbick Walnit and Green
in Black Walnut and French
goods can be seen on Monday, be

Hotel, I Vnilor Suit
Kept., ι Parior Suit

Administrators' Sale.
WEDNESDAY Eve. Dec. 35tb,

λ—

4

shall wil

wo

at

RICHIKCM BEBNAKI»,
The Gifted Prima Donna.
311(98 AONES PALMER,
The Great European Contralto.
HB. PVGBRE BEBNABO,
The Favorite Tenor.
SIR U.STKH ABDSOI,
The Popular Baritone.
91R. F BANK GILDER.
The Eminent Piauist.

Mufflers,

the moat beautiful color·.

In all

Fine Parlor Suits at Auction.

Do·-. 24th, at 12 M.,
Bichings' Concert and Opera. ON TUESDAY,
ttore No. U2 Middle street, umler
CIBOLIXE

call especial atten

Scarfs and Neck Ties

BY TELEGRAPH.

—

HAVING

The

MUFFLERS

»

Cashmere

\

A

received instructions from
to
close the entire stock of fine solidConsignees
sterling and
coin Silver Ware in store Ko. 92 MidiIle street before
Christmas, we snail commence at 2$ o'clock this day
MONDAY, Dec. 23il, and continue until nil is sold
These goods are guaranteed a·* represented, and are
the balaoco of the stock of a retail house.
V, O. BAILKY St CO., Auctioneers.
dec23
tf

CHRISTMAS AFTERNOON & NIGHT.

Men's

~

...

at Auction.
MONDAY nud TUESDAY, Dec. L'3.1 and
24th at U) and :} each day, wo shall Mil »t m< r·
18 Exchange Btreet. Bronze Dining Room Ornament
»,
Fancy Boxes, Writing Desks, Bol.emim Glass Waie.
Fancy Caeos, Pocke Cutlery. Toys, and a general
assortment of Fancy Good*.
By F. O. BAILEY Ac CO
Auctioneer*
dec23
2d

2w

Colby's Book Store,
TO BE CLOSED
IN A FEW WEEKS.
and stock to be moved to Baltimore.

J^-Goods selling without regard

to

cost lof.»

,
ι"*

da\ s oui]'.

decfld&wtf
_

ΪΝτΐΛβ-·*·^

executed

at

HOLIDAY GOODS !
ill great variety, «elected from the BEST STOCKS ta
Tended at
New York,

LOWELL'S,
301

Congi'«ifc Street.

Can early ft» first ehntes

dc.n<T*ir sj

Ladies Dresses and Cloak
and Banted, fitting graceful and
easy. New
Patterns constantly receive I, Sample, showe
ind goods sent fnr from any of the leading Houses In
Boston and New York. Suits aul Ulosks uiadj to
Order.
1,. Κ ΤΙΛΚΤΙΚΤ,
ho. 2 Modistes
Βίοι struet.

CUT

119 EXCHANGE STREET.

JOgJP

(ioclD—lw

Μ

arrlriOm

focUaad.

POETRY.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY

MISCELLANEOUS.

An lutrudtr.

Agency fer Sewing Maehiues.
S. DVliK, No. 27'i Middle SI.

ΑβΒΕΙΤ COMBINATION

IV.
liinda of

Baby lias been bore, it seems,
Baby Annie on the wing—
In my little library,
Plundering and reveling.

Machine» for unit'and

«WALL &
Street.

Stately Johnson lies in grief
Under laughing Rabelais;

WHITNE\ A. JlKASe, Pearl Street, oppo»ite I'ark.

H11ACKFOB1),!Vo.

Emerson is nat for once;

DR. XV. B. JOBANOm,

Wbittier,

bless.

j?t

Paradise!

WALTKB COBBV
18 l?ree Street.

&

CO., Arcade,

WHITNEY,

'•P*»a," something whispers
"P iter every lau«n shelf
Ettfpt.fori by her ba'»y hands
Τ ht ο the house all to thyself."
—II·rain Rich in Scribner'8 for·December.

1872

Street.

Gold Vcet, )pera, Leontine and Neek

Furniture and House Furnishing (joods.
B1-:NJ. ADAMS, cor. Eichauge and FedStreet».
HOOPKB & BATON, Old

Poet Office,

Exchange Street.
IIOYT, No. 11 Preble Street. Upholatering doue to order.

S.

of Trunks, Valises and

...rers

DVBAN & CO., 171 Middle and
114* Federal Street»·

Masons and Builders.
BEDLOX.M» 1-* Congre».

Silver & Silver Plated Ware

N. B.

Spoons, Forks, Napkin Rings, Fruit Knives,^Pocket
Knives, Cako Baskets, Castors, Butter Dishes, Cards
T>
ceivers, Vases, &c. Also optical goods. All styles

Paper Hangings, Window Shades, and

•f

CLASSES,

Magnifying Glasses, Steriescopes, Microscopes, Spectacles, &e. All selling at lowest prices at

LAMSON'8,
NO. 77 MIDDLE STREET,
C. II.

LOTHROP,DEV£^ & CO.,

BOSTON LEAD

CO.,

1829.]

J. H. Chadwick & Co., Ag'ts,
££,

Plumbers.
J.tTIi:* niLI.KR,!Vo.»l Federal Street.
Erery description of Water Fixtnrainr·
ranged nnd

Plasterer,

Pure White Lead !
Dry aud Kroaaid in Oil,
DRY AND GROUND ZINC, LITHARGE, RED
LEAD, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, TIN
PIPE, TIN-LINED PIPE, IRON PIPE
Λ FITTINGS, PUMPS. dC., &C.
Our Tare White Lead, both dry and ground in oil,
warrant to be etrictly pure, and guarantee
t iat for fineness, body and durability, it is not surpissed by any Lead in the market, either foreign or

American.
jEÛfln order to protect ourselves,

we

Phillips

Co.,

&

AGENTS FOU THF. CO,

WETXS' «'ARWVIH'

GEO. R. DAVIS & Co., No. 301 1-9 Congress Street.

Worthk'NH imitations are on the market, but
the oniy scientific preparation of Carbolic Acid tor

TT&S

FAIRBANKS

ENGLISH and FRENCH SCHOOL·, 430
Congress Street.

Stair Builder.
LIBBV, 17 1·ΐ Union Street,

R. P.
np
stairs.
G. L. HOOPER & CO.. Snceessors to
Littlefieid & Wilson, Cor. ITork & flapie Streets.

Watches, Jewelry,

&c.
H. U. Ml'Oi'FFEE, Cor. Middle

J. W. &
& Union Sts.

System

MASON & HOADLEY.

This thorough and practical
method, has acquired a
Golden Reputation as one of [ike very best Instruction- Books.
Sells largely.
Published with
American, also with Foreign Fingering. Price $3.00

GEMS OF STRAUSS !!
The surprising success of this brilliant book c«n
tinues. Edition after edition is eageriv called fbr.
250 large pages of the Best Strauss Music.
Price,
B'ds, $2.50; CI., $3.0U; Fine Gilt for presents, $4.00.

SCHOOL·

Winner's New Schools

Stand,

Supply

Beginners

has abundant material for the instruction of evening and other Singing Classes. Widely used. Cost*
less thana Church Music Book. Price 75 ceuts.

Burned Out,

to

for

On The PIANOFORTE, By

SCALES,

Ready

Silver Plater.

EMERSON'S SINGING

STANDARD

At the Old

ai?i

Schools.

MIDDLE ST.

MSB eod

The above books mailed, post-paid, for the retail

price.

Brown &

Fairbanks,

CO.,

IIS .HI LK STREET,

AND

daily

Co.,
dOw

^

a

fine assortment to which

adding

we are

of

We havi a good assortment of

SLEIGH,

CAKE

at
This sleiçh was awarded the SILVER MEDA
the New England Fair, held in Lowell, Mass. also
the highest Prera um at the State Fair holtJ η Id
Bangor. It has been extensively used befcre a criticising public for the last four years, and is apidly
gaming favor for the following reasons:
1st—I tie vastly more durable, beine con .rusted
without tenon or mortise, socured by bolts οτ j.
21—The post with a brace is of best quality malleable iron.
3d—Its elegant and light appearance,
4th—The ease with which it can be repaired.
Parties iutending to purchase are respecttully invited to call and examine our varied assortment of
both single and double sleighs.

BASKETS,
PICKLES,

COBB,

1VHHS, Ac.,
CHILDREN'S NETS AND TOYS,

&

DOUGLASS.

decl3

d2w

Sewing Machines !
ALL

SE WIIVCS

eodtf

Christmas Presents!

MACHINS

sold
or

on

work

Small
furniAhed

alter the lirst payment of TEN DOLLARS wliicb we
require in cash, the balance to be paid for in work,
which we furnish at good prices. This is ail extra
chance to got a good Sewing Machine oil easy payment. We will pay cash for all work done over ten
dollars per month* Ladies on our work can easily
earn from
<

Twenty
Thirty Dollar» per Monti·,
than enough to pay their instalment on ma-

more

GERRISH& PEARSON,

chine.

Machines Sent into the Country.

86 MIDDLE STREET,
received

a

Good Agents "Wanted,
Town.

fine assortment of

Gold and Silver Watches, Chains
of all

kinds, Jewelery

and

style of Silver Ware, after the Japanese
attorn, very popular.
Nankin Rings, Silver and Plated.
A

WABE-FBESin

OPERA
a

13

a new

FIXE STOCK OF NII.VKK PI. ATED

with

For particulars, call

CLOCKS.

GLASSES!

great variety to please purchassers, who
invited to call and examine.

de9

are

dim

School Books.
is hereby
l^TOTICE
and chaits bave

given that the following books
1ΛΙ
been selected by the Superinhool
S
Committee
of the city of Portland,
tending
an
adopted for use in tbe public schools, in place of
the several text books upon similar topics heretofore
used, viz:
Monroe's Sixth Reader;
Went worth's Arithmetical Problems;
The series of Arithmetics prepared by D. B. Hag%r
and known as "Hager'e Arithmetics;
The Indcpen leut Fifth and Sixth Headers;
The Boston Primary School Tablets;
Swlnton'e Word Book.
Mason's Manual of Gymnastic Exercise, and Monroe's Manual of Vocal and Physical Culture.
Per order of Sup't School Committee,
JOSEPH H. COÎ FIN, Secretary,
llccl9«xl3w
Portland, Dec. 18. 1872.

WALTER

WHITE,

RUBBERS,

on

Paralysis

and Deformities Cared

The Orient Springs Health lnstitule is located near
the town of Amherst, Mass.", for the treatment and
cure of Paralysis in all its forms, Spinal Diseases,
Contracted C ids and Limbs, Crooked Feet and
and Hands, Enlarged .Joints, Wry Neck. Curvatures
of the Spine. Hip Diseases, liickcts, St. Viius's

and all deformities, Neuralgia, Rheumatism,
Lameness, Nervous Diseases, Gout, Convulsions, Diseases of the Brain, Heart and Lungs, Cancers, Hysteria, etc.
Apply to GEORGE W. RHODES, M. D., Amherst,
2L 1 Jr e\Fa^ON, ESQ., Ag nt for the Institute
NT).

emberton square, Boston.
oct15-d&wl2w

of thb

w4*

are

hereby notlfl-

dcl4d2tawtd

For

STORE
street.

rear.

this

CHAS. PAYSON, Cashier.

1872^

Sale·
φΐ
No. 20 Market Square, with Stable in the
Pri ilego in the passage way to Centre

Inquire at
dse7d3w

Receipts, &c.

·"·

Wa

^ ing
*

A

m

^
^

2
β

any article

required

may be promptly supThis system has proved
highly successful in Eurot ean countries where
certain classes could not afford to pay the high
prices charged fur nrofessiuual services. Our receipts will be the latest aud best discovered,
while our medical anil legal instructions will
have the indor ement oi gentlemen of wide reput ation. Branch offices are about to be estaolished in otoer States. All correspondence that
we receive will be regarded as strictly confidential. Each letter asking advice, whether
Legal or Medical, should enclose One Dollar with
stamp; Receipts and Formulas, Fifty Cents
with stamp. If the questions asked are complex, requiring an extended reply, a small addiional bill will be sent.
S'-nd for cir ulars. Address all letters to the

pli d at trifling cost.

AMERICAN ADVICE AGENCY.
dec3-4wt
CALAIS, Maine.

AGENTS WANTED.—Address for the most liberal terms ever offered. THE DISCOVERER

777

AGENTS

WANTED^

For most Important Book ever Published
"Every
Horse Owner's Cyclopedia." New Horse Disease and alt others of which the horse is

horse owner should buy it. Also New
iTSapn of
U. S. and World, Ν. E. Township, and
Charte,
Threads and Pictures, Laraest Assortment for
Agents in New En» and. Apply at once for terms to
D. L·. OV£RN§E¥, Publisher,
Ν. H.

Concord,
dec3-d4wt
AGENTS want absolutely the best selliDg
DOBooks? Send for circulars of Vent's Una-

Illustrated Family Bible. Over 1100
pages 10 by 12 in., 200 pages Bible Aids, &c.
Arabesque $6 25; Gilt Edge, 1 clasp, $8 25; Full Gilt. 2
clasps, $11 00. "Beldk*: the White Chief." for
Winter Evenings. 36th 1000 ready. The American Farmer's Horse Book : The Standard.
46th
1000th ready, Epizootic
Treatments, &c. C. F.
VENT, Ν· Y. & Cincinnati. Vent & Goodrich, Chi-

THOMAS SHAW.
Commercial Strwt.

These Standard Instruments
Are

Cheap Farms I
On the line ot the

The trustees have decided to issue Policies for tl
"f $30,000 on approved lives and hereaft
to discontinue the i.-sue of TONTINE POLICIE
this plan having proved unsatisfactory.
Old
and all others desiring Life I
surance or any information on the subject are requef
ed to call at my office for documents which we choc

Policy-holders

fully furnish.

W. ».

On e-2?rice

more

in

Price,

41,0 Ο Ο
OF THESE

Standard Piano

liaising unsurpassed by
favorable terms given,

convenient to market than

can

be

found

elsewhere.
Free Homesteads for Actual Settlers.
The best location for Colonies—soldiers entitled
t·
a Homestead of 1OO Acres.

Send for the new Descriptive
Pamphlet, with new
maps, published in English, German, Swedish and
Danish, mailed free everywhere.
Address,
O. F. DAVIS,
Land Com'r U. P. R. R.
Co., Omaha, Neb.

de!7

Gen'l Agent for Maine & New Hampshir

§

$75 to $250 per mouth everywhere, male
φ and female, to introduce the GENUINE IM
PKOVKDCOMMON SENSE FAMILY SEWING
MACHINE. This machine will stitch, hem, fell,
53 tuck, quilt, cord, bind, braid, and embroider in a
superior manner. Price only $15. Fully
^ most
licensed and warranted for five years. We will
I pay $ 1,000 for any machine that will srw a strongI er more beautiful, or more elasiic seam than
Φ ours. It makes the "Elastic Lock Stitch." Every
•4^ second stitch can be cur, and still the cloth can£5 not be pulled apart without tearing it. We pay
φ agents from $75 to $250 pei month and expenses,
vrvor a commission l' om which twice that amount can
^ybe made. Address Secomb A Co., Boston, Mass.;
^ Pittsburg, Pa. Chicago, III., or St. Louis, Mo.
del7
|4w

•"Ί

^

DO

c

all classes. Old people, the middleV nged, those who are just entering life, and
'm youth of both sexes buy and read with the

& among

I
I KNOW

our

For Halifax, Nova Scotia.

Finn

These Pianos

DIRECT!

still regarded and universally

are

conceded to be

WINTER

The Standard Instruments of the World,
and

CHBISTlfAS

c
c

Jb

almoet here and

is more than one-third larger than
any other PianoForte Manufactory in the world, and is, in every respect, the mest complete as regards machinery and
tne facilities tor doing the very best clans of work.
Messrs. C. 4 Sous have, since the establishment ot
their business in 1823, made and sold 41,000 Pianos,
and these Standard Instruments are now offered at
Reduced Rates upon the 'One-Prior System," tree
from all discounts and commissions: and
they are,
beyond all refutation, the very best and very

We call especial attention to

UPRIGHT

FOB HALIFAX DIRECT.

φ-

334

VuUi|t»n St.,

si.,

cCOGIA

DAYS,

ne*

itru,

Boston.

To

Fare, including State room,
$7 00
For freight ana further information apply to J
COYLE, Jr., Atlantic Wharf, or
oc2Stf
JOHN PORTEOUS. Agent.

Having commodious uanin and State Room

commodations,

the season at

Half

Bille in Equity have been
filed and suits commenced
against the Garixner and
NATIONAL Extinguisher
[Company as infringing of this

Price,

And selling at the prices other dealers pay.

^$12.00 Photograph Albums for $6.00
$25.00

0
G

Dolls for

$5.00.

THOUSANDS OF

£

CHEAP

TOYS

For the Children.
0
c
THOUSANDS
OF
c
C USEFUL PRESENTS.

'uompany's

the Oxnard
Concord, and

rights—against

Sugar Refinery,
Boston, Ea^le Hotel,
others; and all
parties are warned against buying or using Fire Extinguishers of any kind, in which water impregnated
witn Carbonic Acid Gas is used as the Extinguishing
element, except those manufactured by our Company,or others duly licensed and arihorized by us,on
pain of immediate prosecution for infringement.

American Consolidated Fire Extinguisher Company.
28 South Market Street,
Boston.
dec7

THOUSANDS

OF

Elegant

C

C

Presents.

ουκ

ç

ΙΜΕΝΙΐ

STORE

Is one Grand Display of

Q

C
HOLIDAY
GOODS.
c
List of a few articles that we
1 at
β
90 CENTS EACH
(J
C Elegant Photograph Albums,

c

Work Hoxes,
C
C And numbers of other articles that

bought for $1.00 each

at

the State.

Ç
0 We know how to
C

any

can't
store in

be

V

Come and

Ice

if

we

Don't.

cCOGIA HASSAN,
THE

pass book designed for the use of all classes
dealers in every department of trade, and is an inv
liable medium for
encouraging casn payments
a

goods,
As

an

economical measure it has no equal in t
interest of both buyer and seller. Its
¥
•aye 20 per cent in the cost of
living.
Price $1.20 per dozen. Sent post-paid in
packag
of any number, to any part of the United
States
British Provinces on receipt of order with price i

adoption

closed. Full particulars on application.
Samj
copies bv mail post-paid for 10 cents.
Kl. A. IUcKttNNEY A
CO., Publishers,
129 Middle St.. Portland, Me
sep23-d&wtf

10 Per Cent. Bonds of Otoe

Co.,

Neb.

GUARANTEED BY THE NEBRASKA CITY KAT'L

York.

Municipal

BAS

Value Of Property, $15,000.000
Also Kansas and Nebraska Bridge and Sch<
Bonds, and other choice investment securities for si
at prices that willpay over 12 per cent, on the amou
invested.
THOS. P. ELLIS & CO., Bankers,
No. 14 Pine Street, New York.
decl7d&wlm w51

collecting and no

tax deduction.

Present indebt-

ness, bearing ten per cent interest, and selling at
rates that give prospect of a profitable advance in
prices. This is a good opportunity to convert Government Bonds into those more remunerative.
Orders and inquiries promptly attended to.

CHARLES 1*1. HA WREM,
mch22dtf
28 Exchange St., Portland.
NEW

C-A.RI>KT.

The Great Wonder.—-The New England Carpet
Co., established over a quarter of a century ago, having expended much time, talent and money, to produce a stylish and durable carpet at a low price, after years of experimenting with the best artizens,
have brought out a carpet which they have named

and will be known as GE Bin AN TAPE8TKY
oeing exact imitation of Solid Brussels, the first
thousand pieces of which in order to introduoe them
will be sold for 37£ cents per yard.—.Samples sent by
mail in receipt of 10 cents, or 5 different patterns 60
cents.

NEW ENGLAND CARPET CO.,
373 Washington Street. Boston, MLase.
decl3
d4w

Sebago Dye Works,
NO.

17 PLVITI STREET.

Wo have bought out the above establishment, with
the machinery and good will of the same, with all
the admirable iacilities, conducted by a practical
ehemistand dyeis: fully confident of turning out
work that cannot fail of giving satisfaction.
Ladies' dres«es colored and finished in a superior
all

at Vie.

fipnt.'ii

crorm

onto oleanooH anii λλΙλτοΛ wiMinnt

being ripped,and warranted not to smut,and pressed
a superior style.
Piano and table covers, Mar-

in

seilles

members of tke Cumberland County Agi
THE
cultural Society,
hereby notified that th<
annual
are

meeting, for the election of officers, ard t
transaction of any other business that may proper
come before them, will be held at the office of
Frai
Noyes, Esq., Portland Savings Bank Building, Poi
land, Tuesday, December 31st, 1872, at 10 o'clock
M.
SAMUEL DINGLEY, Sec'y.
Sebago Lake, Dec. 18th, 1872.
del9d&wtd51

For Sale in Portland by HALL L.
DAVIS, LOI
ING, SHOBT & HARMON, R. K. HUNT & CO.
aug29
eo«lly

OITT AF THl'

¥?■»■;

would respectfully announce thi
THEhe subscriber
ia
already organized in another Mill ai
ready to All all ordere for Bar Mills Oak as prompt
before the fire.

B. C. JORDAN.

ARTISTS'
A.

WALKER,
IMPORTE»
127 Tremont Street, Boston.

Materials ot the best quality for Oil and Wat
Color Painting, Drawing, Wax flower
making, D

calcomaine, &c.
HOLIDAY PRESENTS.
dec!3

4w

990 made De«. 3d by

agent selling
HORACE GRE£LEY & FA MIL
A fine engraving, 22x28 in., sent
by mail for $1.0
one

We also mall Button hole & Sewing Machine Thre*
Cutters, aud Needle Threading Thimble, price :
•ents eacb. Circulars of various other Noveltl
mailed frequently to all old and newagents, add ret
AMERICAN novelty CO., 302 Broadway, n. v.
decl4
t4w

The only book on the subject that tells the who!
story. Don't be humbugged with any other. Th
has nearly 800 pages. $$Γ~10 full
page Kb
gravi ne» and Mnpe^ftJS Price $3.50, The Proi
pectus will sell it at sightTFor first, choice ofterritoi
address, at once, MUTUAL PUBLISHING, CO
Hartford, Conn.
decl4t4w

PAIN, PAIN, PAIS, CAIflPIIOBIKE.

vour

chance!

LIVINGSTON LOST AND FOUND.

The great discovery for the relief of pain and a sure
and immediate cure for Rheumatism—Chronic and
Acute, Sprains, Sore Throat, Bruises. Chilblains,Pain
in Chest, Brick or Limb-, Crouo, Stiff Joints, Strains
Inflammation,Neuralgia, Bums and Scalds, Bunions,
Frosted Feet, Catarrh, &e. It lias a pleasant and
refreshing odor and will not grease or st in the most
delicate fabric, which makes it a luxury in every
Familv. Price 25 cents per Bottle. For sale by all
dru exists. ltEUBEN HOYT. Prop., 203 Greenwich
decl4t4w
St..'». Y.
AGENTS U ASITHD. ACT AT ONCE. Tbere
is a PILE of liionry in It. The people eTcrywhere are EACER to buy the aulhrntir hie-

This is the best, opportunity now offered to
ageni
to cauvass for a live book. Every Mother needs
an
wants it·. It sells rapidly. Experienced canvassei
it
the
best
in
the marke
pronounce
selling book
Send for circulars and see oiir extra liberal terini
Address Continental Publishing Co., 4 Bond St
Ν. Y. City.
dec!4t4w

LIVING8T0NΕ 'S «r,ecn.dTTr"ie.

A history of this renowned city, from its earliest sel
tlement to the present time. Sample copies by ma
60 cts.
WM. FLINT & CO., Springfield, Mass.
dec 14
t4w

and THRILLING AO VENTURES during
28 years in AFBIi A wiib account of the Stanley Expedition. Over OOO pages, only $2.50.
Is selling beyond parallel. CAUTION. Beware of inferior works. This is the only complete and reliable j!
work. Send f r ci culars, anil see proof and great
succès agents are
having. HUBBARD BROS., Pub*

OUTFITS FREE!
Agent* Wanted Everywhere for

THE

MOTHERS'

GUID]

AGENTS WANTED for

BOSTON

Destructioi

A Fine Business Opening
lOR λ young or middle aged man of unexceptione

F

character. Experienced account-ant and on
thousand dollars capital. Investigation is invited
Address Box 2016 Portland Mt.
norSlti
ble

Yook,

New

Eastport for St. Andrewft,

and Houlton.
Connections made at St. John for Digby, Annapolis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S., Frederickton,
Shediac, Amherst, Charlottetown, P. Ε. I., and Summerside, P. Ε. I.
(^"Freight received on days of sailing until 4
o'clock P. M.
A. R. STUBBSt Agent.
Bep23-t30 then old

BOSTON

Steamship lane.
Leave each port every

\o

Sewing

Wed's'y & Sat'd'f.

Wharfage.
From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m.
From Pine Street Whari, Pnila-

delphia, at

10 a. m.
Insurance one half
sailing vessels.

the rate oi

Freight for the West by thePenn. R. R., and South
by connecting lines forwarded free of Commission.

WHITNEY Ac SAMPSON, Agents,
70 Long Wharf» Boston.

ju23-1 y

D. C.

Steamship

Line.

of this Line sail from
end of Central Wharf, Boston,
Semi-Weekly, 2.30 p. m. for NORFOLK and BALTIMORE.

Steamships :—

"

William Lawrence," Capt. W. A. Hallett
William Crane" Capt. Solomon Howes.
"George Appold," Capt. Winslow Loretand.
"Blackstone," Cant. Geo. H. Hallett.
"
William Kennedy,»· Capt, Henry D. Foster.
•(AfcCltllan>"C&x>t. F. M. Howes.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington
Steamer Lady of the Lake.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg a
Richmond, by river or rail ; and by the Va. & Ten
Air Line to all points in Virginia, Tennessee, Al
bama and Georgia ; and over the Seaboard and Ro
noke R. R. to all points in North and South Carolina
Bait. & Ohio R. R. to Washington and
by the West.
places
Through rates given to South and West.
Fine Passenger accommocations.
Fare including Berth and Meals to Norfolk $15.00
iine 48 hours; to Baltimore $15, time 65 hours.
For further information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent.
53 Central Wharf, Boston.
june2tf
"

STEERAGE

FARE

REBIJCE».

SAIUNC^gx^feWmtlY

^TONïî? LIVERPQâ

PASSAGE !

$30 CURRENCY
EITHER WAY.

Cl'NARV

WHARF,

Ε

1ST

ANNUAL MEETING.
Stockholder· of the Ocean Insurance Company are hereby notified to meet at the office of
said Company on MONDAY, the 6th day of January,
lif.3, at 3 o'clock in the afternoon, for the purpose of
choosing seven Directors for the ensuing year, and
for the transaction of any other business which
may
then be legally acted upon.
dec!0d3w
GEO. A.WRIGHT, Secretary.

The Cumberland National
of Portland.

Bank

hereby notified
for the election of Di
are

A that their Annual Meeting
rectors for the ensuing year and the transaction of |
any other business that may then come before them,
will be hold at their banking room on TUESDAY,
the 14th day of January, 1873, at 3 o'clock p. ra.
SAMUEL SMALL, Cashier.
decl4dtd

Casco National Bank.
Γ11ΗΕ Annual meeting of the stockholders of the
JL Casco National Bauk of Portland for the choice
of Directors and the transaction of such other business as may legally come before them, will be held aj
their Banking House on TUESDAY, the fourteenth
day of January, 1873, at 10 o'clock a. m.
WM. A. WINSHIP, Cashier.
decl4dtd
Portland, Dcc. 13, 1872.

The National Traders Bank.
Shareholders of The National Traders Bank
of Portland, are hereby notified that their annual meeting will be held at their Banking Rcom, on
TUESDAY, the 14th, day of January next, at 3
o'clock P. M., to choose five Directors ior the ensuing
year, and to act on any other business that may
legally come before them.

THE

EDWARD

Portland, Dec. 13th, 1872,

GOULD,

Cashier.
lmo

The Canal Nntionul Bank.
annual meeting of the Stockholders of The
Canal National Bank, of Portland, for the election of eeven Directors, and for the transaction of
such other business that may legally comc before
tbeui, will be held at their Bankiug House, on Taos·
da> t,he 14th, day of January 1873, at 11 o,clock
P. M
del3dtd
B. C. SOMERBY, Cashier.

THE

Sanford's Improved

Patent Weather
may

be

Strip

found at

good

man

to

BOftTOR.

Dissolution ol" Copartnership.
is hereby given that the copartnership
heretofore existing under the firm name of Edward Nixon & Co., Çoap Manufacturers, composed
of said Edward Nixon and Georg* W. S. Nixon, is
hereby dissolved by mutual consent, and said George
W. S Nixon is hereby authorized to settle the partnership business.
EDWARD NIXON,

NOTICE

1 will continue to manufacture the Celebrated
French Eclectic Laundry, and various brands of family Soaps, and Candles at the old stand, cor. Greenleaf and Everett sts.
Orders left at 229 Congress St., or at the Factory,
will be promptly attended to.
del2d2w
GEO. W. S. NIXON.

lm·

TVT EW, first-claps, 7 oetavE Piano for sale

on

easy

W. ». l'AUm»

Dec.

in future to devote exclusive
INTENDING
tion to
Manufacturing Department,
our

PSMMUMti ticketed tbrmiffh
no.'iOtf

hv «it.SAr rniito

Snpt.

PORTLAND

tue

F. CHASE,
Portland Division.

CHANGE

OF1

PREPARED BY

TIME.

On and after Monday, Not. 4th, and
luntil further notice, trains will rnn
is follows :
A. M.
P. M.
Leave

Portland,

7.18

complaint.

SETH W. FOWLE & 80N8, Boston, Mua,
And «old by UrugguU and Dealers g .neraily.
m eo
0013
iy

OQDEKSBUBU R. R.

&

Discove y !

Great

A

3.15

Leave N. Conway, 8.30
1.G0
Tho 7.15 a. ni. and 1 00 p. m. Train· will bo Kr eight
with passenger cars attached.
8TAOE8
Connect daily with 3.15 P. M.,
For Cornish, Kezar Falls, Porter, Freedom, Denmark, Briilgton, Lovell.and North Lovell.
The 8.311 a. m. from No. Conway connects with
afternoon trains for Boston, via Kaatern or Boston Sc
Maine B. R's., and the 1.U0 p. m. train arrives in
Portland in season to connect with Steamer· for Boston.

Ticket Office in Portland at Depot of M. C. Κ. B.
J. HAMILTON, Superintendent.
Portland, Oct. 2,1872..
nov4ti

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF
ALTERATION
WINTER

CANADA^

TBAIN8.

OF

ARRANGEMENT.

On and afler Monday, Nor. 4th
'rains will run ae follows :
Passenger train for South Paris at
7.30 A. M.; for Island Pond, Quebec,
Montreal, and the west at 1.30 P. M. Stopping a| all
stations.
Mail train (stopping at all stations) for Island
Pond, connecting with night mail train for Quebec,
Montreal and the "West.
Accommodation for South Paris and intermediate
stations at 5.00 P. M.
From Montreal, Quebec, Island Pond, Gorham
and South Paris at 2,50 P. M.
From So. Paris at 8. 20 A. M,
Pullman Palace Drawing Room and Sleeping Cars
are attached to the Mail Trains between Portland and
Montreal.

Express trains run through to Montreal without
change of cars at Island Pond.
The Company are not responsible for
baggage to
any amount exceeding 950 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate of
one passenger tor every $500 additional value.
0. J. BRYDGES, Managing Director.
H. BAILEY, Local Superintendent.
Portland, June 20 1872.
jun21tf
PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD.

SAMPLES FREE TO ALL.
At all the Drug Store·.

$5,000

REWARD

SPECIAL

NOIVCE.
1

"BEWARE OF

COUNTERFEITS
AND IMITATIONS.
high reputation gained by Adamson'sBotanie
THE
of Coughs, Colds,
Cougb Balsam for the
and
has
cure

Asthma,
compounds

Consumption,
given rise to spurious
which are peddled out through the country called the same. The een ine Adam son's Botanic
Cough Balsam is prey>areu only by F. W. Kinsman,
the inventor and sole proprietor, To protect yourselves from imposition examine the bottle and see
that the words "*·, W. Kinsman, Druggist, Augusta,
Me., are blown in the glass of the bottle.
Having examined the formula from which Adam•on's Botanic Cougb Balsam is prepared, we recommend it as a safe and reliable medicine for the cure of
toughs, colds, whooping cough, asthma, lung diseases,
Ac.

GEO. W. MARTIN, M. D..
Augusta, Me.
S. H.

STEARNS,

Dr.

R. J.

JOURDAIN,

PROPRIETOR OF

Passenger trains leave Portland
jfor Rochester and intermediate stations
•at 7.15 A. M., and 1.30 P. M.. making
direct connection at Rochester with trains for Boston,
over Boston & Maine and Eastern Railroads.
Also
conuect at Rochester with Dover and Winnipiseogee
Railroad for Alton Bay, and with Portsmouth, Great
Falls aud Oonway Railroad for Conwaf.
Leave Rochester for Portland and way stations at

7.30 A. M. and 12 M.
The 7.30 train! connecting with down train on
Portsmouth, Great Falls and Conway Railroads, and
the 12 o'clock train making direct connection at
Rochester with trains from Boston, leaving Boston
at 7.30 and 8.30, A. M., via Boston &
Maine, and at
8.30 A. A. via Eastern Railroads.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 6.20 P. M.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
Stages connect as follows :
At Gorham for West Gorham,
and No.

M. D.

Price 35 and 75 cents. Large bottles the cheapest
93ΦΟΟ Reward for a Better Article !
#1000 for a ca«e it will not Care!
FRANK W. KINSMAN, Proprietor,
No. 142 Water St., Augusta, Maine.
For sale by all Druggists.
nov21eodif

Parisian

Gallery

THE

of Anatomy,

Boston,

juit published
edition of his lectuies,
HAScontaining
most valuable information
the
a new

on

causes, consequences and treatment of diseases 11 the
reproductive system, with remarks on marriagv., and
the various causes of the loss of manhood, with lull
instructions for its complete restoration; also a ch >pter on venereal infection, and the means
of cure, be:
ing the most comprehensive work on the subject ever
yet published, comprising 150 pages. Mailed free to
any address for 25 cents. Address,

Dr. Jourdain'* Consulting Office,
61 Hancock Street, Boeton, Haa.
junl4dlyr

BROWN'S BRONCHIALC

Standish,

Limington, daily.

REWARD !

$1,000

Winter Arrangement.

%

FOR COUGHS, COLDS. Λ-c.
35
CENTS.

9KLY

Sept

W

5-dGmos

At Buxton Centre for West
Buxton, Bonny Eagle
and Limington .daily.
At CentTe Waterboro* for
Limerick, Newfield, ParBonsfleld and Ossipee, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, returning alternate days.
At Centre Waterboro' for
Limerick, Parsonsfield,

daily.

WILLIAM H. TURNER, Superintendent.
decl6-tc

KNOX & LINCOLN RAILROAD.
Damariscotta,

Waldoboro,

ALBERT CHASE,

Rockland.
No change of cars between Portland

Rockland.
Steamers leave Rockland for all points on the Penobscot river, Machias, Mount Desert
Vina^ Haven,
Hurricane and Dix Islands.
Leave Maine Central Depot, at 7.00 a. M., and 1.00
and

Manufacturer of all kinds of

First Class

Stages connect at Rockland, for Camden, Lincomville, North port, South Thomaston and St. George,
daily. At Rockland for Union, Appleton and Washington. Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.
At Thomaston for St. George daily.
At Warren for Union, daily.
At Warren for Jefferson and
Whitefield, Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays.
At Waidoboio* for North
Waldoboro',
Washington,
and Liberty daily.
At New Castle for Bristol and Pemaquid,
daily.
Freight Trains daily and freight taken at low rates.
Jy2Udtf
C. A. COOMBS. Suu't.

Carriages

Ton

WEST !

can save

$4

on each

Ticket

attenshall

99

PREBLE

—

patronage.

Refereitcea-^Charles Sager.
C
»v..„.
Walker, G. & L.
P. Warren. P. C OTMVMtu,
«/. F. Libby, H
Blanchard, J.
Hanson
Lean 1er \Vy.
av, LieaiHier
C. F. Sargent,
Sat gent, Ellas
aleutme,
aleutme, C.
Elias Thornas & Co., J. M.
Brown, J. P. Libby, S Baker.
0822
TTAStf

TIIE GRAND TRUNK is in splendid running eondi'ion, is fully supplied with first-class rolling stock,
includiug the

CELEBRATED PULLMAÎÏ PALACE CAB,
and is making the best connections and oniric»·*
timo or any route from Bangor,
Baggage checked from Bangor to Cb icago, and not
subject to Custom House examinat on.
For fall particulars enquire at
Railway Station
or any of the Companies agents in New
Engl nd.
D. H. BLANCHARD, oppo. Preble
House,
No. 282 Congre*· St., Portland Me.
WM. FLOWERS, Eastern Agent,
aug28-tf
Bangor, Me.

PROCURE

Passenger

Ticket

alltiiucf.

tor ccd.
On Anderson, from Cumberland to Munroe.
"
Boyd street.
"Fx, from Washington to Back Bay.
"
Chestnut, from Oxford st.
"
Elm, trom Oxford St.
"
New High, below Cumberland it.
*'
Mellen st.
"
Pleasant to Center.
"
Atlantic to Fore.

CHAS. CLARK, City Marshal,

NOTICE
vessels arriving at this port, having sickness
of any kind on board, will
report the same
without delay to the undersigned, and wait for order·
before hauling to the wharf.
BENJ* W. JONES, Harbor Master,
80 Couuseroial Street.
Portland, ow. to. ten.
ilwtlHIro

general

GUISH Kli.
This machine

«^, iîe:.havinK

UNDER

C. M. & H. T.
7

UNION

ηοτ80(18ηιΤ n&Fjtaw

Line.
Steamship

Co.

CONTRACT FOR THE CARRYING OF
and

THE

United States Mail*.

Passengers booked to Londou

derry and Liverpool.
Return Tiokets
granted at Reduced Rates.
The Steamship

PRUSSIAN, Capt. Dntton,
Will leave this port for Liverpool

on

FORT 1.4ND, Me.

ELIAS HOWL·

Sewing Machines
AND HUTTERICKTI

Patterns of Garments
Middle St.. T7n Stair·.

Cleansed.
at short notice

of

in

a

man

Second-hand Clothing for sale.
All orders will receive prompt and faithful atten
tion
R
WILLIAM BROWN
Federal st.,
Near the Park
ner.

is hereby given, that the subscriber hae
duly appointed Executor of the will of
JOHN FROST, late of Deering,
in the County of Cumberland .deceased.and bas taken
upon himself that trust by giving bonds as the law
direct*. All persons having dem-Jids upon the
estate of said deceased, ai e required lo exWWt tne
same; and all persons indebted to said estate are
called upon to make payment to
n-—
WARREN H. VIΝ Τ ON,
decl7dlaw3w lu
Peering, Dec. 3d, 1972.

lyrOTICE
J.1 been

~SOLTtHERN

PINE LIMBER !

ΤΛυΗ Ships, Railroad Car*,
F other building purposes, ftironttwl I>y the cargo

''tMmSuM* WAJTtKD.-CoaiiwIic

eign.

and For-

RYAN & KELSEY,
161 Commercial Street,
Portland, Me.

octflt Γ

Horse and

Sleigh

for Sale'

ΓΙΝΕ driring, well broke and ntyli'h four ye«r
old COLT, with Sleigh, Han't»* and Kobe* tor
■ale at a bargain, Api.ly at

Α

SATURDAY, Dec. 91st,

Immediately

after the arrival of the Train of the
previous day from Montreal.

Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool, Cabinι
97© «· *
cordiug to accommodations)
Payable in Gold or its equivalent.
For Freight or Cabin Passage, apply to
St.
H. & A. ALLAN, No. 1 ïndia

Steerage Pansage inward *?d
Sight Drafts on England
For

iT^TAmJeS,
a Ifidia

PLUH1 STREET STABLES,
dec!3

ΝVi,
y*J
/fl

..J-

Street.

Partisse, Jfer, wtfc. tf»

PLUMMER,
STREET,

Cleansed and Repaired
Agency ! CLOTHESkinds
goods dyed
thorough
Also

Information cheerfully fuininhed at
apCilAw
wl5
i«4t

Canadian

stands upon its
mu,le for itself,

BY SOLID WORK, a record
that commands attention.
Send lor descriptivecircular to

and all

Allan

V

Involving the loss of millions
of dollars occur too often in thii
country. We submit to every
sensible,
prudent man, that
they can be prevented by the
introduction of the
ARDNER F IKE EXTIN-

Clothing'

Ofllrr, 49 1-9 Kzchnngcfllrrrf

jy-Reliable

ViKoa

PLUMMET 4 WILDE*

Travelers for CALIFORNlL.
fff^flantl the Went, Sooth and M »rtu<
may obtain through Tirkrin

Montreal Ocean
on

··

173

in the Streets.
designated

.....—·

TICKETS^

W. ». LITTLE & CO.

can coast with nleds during the winter, and on none others. If detected in coasting on
other public streets the penalty of tho law will be en·

_.

^
C

and Southwest !

transportation facilities.
Liberal iuducements will be given. A fine opening
s here presented to a good
party wishing to engage
η Country trade.

Marshal's Office.
\
Portland, Dec. 12th, 1872. f

STREET.

Destril(>tiv<>

West, Northwest

Sleighs

Having secured first class workmen in all branches
and buy nothing but the best of
stock, I believe I can
build work second to none in style,
lightness,
and durability combined. Partieular atten t strength
ion given
to all kinds of repairing. All those who wish
t· nave
their carriages stored and insured
the winter
during
and put in repair for spring can do so at low
rate·.
A speciality of repairing all kind* of
AU
orders in this line by express will be springs. atpromptly
tended to. By
aucuuuu to
"j strict attention
ιυ hnem*·*,}
I hope to
receive a liberal share of

by buying via

'by the bent nod ruent reliable
route from Portland or Boston, or New
York, to
any point desired, at the leweet rates, at the ol
and reliable Union Ticket Agency of

LUKE & F. II. BROWN.
North Bridgton, Me.. Dec. 2,1672.
de«12tf

and

At Factory of Ε. K.
Leonti

P. M.

food

ALL

ness

Leave Boston for Portsmouth and Portland at t7.30
A. M.. t8.30 A. M, 112.30P. M., t3.15P. M., *8.00P. M.
Leave Portsmouth for Portland at tlO.OO A. M, *10.
35 A. M., t3.(i0 P. M., t5.40 P. M., *10.05 P. M.
Leave Biddeford for Portland at 8.00 A. M., returning at 4.35 P. M.
•Pullman sleeping car express train. Ν. B.
This
train runs Sunday Morning, does not run Monday
morning.
tAccommodation train.
tFast Express.
ISTThe Pullman Sleeping Car Express Train arrives at and departs from tne Depot of the Maine
Central Railroad, in Portland.
Ν. B. The 7.00 A. M., and 3.20. P. M. trains
from Portland, make close connections to New
York by one or other of the routes from Bostou.

OLD

Business to a final close as rapidly as
circumstances will allow, anil therefore oiler for sale
our extensive stock of Merchandise, fresh and in
order, comprising all varieties of Goods usually
ept in Country Stores, and also to Rent the Store,
newly finished and furnished, for such a Term of
Years as may be agreed upon. The stand is an excellent one/ commanding a large trade, and good

streets have been

Throat, Pains or Sorein the Chest and Side,
Liver Complaint, Bleeding
at the Lungs, &c. Wi star's
Balsam does not dry up a
Cough, and leave the cause
behind, as is the case with
most preparations, but it
loosens and cleanses the
lungs, and allays irritation,
thus removing the cause of

Sore

days excepted) at *1.30 A. M. t7.00 A.
"M., 9.55 A. M., *3.20 P. M., t 6.45 P.

we

bring our Store

Coasting

Croup, Whooping Cough,
Influenza, Asthma, Colds,

3d, 1879.

Passenger trains leave Portland daiIly, for Portsmouth and Boston, (Sun-

Special Notice.

dec!2d2w

Piano for Sale.
il term*.
mptnf

GEORGE W. S. NIXON.

1872.

apply them,

nor*

ARRANGEMENT.

For Cabin Passage pply at the Cabin Office, 80
State street, and for » eerage Passage at the Steerage Office, 99 fctate street, Boston.
JAMES ALEXANDER,
General Agent·
jn'Jdly

Corner of Federal and Market Sts.,
a

SACÔT&

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.

LIBBY'S FURNITURE STORE
and

From Augusta aud Lewiston at 6:35 p. m.
From St. John, Bangor. See., at 1:20 a. m.
Through Tickets are Sold in Portland and baggage
checked through to Houlton, Calais, St. John, Halifax, Dover, Foxcroft, Rockland, &c.
L. L. LINCOLN, Acting Superintendent.
Augusta, Nov 30, 1872.
dec3tf

To Canada. Detroit, Chicags.Haginair,
Ht. Pant, Nalt Lake Citv, Denver,
San Francise·, and all points

following
Refrigerators» THE
which boys

The three points of excellence which I claim, are:
1st; constant and thorough circulatton of pure air;
2nd ; rynese, no dampuess monld nor taint ; 3rd ; no
Inter ingling of odors ; purity and active air, the
<£em »ts of its success. Call, or send for circulars.
M
uiactured and for sale by J. F. MERRILL, betwee Cross and Cotton sts., near Leavitt, Burnham
& C
'sice House, Portland, Me.
je4dtf

Improved

From Augusta,. Bath and Lewiston at 9:45 a. m.
John, Bangor, and North and East at

From St.
3:12 p. m.

Monday,

to

physicians

m.

THE BANK OF IRELAND.

Portland, Dec. 9th,

be the most
reliable preparation ever introduced for the relief and
cure of all Lung complaints,
and is offered to the public,
sanctioned by the experience
of over forty years. "When
resorted to in season it seldom fails to effect a speedy
most severe
cure in the
cases of Coughs, Bronchitis,

For Bath, Lewiston,
Rockland, Angusta, Readfleld.
Winthrop, Skowhegan, Belfast, Bangor, St. John and

*"

DRAFTS FOR £1 iND UPWARDS ON

1872.

a. m.

Commencing

a

proprietors. It is acknow ledged by many prominent

'train.)

EASTERN AND PORTLAND*
PORTSMOUTH R. R.

by

timely
ard preparation, as has been
proved by the hundreds of
testimonials received by the

For Bath, Lewiston, Rockland and Augusta at 7:00

Halifax at 1 :U0 p. m.
For Lewiston, Bath and Augnsta at 5.30
p.
For Lewiston via Danville at 5:25 p. m.
Train· are Due at ft*ortlnn«l.

he cured

can

resort to this stand-

CE?iTBAL~RAILROAD.

GO

R. Warburton. 165 Middle Street.
seplO'72

which

Winter Arrangement, Commencing Dec.
4,1874.
Trains leave Portland for Bangor,
Calais and St. John at 12:15
jHoulton,
la. m. (sleeping aud day cars on tliis

Passengers landed aud embarked at

Ma chines

CONSOMPTION

Direct rail route to Wiscassef, New

GOOD MACHINE THREAD 2 spools for 5c.

13th,

MAINE

I5??i!5!!?|£?SCastle,

CUnahd
STEERAGE

THE GREAT REMEDY FOR

•Accommodation.
tFast Express.
W. MSRR1TT, Superintendent,
Boston.
PAYSON TUCKER, General Agent,
353 Commercial Street, Portland.
Dec. 2,1872
dec3tf

££g^lpWarren and

Passengers booked from or to London, Bristol, Londonderry, Glasgow, or Derrji for Ι3Φ currency.

Doe.

daily.
Passenger station in Boston, Haymarket Square*
Freight station in Boston, Causeway street.

Norfolk and Baltimore and Washington,

and all other First Class

Portland,

MATERIALS?

Steamer

Robbinston, Calftfs, Woodstock

HOWE

ΓΙ1ΗΕ Stockholders of this bank

nov28dtf

day.

Connections made at

bleached and framed : blankets scoured
nd the wool raised. JOHN S. MILLER & CO.,
sep2(5
Proprietors.

THE

LEWIS' last and best book,
a? It is meeting with the greatest success;
there's
MONEY IN IT.
iJrandSend for our
circulars,etc., which are sent
Geo.
JSfree.
MAcLean, Boston. del7t4w
DIO

same

covers

IMPROVED

Notice.

the

Steamships

City and County Bonds registered un...
der the laws passed at last session of the Legislator. Semi-annual Interest Coupons and Principal
provided for by State taxation, and paid by the
State Treasurer in New York. There is ne expense

.A.

MUTUAL BENEUT ACCOUNT B00]
BY M. T. B. STIMS0N.

30th,

Capt. Ε. B. Winchester, and the
New Brunswick, Capt
UAyAj^ffff^^Steamer
H. Pike, will leave Railroad
wharf, foot of State street, every MONDAY and
URSDA Y, at 6 P. M. for Eastport and St. John,
eturning will leave St. John $nd Eastport on the

BONDS.

12» Middle & β Temple Sts.

Is

On and after MONDAY, Sept.

çjrj>^

JM lltrffiwX

PASSAGE, TEN DOLLARS.
or Passage, apply to

edness is small and therefore easily paid and must remain so under the registration laws of the State.
Bonds recommended lor safety an well as profitable-

—

c
G

Sew

Registered

for

how to Sell·

c
Q
c

ARRAN GEMENT.

TRIPslPER WEEK!

TWO

MISSOURI

Bnj and we know

J«hn, Digbjr,

81.

For Freight

W PINE ST.
JrlSdtf

^iHniîc Folios^

A.

FALL

BANKERS,

Beautiful Writing Desk·)

ρ

and

PHILADELPHIA

SOLE AGENTS FOR THIS LOAA,

Very large sized Wax Doll·,

fi

Portland,

—AND—

ALLEN, STEPHENS & Co

—

ac-

alternately, leaving

Windsor nnd Halifax.

A 7 per cent, mortgage bond for sale on one
of the great roads running from New York City—on
the third largest road in New York State. The most
desirable bond of all the Midland issues, aftording the
largest income and promising the greatest profit.
Price. 85 and interest
We believe them one of the safest and most proiltble investments offered in th|s market for years.

r<

as

Eastport, Calai*

CONVERTIBLE

BONDS.

For Lowell, *7.00, ·9.55 A. M., and t3.20 P. M.
For Milton and Union, *7.00 A. M. and t3.20 P. M.
NOTE.—TM ·7.0υ A. M. and t3.20 P. M. train connects at Boston with trains for New York. Passengers ticketcd and baggage checked through.
g3r*Freigkt train;» between Portland and Boston

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

D&W4w50

MIDLAND

c

run

DAILY, (SUNDAYS EXCEPTED)
-A.T V O'CLOCK X>. M.
Returning leave INDIA WHARF, Boston, same
days' at 5 P. M. Fare $1.50· Freight taken
low rates.
W. L. BILLINGS. Agent
JT. II. COYLK JR., General Agcnt.mch30tf

—

c
Ç

will

ATLANTIC WHARF,

and

Extinguisher !

Fire

STEAMERS
aud
iHOXTREAL,

CITY

FOREST

A. M.

TUES-

on

B.

BABCOCK

Overflowing,

Ç With Good» for Present», buying them late in
t
ς
0

at 4 P. M.

AJIKBICAJI

Consolidated

-A-GrTGNTS, .now is

de«Ut4

2md&w

filled hie store

Has

C

pot7

Halifex

Trains leave P. S. A P. K. R. Station, Portland, for Boston, at *7.00
•9.55 A. M., aud t3.20 and *6.45 P.M.
Returning, leave Boston tor Portland
at *7.30, t8.30 A. M., and *12.30 and ·3.15 P. M
For Rochester aud Allon Bay, *7.30 A. M. and t3.20
P. M.
1
For Manchester and Concord, N. H., via C. & P. II. I
R. Junction. t3.20 P. M.
For Manchester and Concord, via Lawrence, *9.55

"WINTER

THE SUPERIOR SEA-G0IN«

BAILEY de NOYES, Agents.

HASSAN,

c

RETURNING leaves

our

PIANOS,

a. i«n

M.,

FOR BOSTON.

which are, in every particular, the finest instruments
of their class manufactured, and second only to the
Qrand Piano, for which they are a good substitute.
Every Piano warranted for five years.

■

at 4 P.

Making close connections with the Nova Scotia
Railway, for Windsor, Truro, New Glasgow and
Pictou, and steamers foi Prince Edward's Island ; also at New Glasgow, N. S., with
Lindsey & Co.'e
Stages for Cape Breton.

A CARD.

ueual

an

Every Saturday,

offered.

now

ARRANGEMENT.

The favorite steamship CARLOTTA. Capt. E. D. Mulligan,
•leaves Portland

pronounced by all the great artists.

are so

Dr. Franz Liszt says: "£ consider the Chickering Piano superior to any made in Europe or Amer
c onvinced that they were justly
iea, and am
entitled to the First Prize.

Chickering & Sons,

^greatest profit.
9 MY JOLLY FRIEND'S SECRET

•her*, Boston, Mas».

Have been awarded to

Steamers Dirigo and Franconia
will, until further notice, run as
follows:
Leave Gait's Wharf, Portland,
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, ui 5 P. M., and leave Pier 38 E. R., New York,
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 3 P. M.
The Dirigo and Franconia are fitted
up with fine
accommodations for passengers, making this the most
convenient and comfortable route for travelers between New York and Maine.
Passage in State Room $5. Meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from
Montreal, Quebec
Halifax, St. John, and all parts of Maine. Shippe
are requested to send their freight to the Steamers as
4
P.
early as
M., on the days they leave Portland.
For Freight or Passage apply to
HENRY FOX, Gait's Wharf, Portland
J. F. AMES, Pier 3», E. R., New York.
May 9-dtf

OYER ALL COMPETITORS.

Cheapest First-Class Pianos

ϋ

+*

H
Ο

St.

dec.,*.491-2 Exchange

t4w

TS

pH

Fortes

Chickering & Sons' Mammoth Manufac'y

Nebraska, in the Platte

more

System

Oceau Insurance Company.

Mild"Climate, Fertile Soil*

Τ/Γ)

L.ITTL.E,

Free Homes !

for Grain growing and Stock
any in the United States.

offered at Reduced Rates at

Co

SEMI-WEEKLY LINE

fully

UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD
best Farming and mineral

1 £,000,000 acres of the
Lands in America.
3,000.000 Acres in
Valley, now for sale.

dow

Steamship

NEW ARRANGEMENT.

FRANCE.

Eighty-one First Premiums

dec3-4wf

cago.

TlaiHt'

AND

Have been made and sold since 1823. and

sum

f]

An

important enterprise, designated to supply
public want long felt, has beeu established fey
the undersigned. Engagements have been made
7^ with leading professional men in the United
Medical and Legal Advice, Re5^ States by which and
directions for manufacturW ceipts, Formulas,

«ltd

Dee. 13th,

in the city
no26eod'Jni

neatly executed at

RANDALL,
Laying Out New Streets.

JOHN F.

Committee

the choice of
of such business as
may legally be brought before them, will be holden
at the Bank on Tuesday, Jan. 14th, 1873, at 10 o'clock 1
A M

street South of
Boyle torn.)

ΠΓΙΛii

oel0eoel2w

"VTOTTCE is hereby giv«n that the J dnt Standi 'g
ll Coramittc on laying out new Streets to whom
was refered the petition of N. C. Rice, and others
praying that that part of Summer street lying between the track of the Boston and Maine Railroad
and West Commercial street, be discontinued as per
plan in City Civil Engineers office, will meet at
Summer street at its junction with West Commercial street, on Saturday the 28th iust, at
o'clock P.
M. to h.-ar all parties interested and then determine
and adjudge whether public convenience requires that
that part of Summer stre :t should be discontinued,
and if they should so adjudge will then and there discontinue that part of Summer street and lix the damages as required by law.
BENJ KINGSBURY, Jr.,
MAKQUIS F. KING,
chaules McCarthy, jr.,
SAM'L S. RICH,
HENRY C. NEWHALL,

Stockholders

fcJfOftuntry orders solicited.
largest'stock of RUBBERS
Ρ

Co.,

CITY OF "PORTLAND.

dec20

Agency

LEGAL ADVICE!

and

Place.

BOSTON.

Bank,
ed that their annual meeting for
THE
Directors and the transaction

BOSTON.

JOB
oflte.

address

Merchants National Bank ol'Portland, itic.

No. 60 Lagrange Street,

price·.

PER week to Agents, Male
jor Female.
To all who will write for an
we
will send a copy of that " Wonder
of Wonders/' the
ILLUSTRATED HORN OF PLEANTY. It contains over fifty beautiful illustrations, and will be
sent FREE to all who
may write. Address I. GARSIDE, Patterson. N. J.
oe2t4w

Cheaper

and all

BOOTS, SHOES and

The
at the lowest c*i*1

Temple

TCvei*y

Dance,

Wholesale Dealer and Jobber in

(Next

on or

in

Ν. II. Willi F &

Silver Ware.
Also

dj*

/"k
V-F

!

bridged

OF

KINDS

to

have

LOOK! FREE TO ALL

subject,
fully explained with successful treatment, every

all sorte at Wholesale and Entail.

Monthly Cn»h InMtalinentn,

SOUTH GRAY.
ocî2

KNIVES.

HAYES

JED ACHES

T»,$200 per month to sell
IMPROVED AMERICAN FAMILY
KNITTING MACHINE. The simplest and best in
the World. Address American Knitting Machine
Co., 345h Wanliington St., Boston, Mass.
de2t4w

WANT
the

LIVINGSTONE IN AFRICA-His Adventures-THE STANLEY-LIVINGSTONE EXPEDITION to Africa. Large octavo volume just issued.
Contains Incidents of the Wonderful Career of the
Great Traveller, the Country, Animals,
Natives,
Hunting, tfec. Full Account of this most interesting part, of the Globe. Outfit svnt fob91. Address UNION PUBLISHING CO., Chicago, 111.;
Philadelphia, Pa. ; or Springfield, Mass.
dec3-4wt

CASTORS,

Ssi^A.Oct. 3,1871.

&

FREE TO BOOK AGENTS.
-AN ELEGANTLY BOUND CANVASSING HOOK
for the best and cheapest Family Bible ever
published
will be sent free of charge to any book
agent. It contains nearly 500 tine Scripture illustrations, and
agents are meeting with unprecedented success, Address, stating experience, etc.. and we will show you
what our agents are doing, NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO. Pbila., Pa.
dec2 4wt

DR.

—SUCH AS—

Smith's Patent Metallic

dec2-4t0f

DISCOVERED

PLATED GOODS !

(Th! Besi Tiling Yet.)

SMITH

Music and Music Merchandise.

H5

Bronzes, Swiss Carvings,

Sleighs! Sleighs! Sleighs!

*

481 Broadway' Ν, Y.',
dispose of IO(TP1ANOS, MEL ODE ONS, and
ORG ANS ,of six first-class maker8, including Waters', at very low price for caeh 9 or part cash and
balance in small monthly instalments. New-7octave first ctass Ρ ΙΑΝΟ S modern improvement,
for
9* 7.leash. Now ready a CONCERTO PARLOR
ORGAN, the most beautiful style and perfect tone
ever made. Illustrated
Catalogues mailed. Sheet

u

Frcncli & Bohemian Novelties.

(Patented by

A Great Offer !

ιcill

LOOK AT OUR

noie

STU»I>EÏ>

Tablets as a specific.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Piatt St,· New York,
Sole Agent for Uuited States.
Price 25 cents a box
Send for circular.
dec2-4wt

^I
^

Mantel and Table Ornaments.

BROADWAY NEW YORK

3111

have

We

—

Fai banks &

is wlien chemically combined with
othei well known remedies, as in these tablets, and
all parties are cautioned against using any other.
In all case* of irritation of the mucous membrane these tablets should be freely used, their
cleansing and hea ing properties are astonishing.
Be warned, never neglect a cold, it is easily
cured in it* incipient state, when it becomes chronic
the cure is exceedingly difficult, use Wells' Carbolic

(■η

H.

Fine China and Glassware

BOSTON.
—

C.

OLIVER D1TSON & CO., Boston.
DITSON & CO., New York.
dec21d&w2w
w52
tc

ENGLAND,

914,108 a

TA«T/l?Tfi

Lung diseases

—FOR THE—

Piano-Forte. Cabinet Organ, Melcdcon,
Guitar, Coruet, Violin, Fife, Accordéon, German Accordéon, Clarionet, Flute. Fla-'colet. Price of each
book 75 cents.
These little works are great favorites, because they
are cheap, are full of
easy and lively music, and have
enuogh or instructive matter for the wants of ama-

teurs.

Orders.

N~fT

D O

Fare down and back 25 cents, children half price.
Special arrangement» can be made by. applying to
the Capt.
oclOdtr

MEDICAL.

Arrangement, December *J, 18751.

ter

CAPTAIN A. S. OLIVER,
Will leave the end of Cuptom Honee Wharf dally for
Jonen' Landing, on and afterOet 10, lB72?at 8.45 A.
M., and 3.15 P. M.
Returning leave Jones' Landing at 9.15 and 3.45 P.

PORTLAND, 3NÛE.

Be deceived, but for coughs, colds, sore throat,
hoarseness aud bronchial difficulties, use only

have adopted

trade-mark an *:ight-point.ed red star, with
corporate seal in the centre. This is 011 every pack
age of our Pure I^ead. None genuine without it.
our

Not

&c.

lteal Estate Agents.
JOHN C. PROCTEB, No. 03 Eubinie
Street.

we

au

Worker,

Silver and Plated Ware.
ΛΒΝΕΚ LOWELL, .'SOI Congress Street.

BOSTON

46 & 48

Stucco

Hav« you weakness oi the Utcriue or
Urinary Organs ? You must procure instant relief or you are liable to suffering worse than death.
Take it to strengthen organic weakness or life becomes a burden.
Finally it should be frequently taken to keep the
system in perfect health or you are otherwise in great
danger of malarial, miasmatic or contagious diseases.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Piatt St., New York,
Sole Agent for the United States.
Price One Dollar j>er Bottle.
Send forCircular
decl3
4wt

P. FEEN¥, Cor. Cumberland and Franklin Sts.

PEARSON, No. il Temple Ht., near
CougrcHA. All kinds of Silver and Plated
Ware Repaired.

MANUFACTURERS OF

W. F.

up in the best manner.
attended to.

net

Jobbing promptly

'I.

BOSTON.

a*

Ëxbauze

A. β. DAVIS <V CO., No. SO iHiiMlc Street.
J. II. I.AITISON, 154 Middle St.,cor. «Ires».

Silver Smith and Gold

26 Oliver Street,

24 &

61

48 market St.

You are in danger of Chronic Diarrhoea or the dreadful Inflammation of the Bowels.
Take it to allay irritation and ward off tendency to
inflam ations.

Photographers.

(near Poet Office.)
dim

St.

Γαηωίΐ.ινύ
Srcet aud

dec 13

Cauker, Pimples, <&c., &c.
Take Jurubeba to cleanse, purify and restore
the vitiated blood to healthy action.
Have you a Dyspepstic Stomach ? unless
digestion is promptly aided the system is debilitated
with loss of vital force, poverty oi the Blood, Dropsical Tendency, General Weakness or Lassitude.
Take it to assist Digestion without reaction, it will
impart youthful vigor to the weary sufferer.
ISavc you weakness of the Intestines?

».

I

Extract of Jurubeba

Dr. Wells

retains all the medicinal virtues peculiar to the plant
and must be taken as a permanent curative agent.
I» there want of action in your Laver &
Spleen? Unless relieved at once, the blood becomes
impure by deleterious secretions, producing scrofulous or skin diseases. Blotches, Felons, Pustules,

Jewelry and Fine Watches.

J.

great variety, Plain, Chased, Carved and Seal

Office

by

Carpet-Bags.

RIMS,

in

It is not a physic which may give
relief
to the sufferer for the first few do es, but whicl from
use brings Piles and kindred diseases to
aid in weakqping the invalid, nor is it a doctored liquor
which, under tlie popular name of "Bitters" is so
extensively palmed oft on the public as sovereign remedies, but it is a most powerful Tonic and
alterative· pronounced so
the leading medical
authorities of London aud Paris, and has been long
used by the regular physicians of other countries with
wonderful remedial results.

Hair <»oods and Toilet Articles.

Hanuf..,

AMERICA,

$8.000 €
tt,108 9

Total,

continued

doue to order·

IiOWELL..I01 CongreMN Street.
Agent* for Howard Watch Company.

Sets Bracelets, Sleove Button4», ^tuds, &c.
see ur fiu'j selection of

the life of the late

on

issued April, 1855.
Policy,
Dividend» added thereto,

BLOOD PURIFIER

ABNi:i{

Call and

14,470

No.

Amount of

t Jan 2173

JÎWËLRY,

Policy

BOSTON * MAINE RAILROAD.

M.

HORACE GREETjEY

L. F.

Lockets, Charms, -cals, «ire., Gold and Gold plated

[Incorporated

Result of

eral

Horse and Ox Shoeing
Done in the beet possible manner by
YOUNG & CO., No. lOO Fore St.

CHAOS,

Preminma paid in 98 year·,
95,749 Ο
Should this Policy now become a claim, hi* hei
would realize upon this investment nearly f2500J
more than 7
per ceat. compound interest for a
the money paid to the Company.

dec!4fd4w

For Peaks' Island.
KTEA.HER

Df

920,615 Ο

Total,

No. 5» Ex·
of alt kinds

J. F. MIIEBBV, No. » Clapp'· Block
Congre»» Street, oppo»ite OUI City Hall.

WATCHES,

OPERA

cisco, Cal.

Ko.

railroads.

Peak's Inland (Steamboat Company.

Hare Taken the First Premium
Oyer all Competition

Agents

Intelligent men and women wanted everywhere.
To get good territory, txclusirely assigned, send
early for circular and terms! J. B. FORD & CO.,
New York ; Boston, Mass. ; Chicago, 111. ; San Frau-

Furniture and Upholstering'.
DAVID ». OGANE, No. S» Federal St.
All kind»* of IJphol* «riugaud Repairing

AU Styles of S îviss and Amcriea·

FIngek

Cloak.

Velvet

«KOBGK A.
ckaujje St.
Upholstering
«loue to order.

me,

CHRISTMAS

τι Ο\ l)S. India St.
iind lui>hed.

·*

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.

I forgive fcheo when I feel
Breath and lips upon me pressed,
Sweet as any alien air,
Down fr^m harbors of the blest.

77 middle

II. Ilny>».

dyed
rOttlUB'S Dye Ilouae, '-Ϊ1 Union Street.*

Baby with the double crown,

FOit

II.

«ver

Dye-House.
or

And the laughter-haunted tyes.
Papa's sanctum, volume-strewn,
a

and Huilders.

Dentists.

Heine's thumbing Thackeray.

Is to thee

33 Plain

STEAMERS.

EXPRESS.

THE

Mutual Life Insurance C<

Book Binders.

'♦No, no—" papa cries in rain:
Down the dainty volumes come;
Papa, here you are no king,
I am queen in baby-dom.

Ο poet rare!
Thou haet many pages less,
But if all were gone but one,
That would bold and charm

FKE3CII OLEOGRAPH

WOT. A. QIINCÏ, Kocm 11, Printer'"
Kxflmngr, No. Ill Exchange Ml.

Sons

HANOS

WITH THE RIGHT COMPABH

called "JPet's Paradise." (Oleographs are
ttie choi est class of French Ari -printing in oils—the
perfection of Oil-cJiromo)- We also give the superb !
$10 pair of Genuine French Oil Chromos, ((Wi«le !
Awake"& "Fan Asleep," subjects LIFE-SIZE
charmiog/oc similes ot original Oil Paintings. This
OF ISTKW YORK.
paper has ilie largest circulation in the world. It will
next > ear be made better than ever.
Serial tales by
Cash Assets,
world famous authors, L. M. Alcott, Edward E«$56,000,004
gleston, Harkîet BeecherStowe, etc. New and
brilliant contributors. Illustrated Holiday Number
No.
4SI
on
life of
the
Policy
and back nos of Miss Alcott's story free. The most
taking "Combination !" The largest commissions paid !
CYRUS W. FIELD
One Agent made $801) in 3 months ; another $537 in
35 days ; another $y4.40 in one week; one $37,60 in
web issued by this
one day, and many others from §5 aud $10 to $40
Company in 1843, (not by tl
per
EQUITABLE COMPANY as advertised by i
day. 1 hi* year our offers are even more profitable.
No waiting for the premiums. The Subscriber
Agent) and now stands as follows, viz :
GETS THEM WHEN HE PAYS HIS SUBSCRIPTION.
Amount of Policy,
$10,000 Ο
Good
Wanted.
Dît.'η added to Dec. 1879
ΙΟ,βΙ5 β

Street·

Carpenters

with

given away the largest and best Premium
Picture ever offered, the new and exquisite $12.00

Booksellers and Stationers.
ΠΟΥΤ, VO«U <St KB£IiD,IVo.91 Middle

Chickering &

Life Insurance

which is

W. C. COBB, No. Vi I'onri St.

Half the time I own eho seems
Les* a bvin^ than a star,
Then again I cry, "My books;
Annie, what a rogue you are!"

m

Henry Ward Beecher's
Great LITERARY, FAMILY NEWSPAPER,

Bakers.

MISCELLANEOUS.

"Something Worth Knowing I'

and tlie very best business opportunity ever offered,is
to be found la an Agency for taking subscriptions to

Krpairing.

Annie dear, the darling witchSee how innocent she look*—
But «iie hag a world of wiles
When iho gets among my book·.

1

All
let.

to

INSURANCE.

Ψ*1

No. fO Plum Stmt.

rEGETABUnULMONARYDALSAM
Π

§'DOUBTLESSf

J

THE

BEST

£

COUCH
MEDICINE

IN

THE

fjI WORLD
ALiCΛ

CUTLER BROS.& CO
FnopniETons. Boston

λ '.ο

«irwiev

